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Secretariat Reorganiation Committee, 1947;
Shri N. GopalaswammyAyyanagar Report, 1950;
A.D. Gorwalla Committee, 1951;
Paul H. Appleby, 1953 & 1956;
Committee on Plan Projects, 1956;
Committee on Prevention of Corruption, 1962;
First Administrative Reforms Commission, 1966;
Kothari Committee, 1976;
National Police Commission, 1977;
Economic Reforms Commission, 1981;
Commission on Centre-State relations, 1983;
Conference on Chief Secretaries, 1996;
Chief Minister’s Conference, 1997;
Second Administrative Reforms Commission, 2005;

The Government of India (GoI) consists of 53 ministries and 51 departments[1] .  The executive power
of the Union vests in the President, advised by the Council of Ministers with the Prime Minister as
the head. The President of India, in exercise of the powers conferred by the Article 77 of the
Constitution has made the Government of India (Allocation of Business) Rules and the Government of
India (Transaction of Business) Rules, stipulating the transaction of business of the Government of
India in the ministries, departments, secretariats and offices. The rules also specify the distribution
of subjects among the departments. A department is normally headed by a Secretary to the GoI
acting as the administrative head of the department and principal adviser to the minister on al l
matters of policy and administration within the department. The departments are divided into wings
comprising of divisions (headed by Director/Joint Director/Deputy Secretary) with section as the
lowest organisational unit . 

The organisation structure of the ministries/departments of the Government of India has constantly
evolved to address and accommodate for various developmental and policy problems. While the
current government structure and functioning rel ies on a well-defined hierarchy, adherence to rules,
which has stood the test of t ime, there have been consistent efforts over the years to make it more
flexible, designed to respond quickly to new and dynamic challenges of public administration..

The GoI has undertaken various measures for administrative reforms, including:

The Paul H. Appleby reports recommended the establishment of a professional training institute for
promoting research in public administration and setting up of a central office to provide leadership
for organisation, management and procedures along with other reforms. The Government of India
accepted the above reforms and in March 1954, an Organisation and Methods (O & M) Division was
set up in the Cabinet Secretariat for improving the speed and quality of the government business. O
& M units and work-study units were set up in the ministries/departments with a focus on improving
the paper work management and methods. A detailed manual – Central Secretariat Manual of Office
Procedure (CSMOP) was prepared for providing detailed guidelines to all ministries and departments 

[1] https://rajyasabha.nic. in/rsnew/question/Subject_Pamphlet_Contents_2022.pdf

   1. BACKGROUND BACKGROUND
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The first CSMOP was published in March 1955. The manual prescribes procedures for operations in
the ministries/department of the GoI. The Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions



Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances (DARPG) has updated the CSMOP from
time to time in accordance with the changing scenario. The latest version of this document is the
CSMOP 2019, 15th edition. In this edition, the procedures laid down in the CSMOP 2015 and the
Central Secretariat Manual of Electronic Office Procedure (CSMeOP) 2012 are aligned in l ight of
advances made in digital governance. 
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The procedures prescribed in the manual attempt to balance the conflicting considerations of speed,
quality, transparency and propriety. It also takes into consideration the suggestions received from
various ministries/departments, the National Informatics Centre (NIC), the National Archives of India
(NAI) and committees constituted for this purpose.

The manual lays down the essential procedures for efficient information and fi le management i .e. ,
processing the handling and control of official information either on paper or in digital form in the
Central Secretariat across ministries and its departments. To provide sufficient flexibil ity, the manual
suggests the issue of departmental instructions, which could supplement or vary, within broad l imits,
the prescribed procedures to suit specific conditions and requirements. Each department may devise
suitable arrangements, including inspections to ensure compliance of provisions contained in this
manual and departmental instructions prescribed.[2]

[2] https://darpg.gov.in/whatsnew/final-draft-csmop
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The 13th report of the Second Administrative Reforms Commission (ARC) focused on
recommendations pertaining to the reforms in the structure of the Government of India by
developing a pro-active, efficient and flexible organisational framework. The ARC noted that the
present organisational structure of the Government of Indiawas more suited to command-and-control
functions and less so for developmental, promotional and facil itative functions of the government. In
their report, the ARC was also of the view that India’s low performance on various developmental and
economic parameters being well below the desired levels was also a reflection of the structure and
functioning of the government. The Commission was of the view that these structures need to be
redesigned in order to make our governance apparatus an instrument of service to the people as well
as a tool to achieve national objectives in the fields of social and economic development. In this
context, research studies conducted by Keefer and Knack(1995) and Daniel Kauffmann with his
colleagues from the World Bank indicated that a strong, efficient, growth-oriented bureaucracy could
contribute substantial ly to a country’s growth rate.

The 13th ARC report analyzed various international experiences of reorganizing governments with the
help of 3 models of public administration reforms, namely, a) Reinventing Government (innovation,
entrepreneurship, control from bureaucracy to the community); b) Re-engineering or BPR (radical
redesign with focus on cost, quality, service and speed); c) New Public Management (focuses on
performance, control, f lexibil it ies, optimizing IT, etc,) . After an extensive study of various secondary
literature and the structures of the Government of India, the ARC had submitted various
recommendations. 

While recommending the reforms to the existing structure of Government of India, the 13thARC
report had also reiterated the recommendations of the Fifth Central Pay Commission and the
Expenditure Reforms Commission with regard to confining focus of the Union Government on its core
functions. 

   1. BACKGROUND13th REPORT OF THE 2nd ARC

The 13th report of the Second Administrative Reforms Commission (ARC) focused on
recommendations pertaining to the reforms in the structure of the Government of India by
developing a pro-active, efficient and flexible organisational framework. The ARC noted that the
present organisational structure of the Government of Indiawas more suited to command-and-control
functions and less so for developmental, promotional and facil itative functions of the government. In
their report, the ARC was also of the view that India’s low performance on various developmental and
economic parameters being well below the desired levels was also a reflection of the structure and
functioning of the government. The Commission was of the view that these structures need to be
redesigned in order to make our governance apparatus an instrument of service to the people as well
as a tool to achieve national objectives in the fields of social and economic development. In this
context, research studies conducted by Keefer and Knack(1995) and Daniel Kauffmann with his
colleagues from the World Bank indicated that a strong, efficient, growth-oriented bureaucracy could
contribute substantial ly to a country’s growth rate.

The 13th ARC report analyzed various international experiences of reorganizing governments with the
help of 3 models of public administration reforms, namely, a) Reinventing Government (innovation,
entrepreneurship, control from bureaucracy to the community); b) Re-engineering or BPR (radical
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literature and the structures of the Government of India, the ARC had submitted various
recommendations. 



While recommending the reforms to the existing structure of Government of India, the 13thARC
report had also reiterated the recommendations of the Fifth Central Pay Commission and the
Expenditure Reforms Commission with regard to confining focus of the Union Government on its core
functions. The commission recommends that each department/ministry shall also conduct a detailed
analysis of their functions and activities, followed by restructuring that may include
decentralization/delegation. Further, the commission noted that the need to provide the ministers
with high quality policy advice requires that secretaries to Government and their supporting staff in
the Secretariat with policy advisory responsibil it ies are not diverted by the demands of managing
routine administrative and operational responsibil it ies.

Following are the key recommendations made by the ARC:

Each department should lay down a detailed scheme of delegation at all levels so that the
decision making takes place at the most appropriate level. It should be laid down in the
Manual of Office Procedure that every ministry should prescribe a detailed scheme of
delegation for its officers. This delegation should be arrived at on the basis of an analysis of
the activities and functions of the ministry/department and the type of decisions these entail
which should be dovetailed with the decision-making units identified in that Department. This
delegation should be arrived at on the basis of an analysis of the activities and functions of
the ministry/department and the type of decisions these entail which should be dovetailed
with the decision-making units identified in that Department

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Each department should lay down a detailed scheme of delegation at all levels so that the

decision making takes place at the most appropriate level. It should be laid down in the

Manual of Office Procedure that every ministry should prescribe a detailed scheme of

delegation for its officers. This delegation should be arrived at on the basis of an analysis of

the activities and functions of the ministry/department and the type of decisions these entail

which should be dovetailed with the decision-making units identified in that Department.

The scheme of delegation should be updated periodically and should also be ‘audited’ at

regular intervals. The audit should ensure that the delegated authority is actually exercised

by the delegate. The scheme of delegation should be placed in the public domain

The number of levels through which a file passes for a decision should not exceed three

 In cases where the minister’s approval is required, the fi le should be init iated by the
Deputy Secretary/Director concerned and should be moved through the Joint
Secretary (or Additional Secretary/Special Secretary) and the Secretary (or Special
Secretary) to the Minister
 Cases requiring approval of the Secretary should go through just two levels (e.g. either
US and Director, US and JS or Director and JS)
 Cases requiring approval of the JS/Director/DS should come through just one level.
The exact combination of levels should be spelt out in the scheme of delegation for
each Ministry/Department whereas the number of levels as suggested above should be
prescribed in the Manual of Office Procedure
 The department dealing with administrative reforms in the Union Government should
be entrusted with the task of ensuring compliance with this stipulation 

1.

2.

3.

4.

For addressing cross cutting issues, the Secretary of the concerned department should

have the flexibil ity to create inter-disciplinary teams

The Manual of Office Procedure should be recast based on the principles stated in

paragraph 5.9 of the 13th ARC report 

4
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The departments should build an electronic database of decisions that are l ikely to be used

as precedents. Thereafter, such database should be periodically reviewed and where

necessary, changes in rules should be introduced in order to codify them. There may also

be precedents that may be the result of wrong or arbitrary decision making which the

department would prefer not to rely on for the future. In such cases the department would

have to appropriately change its policy/guidelines and if required even the rules, to ensure

that these precedents are not wrongly used
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In consideration of the recommendations of 13th report of the 2nd ARC and the Cabinet Secretariat,
the DARPG circulated an Office Memorandum on March 12, 2021 on “Increasing Efficiency in Decision
Making in the Central Secretariat”. All the ministries/departments were requested to review the level
of disposal, channels of submission, desk officer system and effective use of technology for
enhancing efficiency in decision making. The provisions of the CSMOP 2019 in minimizing levels of
disposal and channels of submission, delegation of powers, effective use of desk officer system,
technology adoption including use of e-Office version 7.0 and strengthening of central registry unit
were reiterated and emphasised on for time bound compliance.

   2. 4-PRONGED APPROACH 4-PRONGED APPROACH

Delayering: Review of levels of disposal and channels of submission to ensure that
channels of submission do not exceed four
Delegation: Delegation of powers in ministries/departments as well as
attached/subordinate offices and autonomous/statutory bodies and Central Public Sector
Enterprises (CPSEs) for expeditious decision making
Desk Officer System: Efficient operationalization of the Desk Officer System
Digitisation: Digitisation of Central Registry Units and adoption of e-office version 7.0

With increased focus on good governance, there has been a great change in the conventional role of
the government and the bureaucracy to promote accountabil ity, efficiency, effectiveness,
transparency and decentralization. The Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances
(DARPG) has been designated as the nodal ministry for encouraging a multi-pronged approach by
bringing together diverse elements, performing rigorous analysis and pursuing cohesive advocacy to
bring about change in systems, process and structures of the government.

The Cabinet Secretary also issued a note to al l  the Secretaries of Government of India  which
informed that these issues have been deliberated upon in consultation with the Group of
Secretaries. The note also urged the Secretaries to look into these issues and directed DARPG to
conduct a virtual workshop to discuss the implementation of the init iatives to increase efficiency for
faster and efficient decision making. 

The fol lowing 4-pronged approach was identif ied:

6
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A National Workshop for all Ministries/ Departments was convened by the DARPG under the
chairmanship of the Cabinet Secretary on March 26, 2021.

The objective of the workshop on increasing efficiency in decision making was to ensure the
implementation of the recommendations emanating from the discussions of the group of Secretaries
under the chairmanship of the Cabinet Secretary.

The recommendations may be implemented by the ministries/departments as per their specific
structure and requirements within the powers available to them under the Allocation/Transaction of
Business Rules.

These include the following:

Classif ication of subject,  identif ication of f i le movement paths for each category of

subjects indicating origin and destination

Review and updation of delegation of powers

Strengthening of the Central Registry Unit to minimize delay at receipt distr ibution,

fortnightly review of pendency of f i les/ receipts

Migration to e-off ice 7.0, extension of e-off ice to attached and subordinate

off ices/autonomous off ices/ organizations

In pursuance of the del iberat ions in the Nat ional  Workshop,  the Secretary,  DARPG issued fo l low-
up letters to a l l  ministr ies/departments with the request that they may draw-up a roadmap for
increasing eff ic iency in decis ion making and start  implementat ion with a copy of the roadmap to
be shared with the DARPG by Apr i l  30,  2021 .  The impact analys is was sought from
ministr ies/departments by July 15 ,  2021 .  Review meet ings were held by the Secretary,  DARPG
with the ministr ies/departments on August 1 1 ,  2021 ,  August 18 ,  2021 ,  August 21 ,  2021 and
September 1 ,  2021 .

   INTRODUCTION
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    TIMELINE

 

DARPG circulated OM 
on “Increasing 

Efficiency in Decision 
Making in Government”

National Workshop for 
al l  Ministries/ 

Departments was 
convened by DARPG

Ministries/ Departments 
shared a copy of the 

roadmap for increasing 
efficiency in decision 
making with DARPG

Ministries/department
s submitted the Action
Taken Reports on the

impact analysis

Secretary, DARPG
conducted review

meetings with
ministries/departments

Empanelment of QCI for 
third party evaluation 
of the “Init iatives for 

Increasing Efficiency in 
Decision Making in the

Central Secretariat”

QCI team developed 
methodology, 

framework and 
questionnaire format

QCI team conducted pilot 
study in 4 ministries/ 
departments and then 

final ized a robust 
framework with a specific 

questionnaire

QCI team conducted 
ministerial visits for 

third party evaluation  
which also included 

data collection

Analysis of data and 
findings of the visits. 

Submission of f inal report 
on third party evaluation 

of the “Init iatives for 
Increasing Efficiency in 
Decision Making in the 

Central Secretariat”

12th March, 2021

26th March, 2021

30th April, 2021

15th July, 2021

11th August-1st 
September, 2021

29th January, 2022

15th February, 2022

16th February- 21st 
February, 2022

1st March, 2022- 
31st March, 2022

April, 2022

8
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As a part of the research study, QCI team deployed both quantitative and qualitative approach for data
collection. The quantitative data points aimed at gauging the digital infrastructure, sanctioned and vacant
positions, OMs circulars issued for reforms implementation, details of Desk Officer System implementation,
etc. while the qualitative approach involved a semi-structured discussion agenda for understanding the
implementation of the initiatives and its process and the context-specific challenges. QCI team conducted
pilot study in following 4 ministries/ departments and then finalized robust framework with a specific
questionnaire. 

Quality Council of India was engaged by the DARPG for undertaking the Third-Party Evaluation of
Initiatives for Increasing Efficiency in Decision Making in the Central Secretariat. Following the
instructions from the DARPG, QCI team conducted the study of the ARC Reports, CSMOP, and Action
Taken Reports submitted by the ministries/departments for developing an assessment framework.

QCI's 
Engagement

Development of the 
methodology, 

framework and 
questionnaire format

Ministerial visits to 
conduct third party 

assessment

Preparation of the report

Analysis of the data 
provided by the 

ministries/departments 
and QCI questionnaire

Pilot study in MPNG, 
MoRTH,  MEA and DoP

5 teams from QCI successfully visited 80 ministries/departments* in 22 days and conducted the third-
party assessment between 1-03-2022 to 31-03-2022. After the evaluation visits, the data and input from
discussions were collated to draw insights for the report.

Ministry of External Affairs
Department of Posts
Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas
Ministry of Road Transport and Highways

*Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) and Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC) are considered under Department of Revenue
*Department of Sports and Department of Youth Affairs are considered under Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports

   QCI's ENGAGEMENT

https://darpg.gov.in/whatsnew/final-draft-csmop
https://darpg.gov.in/whatsnew/final-draft-csmop
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   METHODOLOGY

   
Primary 

Research

   

Development of 
the framework 

and questionnaire 
format

 

Conducted primary research by going 
through all the Action Taken Reports, 
ARC Reports, CSMOP, DFPR and other 
guidelines on the 4-pronged reforms

Designed the framework, 
questionnaire format to bring out the 

impact of the 4-pronged reforms 

Collated data from all the ministries/ 
departments and analysed it to draw 

meaningful insights

Prepared the final report highlighting 
the findings on 4-pronged reforms in 
each ministry/department along with 

recommendations

 

  

   
Data collection, 
management
and analysis 

   
Preparation of 

the report

1 0

   
Ministerial/ 

Departmental 
Visits

   Pilot Study

Visited all ministries/departments to 
meet nodal officers for data collection  

Conducted pilot study in 4 ministries/ 
departments to finalise a robust 

framework with a specific questionnaire
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DELAYERING

95%
According to the provisions contained in Central Secretariat Manual of Office Procedure (CSMOP), 2019,
Para 7:6 (i) & (ii) of Chapter 7 and the instructions of DARPG, ministries/ departments laid down a
detailed scheme of delayering at appropriate levels for faster disposal

Channels of submission have been revised in 76 ministries/departments and restricted to 4 or below

4 ministries/departments (Legal Affairs, Health Research, Fisheries, Minority Affairs) where
revision of channels has not been undertaken specif ical ly as their size and functions imply that
most matters are resolved within 4 levels of submission 

General ly, the channels for subjects l ike policy matters, parl iament questions, foreign
deputations go up to 5-6 where the final level is the concerned Minister

Grant of advances, reimbursements (petty), RTI matters, pension, pendency monitoring and
reminders are disposed off within 2 levels and reimbursement of medical bills up to 1 lac, purchase of
stationary, furniture, printing for up to 50,000 are disposed off in 3 levels

Files are initiated at SO/US level for the majority of the subjects and disposed off within 3-4 levels

The revision of channels of submission reiterated the work al location, responsibi l it ies of
departmental employees and their accountabil ity as reported by various ministries/departments

   KEY FINDINGS

·This momentous effort to aid init iatives for increasing efficiency in decision making through a 4-
pronged approach has been unprecedented in terms of its scale and depth. The exercise saw
widespread implementation of these init iatives across all the ministries/departments of the
Government of India.
·The reforms of delayering, delegation, digit isation and desk officer system have led to defined
work allocation, reduced channels of submission and timely decision making, embodying the
principle of “Minimum Government, Maximum Governance”
·The key findings with respect to implementation of each of the 4 reforms across all the
ministries/departments are given below:
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DELEGATION

IMPLEMENTATION

90%
The ministries/departments have undertaken financial delegation reforms as per the DFPR
schedules V and VI in consultation with their Integrated Finance Division

72 ministries/departments have delegated financial as well as administrative (disposal) powers to
the heads of the divisions and subordinate officers for routine and petty transactions

8 ministries/departments (Social Justice and Empowerment, Fisheries, Official Languages, Heavy
Industry, Steel, Legal Affairs, Health Research, Ex-servicemen Welfare) have not undertaken
revision in financial delegation

Administrative delegation has been carried out as per the revised channels of submission
wherein disposal/approval powers have been enhanced

DESK OFFICER SYSTEM

IMPLEMENTATION

35%
1 2
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Desk officer system has been operational in 28 ministries expediating the movement and
disposal of f i les. The desk officer system has streamlined the functioning under clear work
allocation in the ministries/departments

For instance, MEA has been fol lowing desk officer system for decades, wherein a US/DS level
officer is assigned certain countries and al l  of its associated bi lateral/multi lateral work is dealt
by these designated desk officers

The Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs has 68 Desk Officers across 17 divisions. The duties
and requirements of various desks have been delineated clearly by the department heads. Desk
Officers are now disposing off a substantial amount of work on their own with minimal staff
assistance. The Desk Officer System has led to fast retrieval of information from institutional
memory built with fewer numbers of record custodians

Designated desk officers operate having specif ic work assigned with a defined sub-function or
activity in their charge

By the inherent virtue of its nature, desk officers often work as repositories for reference and
knowledge management for their al located subject(s)

Majority of the ministries/departments observed a major impediment in the implementation of
the desk officer system i .e. ,  total ly dependence on a particular officer leading to a vacuum in
their absence. Also, due to high number of vacancies, ministries/departments are not able to
implement desk officer system

DIGITISATION

E-office has been implemented in al l  the ministries/departments wherein they have been using
different versions of e-office and updation is continuing as per slot availabi l ity by the NIC

The latest version of e-office, i .e. version 7.1 has been adopted in 27 ministries/departments
whereas, 48 ministries/departments are using e-office version 6.0

E-office
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Department of Ex-servicemen Welfare has not implemented e-office due to its nature of work. At
present, the department f inds its work being performed efficiently even withot e-office

All the ministries/departments using e-office version 6.0 or below are in the process of f inal izing
schedule with NIC for update to e-office Version 7.0

Implementation of e-office has resulted in reduction of paper and stationary usage. Ministry of
Railways and Department of Chemicals and Petrochemicals conducted a comparative study to
measure the reduction in stationary usage before and after the implementation of e-office. Their
study showed that 2x (approximately) reduction of stationary usage after e-office implementation

1 4

Developed by Ministry of Women
and Child Development accessible to
DS level and above. Tasks are
assigned on IMS which are
monitored by Secretary, is
completed in the Portal itself within
given time.

I n t e g r a t e d  M o n i t o r i n g  S y s t e m  

Ministry of AYUSH has developed
this portal for digitization of various
processes involved in all Central
Sector Schemes of the ministry. The
portal is integrated with NGO Darpan
portal of NITI Ayog and PFMS.

A Y U S H  N G O  P o r t a l  

Developed by the Department of
Land Resources to capture data
including visuals from the field for
real-time monitoring of IWMP
projects. The tool can also be used
for community  monitoring of IWMP
works

D R I S H T I  m o b i l e  a p p  

Developed by the Department of
Economic Affairs  for monitoring the
pendency of VIP references, PG,
PMO references, etc.

e S a m i k s h a  P o r t a l  

By Department of Chemicals and
Petrochemicals facilitates to visualize
all the inputs from its divisions,
autonomous institutes and PSUs
under the Department to track key
performance indicators and metrics
to properly monitor or analyze them

D C P C  D a s h b o a r d  

Electronic Requisition System
introduced for stationary items by
the Department of Commerce

E l e c t r o n i c  R e q u i s i t i o n  S y s t e m  

, An Intranet portal of Department of
Biotechnology developed with an aim
to provide comprehensive, accurate
and one stop source of information
to the staff & officers of the
department

I N T R A D B T

Developed by the Ministry of Mines
for monitoring fund disbursement
and research & development work of
academic institutions, universities,
national institutes and R&D
institutions 

S A T Y A B H A M A  P o r t a l

Developed by the Department of
Official Languages for translation
memory, built on the basis of
analysing bilingual corpus

K A N T H A S T H  A p p  

Ministry of Railways provides a
unique opportunity to field officers
and staff of railways to showcase
their exemplary work which can be
replicated across the national rail
network. GMs, DG/NAIR, DG/RDSO,
PHODs, DRMs and Directors of CTI
are authorized to upload the good
work being done by their units which
can be viewed by all

R a i l  G o o d  W o r k  P o r t a l

This portal was initially developed by
DoPT for online vigilance enquires in
Public Sector Enterprise Board. It is
also used for online vigilance
enquiries against IAS

S y s t e m  f o r  O n l i n e  V i g i l a n c e  
E n q u i r y  P o r t a l  

The portal at the Dept. of Posts
serves as a live tracking system for:
Number of Speed Post articles
booked, New Small Savings
Accounts & Certificates IPPB New
Accounts Opened PLI & RPLI:
Number of New Policies Procured

P e r f o r m a n c e  D a s h b o a r d

D I G I T A L  I N I T I A T I V E S



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

CENTRAL REGISTRY UNIT

Central Registry Unit has been digit ised in 70 ministries. The CRU has been modernized by
introducing new scanners and integrating it with the e-office system by having the dak number
automatical ly on every dak faci l itating easy tracking

Digit isation of the central registry unit is in the transit ion phase for 9 ministries/departments
(Space, Official Language, Ex-servicemen Welfare, Legislative Department, Department of
Investment & Public Asset Management, Defence Production, Defence, Revenue and Ferti l izers)

CRU section has been partial ly digit ised in Ministry of External Affairs due to classif ied nature of
work

The fol lowing Ministries/Departments share CRU sections:

Department of Higher Education and Department of School, Education & Literacy

Department of Defence, Department of Defence Production and Department of Ex-

servicemen Welfare 

Department of Revenue, Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) and Central Board of

Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC)

1.

2.

3.
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IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

There has been widespread implementation of these reforms across the ministries/departments.
The specif ic impact of the reforms on the quality and efficiency may vary considering their
contextual implementation depending on the nature of work and specif ic requirements of each
ministry/department, and may be studied further

The effective uti l ization of knowledge management system as a part of the e-office shall require
al l  departments/ministries to digit ize their record fi les to enable the officers to refer the
institutional database

In view of the large scale adoption of e-office and other digital init iatives, the guidel ines for
handling and management of physical f i les may be updated, to avoid a paral lel system of
physical f i le movement and recordkeeping

Adoption of e-office and various digital init iatives with a focus on ease of use and timely disposal
have been seen across al l  the ministries/departments. Ministry/Department may undertake a
study in order to measure the magnitude of their impact under a before-and-after scenario and
enable customised and deeper implementation of such digital practices

E-office works efficiently for smaller f i les but there is a size restriction on upload of larger f i les
(~50 MB pdf) .  Thus, this may result in physical movement of voluminous fi les. Therefore, for
optimal adoption of e-office, its technical capabil it ies may be enhanced to al low upload and
movement of bulky fi les 

The ministries/departments reported that not al l  f i les are handled through e-office. Fi les
pertaining to policy matters, parl iament questions, or classif ied fi les are sti l l  being disposed off
in physical form due to security reasons or f i le size. This would require enhanced focus on data
security and governance or specif ic software maybe developed for increasing data security for
departments where sensit ive matters are handled. Eg. MEA, MHA

With the increasing expanse of governance, the role of e-governance for monitoring,
performance and knowledge management needs to be explored further through establishment
of digital research teams working col laboratively for pol icy formation and implementation

The integration of digital ecosystem for comprehensive work management can lead to further
optimization of organizational processes. The digit isation of ministries/departments of the
Government of India has fol lowed a scattered approach with need-based development of tools.
Integration of these digital tools using a single login system may help in accessing the required
information without frittering away time switching between platforms and avoiding duplicity of
work. Integration may also enable seamless interaction between applications, smooth user
experience with automation tools to accomplish repetit ive tasks of administration

Customized digital tools for specif ic work needs of different divisions and sections can further
aid increasing employee productive, enabling easy and quick access to data, specif ic knowledge
repositories 

   RECOMMENDATIONS
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IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

A futuristic approach to digital reforms shall need to focus on developing systems that are
location and device-agnostic, enabled through cloud computing. Adequate focus should be
placed on data governance and security

The Desk Officer System is functioning effectively in ministries/departments l ike MEA and may
be replicated across al l  ministries/departments. The adoption of the desk officer system may
enable clearer work al location. Addit ionally, it may be leveraged to train young officers of the
secretariat, enabling them to gather expertise in their domain and empowering a new generation
of decision-makers

The forward-looking reforms of delayering, delegation, digit isation and desk officer system have
aimed at maximising the efficiency of work in the central secretariat. They have been
successful ly implemented across al l  the ministries/departments. In view of these reforms, each
ministry/department may undertake a review of their sanctioned strength depending on their
administrative needs and capacity requirements

The nature of work of al l  the ministries/departments is distinct. This study focuses on the 4-
pronged approach and implementation of this approach is contingent on the specif ic working
nature and administration of each ministry/department

In the aspect of gathering data, the findings of this study are contingent on data declared by the
ministries/departments

All ministries/departments may not be on the same page with respect to the effectiveness of this
exercise leading to scattered data and information across ministries/departments 

The availabi l ity of the data was subjective which resulted in non-uniformity in the analysis of the
data

   LIMITATIONS
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Key Highlights

Delayering has been undertaken at the department on the basis of subject, urgency and nature of
work. The layering has been l imited to maximum 4 levels including the Minister for certain
subjects.
The financial powers vested in Secretary, DPIIT have been delegated to Joint Secretary (General
Administration), DS/Director (Admin/General Admin) for the purpose of incurring contingent and
miscellaneous expenditure as per the defined l imit.
Desk Officer System has not been in practice in DPIIT as the divisional work is not suited for Desk
officer System
E-office is operational in DPIIT since December 2016 and currently, e-office 6.0 version is being
used and the CRU of the department is completely digit ised

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT FOR PROMOTION OF INDUSTRY AND 

INTERNAL TRADE

The Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), earl ier cal led as the Department
of Industrial Policy & Promotion (DIPP), was established in 1995. Subsequently, other matters, l ike e-
commerce in 2018; Internal Trade, Welfare of Trades and their Employees and Startups in 2019 and
Integrated Development of Logistics Sectors in 2021 were transferred to this Department. The main
role of DPIIT is to promote industrial development of the country by facil itating investment in new
and upcoming technology, accelerate & attract foreign direct investment and support a balanced
development of industries & trades. 

The Department is responsible for determining the Industrial Policy at Central Government level,
including the fol lowing matters such as General Industrial Policy, Grant of Industrial Licenses ( IL) and
acknowledging Industrial Entrepreneur Memorandum (IEM), Industrial Management, Productivity in
industry, Facil itating “Ease of Doing Business (EODB), Promotion of Internal Trade, including Retai l
Trade, Matters related to e-Commerce, Welfare of Traders and their Employees, Integrated
development of Logistics Sector and Matters related to Startups

The Department is also responsible for promotion and development of industries related to Cables,
Light Engineering Products (eg. Sewing machines, typewriters, weighing machines, bicycles etc.) ,
Light Industries (eg. Polywood, Stationery, Matches, Cigarette etc.) Light Electrical Engineering
products, Raw Films, Hard Boards, Paper, and Newsprint, Tyres and Tubes, Salt , Cement, Ceramics,
Ti les and Glass, Leather and Leather Goods Industry, Soaps and Detergents, Footwear Design and
Development and any other industry not covered by other Ministries/Departments. 

The Legislations/Acts which are administered by DPIIT are Industries (Development and Regulation) Act,
1951; The Explosives Act, 1884; The Inflammable Substances Act, 1952; The Indian Boilers Act, 1923; The
Patents Act, 1970; The Copyright Act, 1957; The Trade Marks Act, 1999; The Design Act, 2000; The National
Institute of Design Act, 2014; The Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and protection Act, 1999;
The Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout Design Act, 2000.

The Department has 58 Sections, including a Central Registry Unit (CRU) with sanctioned strength of
808 and fi l led posit ions of 663 result ing in vacancy of 17.94%.

The process of Delayering has been undertaken and reported to the Department of Administration
Reforms and Public Grievances (DARPG). Although the maximum level for the channel of submission
is 4, most of the routine matters are disposed off at the less than 4 levels.

 Delayering
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IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

The fi les have been divided on the basis of subject, urgency and nature of work. The layering has
been l imited to maximum 4 levels including the Minister for certain subjects.
There are 3 levels for f i le init iation process:

a)   Assistant Section Officer/ Section Officer/Development Officer (DO)
b)   Under Secretary/Dy. Director
c)  Dy. Secretary/Director/Sr. Development Officer (SDO)/Joint Director -fi les which are
.. . . . . . .disposed of at the level of the Minister

There are 3 types of Review Sessions:
a)  Senior Officer’s Meeting (SOM) - The weekly departmental meeting is held on every
.. . . . . . .Tuesday under the Chairmanship of the Secretary. 
b)   Review meetings at the level of Joint Secretary (JS)/Add. Secretary (AS) on every Friday. 
c)  Weekly monitoring of Special Campaign, cleanliness drive including digit isation process,
. . . . . . .by JS (Admin). 

Delegation

The financial powers vested in Secretary, DPIIT have been delegated to Joint Secretary (General
Administration) for the purpose of incurring contingent and miscellaneous expenditure.
Financial powers have been delegated to the DS/Director (General Admin) for incurring Contingent
expenditure up to Rs. 5.00 Lakh and Miscellaneous expenditure up to Rs. 2.00 Lakh.
Powers have been delegated to the Joint Secretary (Admin) for settl ing Medical Claims above Rs.
50,000/-, DS/ Dir (Admin) up to Rs.50,000/- and US (Admin) upto Rs. 20,000/-.
Full f inancial powers have been delegated to Joint Secretary (Cell for IPR Promotion and
Management) under Patent and Copyright division, as Head of Department of Cell for IPR
Promotion and Management, for the purpose of incurring contingent and miscellaneous
expenditure.

Desk Officer System

Desk Officer System could not be implemented in DPIIT because the work of Divisions in the
Department is not suited for Desk officer System. However, possibi l it ies are being explored to
implement this System in the Department. 

Digitisation

E-office is operational in DPIIT since December 2016 and currently, e-office 6.0 version is being
used. E-office version 7.0 wil l  be started in DPIIT by 31st July 2022
In case of the capacity building exercise, 2 DPIIT officials (Support Engineers) from the O&M
Section have been given the responsibi l ity for in-house training and support. This is accompanied
by the training given by the NIC officials
A dedicated Dashboard (specialcampaign.dpiit .gov.in) for effective monitoring of Special
Campaign related activit ies in al l  the organizations of DPIIT has been created
Regular updation of the Departmental Website and various portals of sub-organizations is done in
the Department. DPIIT has created 21 new web portals during 2021-22 such as Creation of
Geographical Indications of Good India website, Commissioning of DR Site for National Single
Window System (NSWS), Patent and Design e-Fi l ing and Application Processing System,
Copyright Automation System, etc.
The Department has issued 59 Virtual Private Network (VPN) to officers for facilitating work from Home
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Digital Initiatives

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

The Department actively uses the
SANDES App for intra-departmental
communication

S A N D E S  A p pC I M  D a s h b o a r d

Continuous in stream monitoring of
the CIM Dashboard. Important
matters/ issues such as the
directions of the Hon'ble Minister are
uploaded by his office on the CIM
Dashboard and status is updated by
the concerned officers of the level of
JS and above

R e g u l a t o r y  C o m p l i a n c e  P o r t a l

DPIIT has identified 194
compliances/Rules for simplification,
of which 134 have been simplified, 31
are under review and 29 retained. 

SANDES App Interface 1CIM Dashboard

Regulatory Compliance Portal
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VPNs issued (2021-22)

94

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 538

Printers

0

Scanners

432

Webcams 94

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

59100

Digital Signatures issued

13370

11086

10221



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

64845

66477

60474

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

30483

21070

23555

Physical 
Receipts

The CRU in the Department is fully digitized
In the first phase, total no. of 12,387 files/ 19, 50,000 pages have been digitized in DPIIT, with
integration of scanned data into e-office
In the second phase, digitisation of 93,129 files/54, 00,000 pages is in progress which is targeted to be
completed by 2nd week of August, 2022. Scanned data is being integrated to e-office for quick and
easy retrieval
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 Delayering

The department has undertaken the delayering process for al l  its divisions. Currently, the
department disposes al l f i les within 4 channels of submission
For common issues across al l divisions, the fi les are init iated at either US or DS level. For subjects
specific to each division, the fi le is init iated either by US or ASO/SO
The department prompted its respective divisions to make a l ist of subjects dealt by the division
and their channels of submission for those subjects

Key Highlights

The channels of submission have been l imited strictly to 4 for al l  subject matters
Financial powers have been delegated to the HODs and Additional/Joint Secretaries as prescribed
by the IFD, and HOD powers of General Admn. to DS/Director level
The desk officer system is not in practice due to a shortage of staff and extensive delayering.
The department is using e-office version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees.
The department has been operating 100% on e-office, no physical receipts have been created in
the last 3 years
CRU has been digit ized completely in the department with 1 heavy-duty scanner which is adequate
for its needs 

Delegation

There has been a speedy disposal of routine matters since implementation of administrative
delegation as per the revised channels of submission
Formal detai led review of resources has not been conducted but the department reviews vacant
and sanctioned posit ions periodically
Financial powers have been delegated to the HODs and Additional/Joint secretaries as prescribed
by the IFP and HOD powers of General Admn. to DS/Director level
The time for disposal of f i les has decreased after delegation

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS AND PUBLIC GRIEVANCES

The Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances (DAR&PG) is the nodal agency of
the Government of India for administrative reforms and redress of public grievances pertaining to
the union and state government institutions. The department disseminates information on important
activit ies of the government relating to administrative reforms and public grievance redressal
through publications and documentation. The department also undertakes activit ies in the field of
international exchange and cooperation to promote public service reforms

Desk Officer System

A similar pattern l ike desk officer is being practiced in the department due to the shortage of
SO/ASO level staff in DARPG. Therefore, under-secretary level officers are performing work at
their level l ike desk officers
Desk officer system is not in practice due to shortage of staff and extensive delayering
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Central Registry Unit

2020

Digital 
Receipts

Year

474

3112

1371

2021

2022 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

0

0

0

Physical 
Receipts

Digitisation

The department is using e office version 7.1, which is accessible to all departmental employees
NIC conducts the introductory training for departmental employees
25 digital signatures have been issued and 31 VPNs have been issued to departmental employees,
facilitating virtual availability of employees for faster disposal and timely decision-makin
Inter-ministerial communications are done through mediums such as e-office 
A WhatsApp group has been created of al l  employees of the DARPG for communication
regarding quick action in any matter which is personally monitored by the Secretary
The department has been operating 100% on e-office, no physical receipts have been created in
the last 3 years

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

CRU has been digit ized completely in the ministry with 1 heavy-duty scanner which is adequate
for departmental needs 
The total number of digital and physical receipts handled by the department for the year 2021
were 3112 and 0 respectively. 1371 digital receipts were generated in 2020

VPNs issued (2021-22)

171

Printers

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

0

Digital Signatures issued

434

428

477
Desktops

Webcams

Scanners

Laptops 20

49

104

62

11

25

Heavy Duty Scanner/Copier at the 
Central Registry Unit
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Key Highlights

 

 Delayering

Delayering has been implemented in the department successfully. It
has been implemented subject wise reducing the channels of
submission to 4
Channels of submission exceed 4 in case of parliamentary matters,
policy matters, and recruitment of Gazetted Officers. The Honorable
Minister is the 5th channel of submission in such cases
DARE is understaffed as sanctioned strength is 56 and positions filled
are only 25
An Office Order was issued by the department on 29th December 2021
which states the allocation of work among the Sections/Divisions

Delayering has been done subject-wise which has resulted in the reduced number of channels of
submission to 4 except for cases related to parl iamentary matters, policy matters, and
recruitment of Gazetted officers
Delegation of f inancial powers has been done to the HODs of Agricultural Research and Education
(DARE)  
The Department does not have a Desk Officer system as the work is clearly defined across the
department
Department is using e-office Version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees. The
ministry is awaiting the schedule from NIC to upgrade to Version 7.0
DARE shares the CRU section with the ICAR. CRU has been digit ized completely in the
department with 1 scanner to strengthen its functions

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

Department of Agriculture Research and Education (DARE) provides the necessary government
l inkages for the Indian Council of Agricultural Research ( ICAR), the premier research organization for
coordinating, guiding, and managing research and education in agriculture ( including horticulture,
natural resources management, agriculture engineering, agricultural extension, animal science,
economic statistics and marketing, and fisheries) in the entire country. With over 97 ICAR institutes,
53 agricultural universit ies, 6 Bureaus, 18 National Research Centers, 25 Project Directorates, and 89
All India Coordinated Research Projects spread across the country this is one of the largest national
agricultural research systems in the world.
  

The department has four autonomous bodies under its administrative control . Apart from ICAR, the
other three bodies are the Central Agricultural University, Imphal, Dr. Rajendra Prasad Central
Agricultural University, Pusa, Bihar, and Rani Laxmi Bai Central Agricultural University, Jhansi. The
Central University is wholly f inanced by the Government of India.
  

DARE is the nodal agency for International Cooperation in the area of agricultural research and education in
India. The Department liaises with foreign governments, the UN, CGIAR, and other multilateral agencies for
cooperation in various areas of agricultural research. DARE also coordinates admissions of foreign students
to various Indian agriculture universities/ ICAR Institutes.

OM regarding Delayering
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Delegation

Desk Officer System

Digitisation

VPNs issued (2021-22)

171

Central Registry Unit

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

As per the Office Order dated 20th July 2011 (image shown), the financial
powers vested in the department have been delegated to HOD as per
DFPR, 1978
Head of the department wil l  have to refer al l  cases for which they
are not empowered to sanction expenditure as per the aforesaid
delegation to the integrated finance division of DARE for
concurrence with the approval of the competent authority
As per DFPR, delegated power of scheduled contingent expenditure
to HOD is in two extents:

- Recurring: Rs 40,000 per annum in each case
- Non-Recurring: Rs 2,00,000 in each case.

The work has clearly been defined across the department, therefore the department does not
have a dedicated desk officer system

The department is using e-office Version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees. It
is in process of f inal izing the schedule with NIC for up-gradation to e-office version 7.0 
HODs track the number of days for f i le disposal through the e-office periodically
31 VPNs have been issued to departmental employees, faci l itating virtual availabil ity of employees
for faster disposal and timely decision-making

1Printers

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

3113

Digital Signatures issued

555

0

0
2Desktops

Webcams

Scanners

Laptops

2

0

0

DARE shares the CRU section with ICAR
CRU has been digitized completely in the department with 1 scanner to strengthen its functions
CRU section of the DARE has been working in full capacity since Jan 2019 scanning 1256 receipts in FY
20 - FY 22 (till 28 February 2022)
197 physical files of non-classified nature have been handled by the CRU section of the department
from 2019 to 2022 (till 28th February)

OM regarding Delegation
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FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

384

495

0

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

62

38

33

Physical 
Receipts

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Central  Registry Unit  of  the Department
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Key Highlights

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject-
wise since 2015 and most of the fi les do not surpass 4 levels of submission
Financial delegation and budgetary al locations are fol lowed as per GFR rules
There are 6 Desk officers at the level of Under Secretary (US) al located in the IFD division 
Department is currently using E-office version 6.0

 Delayering

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject-
wise since 2015 and most of the fi les do not surpass 4 levels of submission
Reduction in the channels has signif icantly resulted in transparency in decision making, clarity of
authority and faster f i le disposal

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND FARMERS' WELFARE

Department of Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare is one of the three constituent department of
Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare. The Department is headed by the Minister of
Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare. The Department was established for sustainable development of
the agriculture sector. The DAC&FW is divided into 27 units and has five attached offices and 21
subordinate offices. The pre-independence India had attached the Department of Agriculture,
Revenue and Commerce set up in 1871. In 1881 the Department of Revenue and Agriculture was
separated from it , further in 1923 the Department of Education and Health were combined in it to
form the Department of Education, Health and Land. In 1945 three separate departments were made
out of this, which were the Department of Education, Health and Agriculture, respectively. In 1947,
the Department of Agriculture was rededicated to the Ministry of Agriculture 
 

The sanctioned strength of the department is 536 out of which 418 posit ions are duly fi l led 

Delegation

The delayering reforms have subsequently resulted in administrative delegation of powers which
has helped in reduction in t ime for taking final decisions 
Financial delegation and budgetary al locations are fol lowed as per GFR

Desk Officer System

There are 6 Desk officers at the level of Under Secretary (US) al located for the IFD division for
subjects l ike Agro forestry, RKVY, Horticulture etc.

Digitisation

The Ministry is using e office Version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
Ministry has adequate hardware resources to support its routine function
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FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

139546

117588

51368

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

39987

5823

7130

Physical 
Receipts

Digital Initiatives

Central Registry Unit

There is a dedicated CR Unit in the department through which most receipts being received are
processed and digitized

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Through this portal farmers will be
able to get all relevant information
on specific subjects around his area.
which will be delivered in the form of
text. SMS, email and audio/video in
the language they understand. These
levels can be easily reached through
the map of India placed on the home
page. Farmers will also be able to
ask specific queries as well as give
valuable feedback modules specially
developed for the purpose

F a r m e r s ’  P o r t a lD i g i t a l  P l a t f o r m  f o r  F a r m  
M e c h a n i s a t i o n

To ensure the quality of Farms
Machinery and Implements, the
performance testing is being done at
the Farm Machinery Training and
Testing Institutes (FMTTIs),
designated State Agricultural
Universities (SAUs) and ICAR
institutions. The Government is
helping farmers by providing
subsidies to procure machinery to
improve farm input and farm power
availability

Farmer's Portal

120Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 
FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

39

Digital Signatures issued

40519

37089
20895

850

Scanners 139

Printers

Desktops

800

E-filesYear
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Key Highlights

Delayering has been implemented at the department thoroughly l imiting the number of levels to
4, wherein majority of the fi les are init iated by the Under Secretary or the Section Officer
While the administrative delegation of powers l ies at the Joint Secretary’s discretion, the
department has sent in the proposal for further delegation Reforms aiming to increase financial
powers of the regional offices
The department has implemented the Desk Officer System division-wise with assigned division heads 
The department is using the e-office Version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  the employees Various
online portals/platforms have been introduced for serving various purposes l ike development of
l ivestock sector, provision of information on cattle and bovine animals etc.

 Delayering

The channel of submission is l imited to 3-4 levels in the department, wherein majority of the fi les
are init iated by an Under Secretary or a Section Officer 
In matters related to finance, the Under Secretary init iates the movement of the fi le, which may
then be disposed of at the Joint Secretary or the Secretary level
Matters related to policy or administrative decisions such as the appointment of higher officials
may be taken up to the level of the Minister. This is where the channel of submission gets
extended to 5 levels 
The information about the officers-in-charge is regularly updated on the department’s website 
As the department is small with respect to its functioning and the staff provisions, the process of
delayering was introduced beforehand in the year 2021 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND DAIRYING

Development of the infrastructure in the state / UT to improve animal productivity
Preservation and protection of l ivestock by providing health care
Strengthening of central l ivestock farms (cattle, sheep and poultry) to develop superior
germplasm for distribution to the states

The Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairying (AH&D) is one of the new departments under
Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry, and Dairying's departments. The department is in charge of
animal production, preservation, and disease prevention, stock improvement and dairy development,
as well as the Delhi Milk Scheme (DMS) and the National Dairy Development Board (NDDB).
The department advises state / territory governments on developing policies and programs related
to l ivestock and dairy development. The main thrust areas are:

The Department of Animal Husbandry has 1206 fi l led posit ions against a sanctioned strength of 2415
resulting in vacancy of 50%

Delegation

The administrative delegation of powers l ies at the Joint Secretary’s discretion 
The department has sent in a proposal for further delegation Reform, which is under process.
This has been done in order to increase financial powers of the regional offices
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Desk Officer System

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT
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The management of the physical as well as e-fi les is done by
the divisional heads. This has helped in achieving the reduction
in time to dispose off matters
The Head of Division also looks after the financial matters with
respect to the Division and further communicates with the
Joint Secretary as and when required

The department has implemented the Desk Officer System
division-wise (6), with assigned division heads. For example, a
US level official was posted in Livestock Health  Division on a
Desk Pattern Basis in June 2021 who directly reports to the
JS(LH)
According to the Orders provided by the department, the work
is systematical ly al located to the officials

As the department is small with respect to its functioning and staff members, the Desk Officer 
System has been implemented since the inception of the department

Digitisation

The department is using the e-office Version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  the employees. The
Department is awaiting the updation e-office version 7.0 by NIC
The capacity building of the employees to use the e-office is done by NIC for the department

Desk Officer at  the department

OM regarding Delegation

OM regarding Desk Officer System

VPNs issued (2021-22)

171

100Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

6548

Digital Signatures issued

2549

3104

3349
250Desktops

Printers

Laptops

Webcams

30

250

106



FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

4503

27029

23779

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

2189

23

959

Physical 
Receipts

Central Registry Unit

The entire CRU has been digitized with one scanner available in the unit
The physical files are scanned and sent to the concerned officer
The following table shows the e-receipts as well as physical receipts registered with the department in
the last four years

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

3 2

Central  Registry Unit  at  the department

Digital Initiatives

A dashboard known as ‘Pashupedia’
has been created to provide
information about the type of breed
in cattle. 

A portal in collaboration with UMANG
(App) has been created namely e-
GOPALA which provides details of
bovine animals, enabling farmers
and entrepreneurs to view details of
live animals, frozen semen, and
embryos. The link for the payment
gateway is under construction

e - G O P A L A  P a s h u p e d i a  D a s h b o a r dN a t i o n a l  L i v e s t o c k  M i s s i o n  P o r t a l  

A portal for the National Livestock
Mission has been created for the
development of the livestock sector
through employment generation.

Pashupedia Dashboard



Key Highlights

The Delayering process has been carried out in the Department of Atomic Energy for subject
matters related to personal claims, public grievances, etc., which are disposed off within 2 levels
The department is of strategic importance hence matters relating to policy, legislation, allowances,
etc. warrant extensive deliberation and can increase to 4 levels of submission. For example, policy
matters mostly received from the constituent units exceed 4 levels of submission
Delegation reforms have been implemented in concert with delayering in the department
Implementation of the desk officer system has not been feasible as per the organisational structure
and nature of work performed in the department 
There are various activities in different units which follow this system. Various activities of personnel
administration are disposed off at the first level officer system, like renewal of medical cards,
submission of claims, etc.
The department has been using e-office version 5.6 in multiple units while deployment of e-office in
the rest of the units is under process, however, the scheduling of upgradation procedure of e-office
is awaited
A total of 3,006 digital signatures have been issued by the department to its employees
63 VPNs were issued in the year 2019-20, 494 in 2020-21, and 165 in 2021-22 as on 28th February,
2022

 Delayering

The Delayering process has been carried out in the Department of Atomic Energy for subject
matters related to personal claims, public grievances, etc. ,  which are disposed off within 2 levels
The department is of strategic importance hence matters relating to policy, legislation,
al lowances, etc. warrant extensive deliberation and can increase to 4 levels of submission. For
example, policy matters mostly received from the constituent units exceed 4 levels of submission 
Administrative and Parl iamentary fi les are init iated at ASO level, while f inance related fi les init iate
at US level. RTI matters are usually init iated and are disposed off at the US level itself .
An approval of the concerned sanctioning authority is required in cases where more than 4 levels
of submission are required
There is a mandate in place for reviewing cadres and personnel in the department every ten
years. The department has carried out the last such review in the year 2018

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF ATOMIC ENERGY

The Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) is in charge of nuclear power technology development, as
well as applications of radiation technologies in agriculture, medicine, industry, and basic research. 
Five research centres, three industrial organisations, f ive public sector undertakings, and three
service organisations make up the DAE, which is spread across the country. It oversees two boards
for promoting and funding extramural research in nuclear and other related subjects, as well as
development of higher mathematics.
In addition, the department funds eight internationally renowned institutes that conduct study in
basic sciences, astronomy, astrophysics, cancer research, and education. It also maintains an
educational organisation that provides educational opportunities for DAE employees' children. The
department employs around 25000 personnel in total .

3 3



The department has been using e-office version 5.6 in multiple units while deployment of e-office
in the rest of the units is under process, however, the scheduling of upgradation procedure of e-
office is awaited
User level training sessions for e-office have been conducted by the Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre (BARC) and NIC
Some units of the department are located in remote locations where internet connection is
supported by external agencies. This sometimes hampers the department's IT init iatives
A total of 3,006 digital signatures have been issued by the department to its employees
63 VPNs were issued in the year 2019-20, 494 in 2020-21, and 165 in 2021-22 as on 28th February,
2022

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Desk Officer System

Implementation of the desk officer system has not been feasible as per the organisational
structure and nature of work performed in the department 
There are various activit ies in different units which fol low this system. Various activit ies of
personnel administration are disposed off at the first level officer system, l ike renewal of medical
cards, submission of claims, etc. Various claims are disposed off in only two levels in R&D units
such as BARC and RRCAT

Digitisation

3 4

Delegation

Delegation reforms have been implemented in concert with delayering in the department
The unit heads of the constituent units have been delegated some of the financial and
administrative powers of the Secretary
The identif ication and review of powers which can be further delegated to officials of lower
formations is under process in the department

VPNs issued (2021-22)

171

414Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

1653006

Digital Signatures issued

9767

5064

17431
11459Desktops

Printers

Laptops

Webcams

965

4891

106
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FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

18086

20590

16319

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

1140882

1698187

10265914

Physical 
Receipts

Printer cum scanner at the department

Central Registry Unit

The department CRU is located at the Headquarters in Mumbai. The base secretariat in  Delhi has 2
scanners and all receipts received are digitised except the ones of classified nature, which are handled
in physical form in the special diplomatic bag
The department has a total of 414 scanners as on 28th February, 2022
Total numbers of physical and digital receipts handled by the ministry in the past 3 years are as follows:

3 5

Digital Initiatives

 

Online portal for applying leave,
outdoor duty, gate pass
authorization, temporary advance,
pension, purchase and claims

B O O S T

P u b l i c  I n t e r f a c e  C e l l  -  B A R C

Issues a public interface cell to
address the grievances of retired
employees and disposes of the same
within a time frame. CAO(A), BARC
reviews the cases on a weekly basis
and Director, BARC monitors the
cases that are not within time frame.

Publ ic  Interface Cel l  -  BARC



Key Highlights

Delayering has resulted in reducing the channels of submissions to 3 in matters related to
administration, coordination, policy, integrated finance, medical biotechnology etc 
An order for delegation was issued by the department in February 2022. Administrative approval
of the decisions of al l  the expert committees in a project is obtained by the project division head
from the Secretary. Financial concurrence proposals are approved by the head of the concerned
programme division
95% of the fi les are disposed on the same day in the department using e-office version 6.0
Portals l ike eProMIS, E-Book and INTRADBT have been init iated to enable applicants to submit
proposals, creating repository of al l  schemes and to provide one stop source of information to the
department employees
The department has a dedicated CR unit to digit ize the physical receipts

 Delayering

The delayering process has been carried out in the
department in accordance with the OM issued by the
department in September 2021, based on subjects and
divisions
Channels of submissions is reduced to 3 in matters related to
administration, coordination, policy, integrated finance,
medical biotechnology etc.
The department only has one Joint Secretary who is also the
HOD, therefore, el iminating fi le submission between JS/AS
and Director/US was not considered feasible
There is a clear work al location in the department

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

The Department of Biotechnology (DBT), Ministry of Science and Technology, has the mandate of
promoting and nurturing Biotechnology in the country. The department focuses on creating a strong
ecosystem for faci l itating translational research, entrepreneurship and formulation of
policies/guidelines in al l  sectors of biotechnology. The emphasis is on promotion of excellence;
innovation and technology leading towards product development; building capacities, both human
resource and infrastructure; establishing national and international partnerships/ l inkages. DBT has
also established 15 theme-based autonomous institutions across the country. One international
institution namely the New Delhi Centre of the International Centre for Genetic Engineering &
Biotechnology and two Public Sector Undertakings, BIBCOL and BIRAC have also been established for
manufacturing of biologicals and fostering and nurturing the start-up innovation ecosystem.

The Department has 249 total sanctioned posit ions, and 84 posit ions are vacant

OM regarding Delayering
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VPNs issued(2021-22)

171

Digital Initiatives

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Delegation

Delegation reforms have been implemented in concert with
delayering in the department
The unit heads of the constituent units have been delegated
some of the financial and administrative powers of the
Secretary
The identif ication and review of powers which can be further
delegated to is under process in the department

Desk Officer System

The department does not appoint designated desk officers , however, due to low strength of the
department, it is fol lowing a similar pattern in some of its divisions where the fi le is init iated at
the Scientist ‘C’ (US equivalent) level

Digitisation

The department is currently using e-office version 6.0 and it is accessible to all the employees
working in the department. The department is in the process of upgrading to e-office version 7.0
Training in e-office application to Central Registry Unit officials was imparted by the e-office cell
in the department in Apri l 2021

44Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

384

Digital Signatures issued

2582

5078

1897
314Desktops

Printers

Laptops

Webcams

68

235

47

It is an Intranet portal of DBT
developed with an aim to provide
comprehensive, accurate and one
stop source of information to the
staff & officers of the department.

I N T R A D B Te P r o M I S

An initiative to enable applicants to
submit competitive Research Grant
Project Proposals under various
R&D programs of the Department
of Biotechnology (DBT) round the
year without waiting for specific
calls for proposals.

E-BOOK is a repository of various
schemes and initiatives of the
department.

E - B O O K

OM regarding Delegation
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Central Registry Unit

The department has a dedicated CR unit to digitize the physical receipts
However, a few files relating to scientific projects still move in physical form due to the voluminous
content. The department is in the process of obtaining heavy duty scanners

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

30563

28831

3107

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

23

0

23

Non classified 
Physical Files

11801

9855

8046

Daks

INTRADBT
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Key Highlights

The department has undertaken delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject-wise 
The department has reduced the channels of submissions to 4 or below for most of the subjects
in 4 divisions (Finance, Administrative, Economic and Petrochemicals Division)
There is no designated desk officer system fol lowed in the department but due to shortage of
officers, the department is by default functioning on the pattern of desk officer system
E-Office version 7.1 is accessible to al l  departmental employees
Stationary expenditure has reduced by 1.7 t imes, post introduction of e-Office in 2020
Digital init iatives such as Chemicals Promotion and Development Scheme (CPDS) Portal of
Chemicals Division, Department of Chemicals and Petro-Chemicals (DCPC) Dashboard and
Production Monitoring System of S&M Division have been set up by the department
CRU has been digit ized completely in the department with one heavy duty scanner

 Delayering

The department has undertaken delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject-wise
and also subsequently reduced the channels of submissions to 4 and below for most of the
subjects in the 4 divisions (Finance, Administrative, Economic and Petrochemicals Division)
The delayering process has led to reduction in t ime taken for f i le disposal, sped up the fi le
movement

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICALS AND PETROCHEMICALS

Department of Chemicals and Petrochemicals (DCPC) aims to formulate and implement
policies/programmes for achieving growth and development of the chemical and petrochemical
sectors in the country and to foster the spirit of public-private partnership for overall development
of above-mentioned sectors of the industry. The department has the mandate to deal with the broad
subject matters such as The Insecticides Act (1968), dye-stuffs & dye-Intermediates, al l  organic &
inorganic chemicals and development & assistance to al l  industries dealing with the department.

118 out of 191 sanctioned posit ions are occupied in the Department. 11 posit ions for Group A officers
are vacant.

Delegation

The delayering reform has resulted in an increase in administrative delegation of power in the
department both subject wise and division wise
The time for disposal of f i les has decreased after administrative delegation 
Financial delegation is as per the existing system based on the DFPR rules, dated Jan’19 and it
has not been updated as it was found suitable for the department

Desk Officer System

Presently there is no designated desk officer system fol lowed in the department
Due to shortage of officers, the department is by default functioning on the pattern of the desk
officer system wherein particular officers are looking after a subject matter

3 9
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VPNs issued(2021-22) 

171

17Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 
FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

1787

Digital Signatures issued

1036
1230
1349

161Desktops
Printers

Laptops

Webcams

27

143

16

Digitisation

Digital Initiatives

The department is using E-Office version 7.1, which
is accessible to all departmental employees
HODs track the number of days for file disposal
through e-office
Stationary expenditure has reduced by 1.7 times,
post introducing E-Office in 2020

Department of Chemicals and Petro-
Chemicals (DCPC) provides login
facility for registered NGOs (Non-
Government Organizations) and
Government bodies to apply for
grant-in-aid

C P D S  P o r t a l  -  C h e m i c a l s  D i v i s i o nD C P C  D a s h b o a r d

This Dashboard facilitates the DCPC
to visualize all the inputs from its
divisions, the autonomous institutes
and the Central Public Sector
Undertakings under the Department
to track key performance indicators
and metrics to properly monitor or
analyze them.

Facilitates web based queries on
Production Monitoring System in
S&M Division

P r o d u c t i o n  M o n i t o r i n g  S y s t e m

CPDS Portal  -  Chemicals  Divis ion

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been digitized completely in the department with one heavy duty scanner to strengthen its
functions

4 0



FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

19700

20074

15546

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

1275

802

812

Physical 
Receipts

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Central  Registry Unit  at  the department

4 1
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

 Delayering

The Department of Commerce has 10 divisions which are further subcategorized into 60 sections
The department has undertaken subject wise delayering as per the CSMOP guidelines and
released an OM to review their existing channel of submission on 5th August, 2021
Fi le init iation happens at ASO/SO/AD/US/DD level as per nature of the subject
Channels of submission is more than 4 for important matters such as parl iamentary matters,
creation and abolit ion of posts, VIP/PMO references where the Minister is the final level of
submission
Department is undergoing restructuring of al l  the divisions in order to make DoC future ready
and reorient suitably 
Contact detai ls of SO and above are available on the website

Key Highlights

The department has undertaken subject wise delayering as per the CSMOP guidelines and
released an OM to review their existing channel of submission on 5th August, 2021
Financial powers have been delegated to Director (Admin)/Deputy Secretary (Admin) in the
matter of sanction of contingent and miscellaneous expenditure, both recurring and non-
recurring
Department of Commerce has 30 desk officers pertaining to subject matters regarding foreign
trade with respect to various establishments
Department of Commerce is using e-office Version 6.0, which is accessible across the
department. The ministry is in process of f inal izing the schedule from NIC to upgrade to Version
7.0
Department of Commerce has undertaken an init iative of scanning al l physical records and fi les
via an OM issued on 6th January, 2022 wherein heavy-duty photocopiers with scanning facil ity
was provided

The Department formulates, implements and monitors the Foreign Trade Policy (FTP) which provides
the basic framework of policy and strategy to be fol lowed for promoting exports and trade. The
department is entrusted with responsibi l it ies relating to multi lateral and bilateral commercial
relations, Special Economic Zones, state trading, export promotion and trade facil itation, and
development and regulation of certain export-oriented industries and commodities.
The long-term vision of the department is to make India a major player in world trade by 2020 and
assume a role of leadership in the international trade organizations commensurate with India’s
growing importance. The  long-term objective of doubling India’s share in global trade.
 

Department of Commerce has sanctioned strength of 895 and fi l led posit ions of 701 result ing in
vacancy of 21.67%.

4 2

Delegation

Administrative powers have been delegated subject wise as per the channels of submission



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Department of Commerce released an OM on 6th Apri l ,  2021 to review the existing delegation of
powers
Financial powers have been delegated to Director (Admin)/Deputy Secretary (Admin) in the
matter of sanction of contingent and miscellaneous expenditure, both recurring and non-
recurring

Desk Officer System

Financial powers for approval of claims for medical reimbursement has been delegated to
fol lowing on 17th December, 2021

     DS/Dir - Upto Rs.50,000
     JS (Admin) - Above Rs.50,000

Department of Commerce has 30 desk
officers pertaining to subject matters
regarding foreign trade with respect to
various establishments 
Among 30 desk officers within the
department, 11 desk officers are SO level
and 19 desk officers are US level
Role of each desk officer is clearly
defined within the department

Digitisation

The Department of Commerce is using e-office Version 6.0,
which is accessible across the department. The ministry is in
process of f inal izing the schedule from NIC to upgrade to Version
7.0.
DARPG appreciated the Department of Commerce with an
appreciation letter on 9th January, 2018 for performing
creditably in implementation of e-office and achieving level of
84% of e-fi les out of total no of l ive fi les in the department.

VPNs
issued(2021-22)

96Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 651

Printers 345

Scanners 29

Webcams 79

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

120021

Digital Signatures 
issued

8424

6154

6274

Photocopier with 
Scanning facility

120

Desk Officer at the department

OM regarding Digit isation

4 3FY 2019-20 3



Digital Initiatives
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This portal is accessible only to
departmental employees within the
department. This portal monitors the
status of VIP references, trade related
matters, strategic planning, etc

I n t r a n e t  P o r t a l  o f  D e p a r t m e n t E l e c t r o n i c  R e q u i s i t i o n  S y s t e m

All stationary related matters are
handled through this portal

This portal is used for booking the
Conference room no 141/ 263 in DoC

C o n f e r e n c e  R o o m  B o o k i n g  S y s t e m

Intranet Portal  of  Department

Electronic Requisit ion System

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been digit ized completely with 2 scanners to
strengthen the functions of the section.
Department of Commerce has undertaken an init iative of
scanning al l physical records and fi les via an OM issued on
6th January, 2022 wherein heavy-duty photocopiers with
scanning facil ity have been provided.
All SOs were requested to submit their physical records
and fi les for scanning to the Scanning cell .

OM regarding Digit isation of physical  f i les

4 4
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1 3FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

110108

3

3

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

7514

0

0

Central Registry Unit at the department
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

 Delayering

Delayering has been done based on subjects in the department
For matters pertaining to VIP references, channel of submission is up to 4 levels and disposal
t ime has reduced to 3-4 days from 5 days. Subjects l ike routine matters, grievances related to
direct sel l ing and PMD, the channel of submission is only 2, 3 and reduced disposal t ime from 25
to 15 days, respectively
File classif ication was done before the reduction in channels of submission. As per the subject,
the fi le init iation is done from SO level or US level
As per OM No. 38020/2/2021 (Establishment Section), the revised channel of submission has
been uploaded on the website and is in effect
Review of cadres was done before delayering and internal review at regular intervals is also carried out

Key Highlights

The channels of submission are reduced for subjects across 14 sections in the department. For
matters pertaining to VIP references, channels of submission are upto 4 levels and disposal t ime
has reduced to 3-4 days from 5 days. Subjects l ike routine matters, grievances related to direct
sell ing and PMD, the channel of submission is only 2, 3 and reduced disposal t ime from 25 to 15
days, respectively
The administrative and financial delegation has been done at AS, JS, DS/Director and US Levels
for different subject matters
Desk officer system is in process in the department. Partial ly, there are 3 nodal officers who are
acting as desk officers: One Deputy Director in Price monitoring Division, Two Deputy Director in
Weights and Measure Division
E-Office version 6.0 has accelerated the process of decision making, by digitizing ~97% of the files
There are various dashboards and portals maintained by the department such as Consumer
Helpl ine, CONFONET, Price Monitoring System, NCH app, etc.
CRU has been digit ized in the department with 1 scanner

Department of Consumer Affairs is one of the two Departments under the Ministry of Consumer
Affairs, Food & Public Distribution. It was constituted as a separate department in June 1997 as it
was considered necessary to have a separate department to give a fi l l ip to the nascent consumer
movement in the country. The scale of work covers implementation and regulation of Consumer
Protection Act (2019), Bureau of Indian Standards Act (2016), Standards of Weights and Measures -
The Legal Metrology Act (2009), Packaged Commodities, Essential Commodities Act (1955),
Monitoring of prices and availabil ity of essential commodities, prevention of black marketing etc.

Delegation

The administrative and financial delegation has been done at various levels:

AS Level: Subjects related to Engagement of Consultant in respect of National Test House, 
PSF Fund Management, PMGKAY/ANB Scheme, Release of Grant-In-Aid to states under PMC, 
VIP cases, Court cases and Issues to be laid out in the Parl iament
JS Level: Subjects related to Reports/Information to P&C Division, Framing/Amendment of 
Recruitment Rules in respect of Group-C employees, Vetting of draft reply in Court cases, 
PMO Grievances, PSF Buffer Management

1.

2.
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3. DS/Director Level: Medical claim in emergent cases, Grant of HBA, Payment of fee to Govt.  
 Counsels, Legal Metrology Act, 2009 and Registration of Directors of the Company under
Section 49 of Legal Metrology Act, 2009
4. US Level: Fixation of Pay of Group B & C employee, Grant of GPF, Withdrawal/advance,
Medical claim normal cases, crop weather report, daily price report
Works of Vigi lance division and IFD do not have scope of delegation
There has been a decrease in t ime taken for decision making due to delegation in that particular 
division/subject matter

":

Digitisation

The department is using e-office version 6.0 which is accessible to al l  the employees
Section-wise capacity building training is conducted in the department by Institute of Secretariat
Training and Management
Around 97% of the fi les are digit ised and it has accelerated the process of decision making

Desk Officer System

Desk officer system is in process in the department. Partial ly, there are 3 nodal officers who are
acting as desk officers:

Implementation of the desk officer system is diff icult since a single fi le system is not possible
and due to shortage of staff
Both the divisions' works are of specific nature and hence it can be managed independently. 

VPNs issued(2021-22)

30

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 236

Printers

20

Scanners

212

Webcams 5

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

330

Digital Signatures issued

2686

1244

1318

Digital Initiatives

24 * 7 Web portal launched for
consumers to lodge their grievances

C o n s u m e r  H e l p l i n e  P o r t a l

C O N F O N E T

Portal which provides public access for
knowing case status, next date of
hearing, display board for ongoing case
hearings, cause list downloading various
judgements, notices.

Online portal for inviting online
applications for members of National
Dispute Redressal Commission

J a g o  G r a h a k  J a g o

Dedicated online portal for lodging
grievances pertaining to misleading
advertisements.

NCH Mobile App introduced for lodging 
customer grievances

G a m a . g o v . i n

N C H  M o b i l e  A p p

-  One Deputy Director in Price monitoring Division 
-  Two Deputy Director in Weights and Measure Division
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FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

2843

3189

3850

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

889

406

297

Physical 
Receipts

Non classified 
Physical Files

123

87

75

Central Registry Unit at the department

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been completely digit ized except for court cases
CRU is equipped with 1 scanner for its proper functioning
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE

 Delayering

Department of Defence has undertaken subject wise delayering across al l the wings and levels of
submission as per subject matters are reviewed on regular basis as it is a continuous process
Proposals relating to framing of recruitment rules for Group C post & audit paras are handled
within 2 levels
Matters relating to VIP references, official languages, grievances/ complaints involve 3 levels of
channels of submission
Important matters relating to policy, cantonments, cabinet proposals where the Raksha Mantri is
the final level of submission goes through the Defence Secretary
File is init iated at ASO/ SO/ US level as per the nature of subjects
Contact detai ls of US level and above are available on the department’s website

Key Highlights

Department of Defence has undertaken subject wise delayering across all the wings and levels of
submission as per subject matters are reviewed on regular basis as it is a continuous process
Important matters relating to policy, cantonment level, cabinet proposals where the Raksha
Mantri is the final level of submission goes through the Defence Secretary
Department has implemented subject wise financial delegation where financial power such as
proposal relating to general administration including procurement of common goods and services
up to Rs. 1 lakh on each occasion have been delegated to the DS/Dir
Desk officer system is deployed in the sections/ branches handling such matters where the
number of l ive proposals may be less but are of importance
Department of Defence is using e-office version 5.6 on MODnet which is accessible across all wings
E-office and CRU section are in transit ion phase in the department due to sensit ive nature of
work and security reasons

The Department of Defence is mandated with defence of India and every part thereof including
defence policy. It deals with Inter-Services Organizations, Defence Accounts Department, Canteen
Stores Department (CSD), Coast Guard, National Cadet Corps, Border Roads Organization, Institute
for Defence Studies and Analysis, National Defence College etc. It is responsible for the defence
budget, defence lands and cantonments, matters relating to parl iament, and defence cooperation
with foreign countries. It is headed by the Defence Secretary who is assisted by the Director General
(Acquisit ion), Additional Secretaries and Joint Secretaries. Defence Secretary is also responsible for
coordinating the activit ies of the other departments i .e. DMA, DDP, DESW and DDR&D in the Ministry
of Defence. Department of Defence consists of fol lowing wings headed by concerned Joint
Secretary/Additional Secretary:

":

Acquisit ion
Establishment
Armed Forces
Land, Works and Vigi lance
International Cooperation
Ceremonies, Training, BRO
Planning, Coordination & CAO

The Department of Defence has 978 fi l led posit ions against sanctioned strength of 1419 result ing in
vacancy of 31%.
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Delegation

Department of Defence has undertaken subject wise delegation as per the channels of submission
Secretary, Defence is the Chief Financial Head of the Department
Department has implemented subject wise financial delegation where financial powers such as 
proposal relating to general administration including procurement of common goods and services 
up to Rs. 1 lakh on each occasion have been delegated to the DS/Dir
DS/Dir in-charge of general administration is vested with powers to procure goods and services 
on each occasion as per provisions of DFPR & GFR
US in-charge of general branch is vested with financial power of Rs.2000/- on each occasion

Desk Officer System

More than 20 sections in the department have provisions for functional desk officer system. 
Desk officer system is deployed in the sections/ branches handling such matters where the
number of l ive proposals may be less but are of importance.
In the Department of Defence, the desk officer system is in vogue in Quartering & Cantonments,
Air Acquisit ion and other sections. Fi les are submitted directly by Deputy Director (Q&C) to JS
(Lands & Works)
Mostly US, DS and Director levels work as desk officers due to acute shortage of staff at SO level
Sections/ branches where the routine matters are being handled with high number of receipts
requiring collection, compilation or dissemination of information are not suitable for the desk
officer system. 

Digitisation

Department of Defence is using e-office version 5.6 on MODnet which is accessible across all wings
Department had implemented e-office in October, 2020
E-office is in transit ion phase in the department pertaining to sensit ive nature of work
Department has no inter-ministerial communication on e-office due to the restrictions in MODnet

1400

Webcams

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 (t i l l  Feb 2022) 161
1400

Scanners 58

Printers

Desktops

30

E-filesYear

0

234

FY 2019-20

FY 2020-21

Central Registry Unit

CRU section of the department is under
transit ion phase due to sensit ive nature of work
and security reasons
Physical receipts are not scanned in CRU section
and processed directly in the concerned wing
Email receipts are forwarded to the divisional
head for further process

":

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

0

0

0

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

25525

26034

36727
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE PRODUCTION

 Delayering

The process of delayering has been carried out as per subject matters in the department. Most
matters of strategic and security importance require the approval of the Minister and MOS hence
the channels of submission exceeds 4
To curtai l the channels of submission, most matters that require the approval of the Hon’ble
Minister and MOS are init iated at the DS level 
Matters relating to VIP references, recruitment of group C posts, establishment/administrative
issues, procurement of common goods and services, grant of import l icenses, etc. are resolved
within 3 channels
Keeping in view the sensit ivity of subjects involved and the model suggested by DARPG, matters
relating to unstarred questions, parl iamentary assurances, postings and transfers of group A
officers, discipl inary and vigi lance matters, in-visits of foreign dignitaries, Supreme court cases,
etc. are resolved within 4 channels

Key Highlights

The process of delayering has been carried out as per subject matters in the department. Most
matters of strategic and security importance require the approval of the Minister and MOS hence
the channels of submission exceeds 4
To curtai l the channels of submission, most matters that require the approval of the Hon’ble
Minister and MOS are init iated at the DS level 
Delegation reforms have been carried out in concert with the delayering process. Viable
administrative powers of the JS have been delegated to the DS level officials and the financial
powers in the department have been delegated as per the provisions of the DFPR and GFR
7 US level officials and 2 SO level officials are working on the desk officer pattern in the
department however there is only 1 Desk Officer formally posted in the Vigi lance Cell of the
department
E-office version 6.0 is currently in use in the department and e-office applications are accessible
through the internet or intranet to the departmental employees

The Department of Defence Production (DDP) was established in November 1962 with an objective of
creating a comprehensive production infrastructure to produce the weapons, systems, platforms and
equipment required for defence. Over the years, the department has built a wide range of production
facil it ies for diverse defence equipment through Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSUs). Arms
and ammunition, tanks, armoured vehicles, heavy vehicles, f ighter planes and helicopters, warships,
submarines, missi les, ammunition, electronic equipment, earth moving equipment, special al loys and
special purpose steels are among the products manufactured. The DPSUs have been continuously
updating and upgrading their capacities and expanding their product range in order to achieve self-
rel iance in defence production. Apart from manufacturing a number of items and equipment through
technology transfer, a huge number of major products have been developed through in-house
research and development projects.
The department has an existing strength of 66 personnel against a sanctioned strength of 96. The
department has a shortage of Section Officers, and additional numbers of ASOs have been
outsourced from the other departments of MOD which would be withdrawn once the vacancy of SOs
is f i l led.
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The financial powers in the department have been 
delegated as per the provisions of the DFPR and GFR
The DS level officers are vested with financial 
powers up to Rs. 1 lakh on each occasion related to 
administration including procurement of common 
goods and services
The US level officers in-charge of the general branch 
are vested with financial powers up to Rs. 20,000 on 
each occasion

Desk Officer System

7 US level officials and 2 SO level officials are working on the desk officer pattern in the
department however there is only 1 Desk Officer formally posted in the Vigi lance Cell of the
department
The system has a small sanctioned strength and cross-l inked nature of work

Digitisation

E- Office version 6.0 is currently in use in the Department which was introduced on 23rd July,
2021
E-office applications are accessible through the internet or intranet to the departmental
employees. Internet faci l ity is not available to officers below SO level, hence the dealing hands
have only access to intranet faci l ity
The upgrade to e-office version 7.0 wil l  be init iated once the migration of data from the NIC
server to MODNET is complete

30

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 229

Printers

12

Fax Machine/Scanners

205

Webcams 29

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

939

Digital Signatures issued

18

117

52

Delegation

Due to the shortage of officials some powers of
certain officials are delegated to those of lower
formations. The Department currently has two
vacant posts at the JS level hence some viable
administrative powers of the JS have been
delegated to officers of the DS level

Order regarding Delegation
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Defence Offset Portal

":

Central Registry Unit

The Department does not have a separate CRU of its own as it comes under the control of
Department of Defence/MoD
The number of digital and physical receipts handled by the ministry in past years is given below:

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

1732

1251

723

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

8014

8102

11331

Digital Initiatives

D e f e n c e  E x i m  P o r t a l

Defence Exim Portal facilitates end to
end processing of applications for
exports. As far as export
authorization is concerned, the
average time taken to issue
authorization in respect of parts and
components has reduced from 24
days during 2017-18 to 12 days during
2020-21 and for systems/subsystems,
the average time has reduced from
86 days in year 2017-18 to 35 days
during 2020-21

D e f e n c e  O f f s e t  P o r t a l

Defence Offset Portal facilitates
end to end settlement of offset
claims. Timelines for settlement of
such claims have not been
prescribed as the same varies from
case to case depending upon the
size of contract. Bigger contracts
have a higher number of
transactions thus taking more time
in its settlements in comparison to
smaller settlements
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 Delayering

The department has undertaken delayering for most of the subject matters and channels of
submission are reduced to 4 or less than 4. Only for subject matters related to the parl iament the
channel of submission is more than 4
All the contact detai ls of the officer-in-charge are available on the portal
The delayering in the department created a sense of responsibi l ity amongst the employees,
which in turn resulted in speedy disposal of routine matters
Formal detai led review of resources has been conducted but there is no regular provision or
mandate for the same, however, the department reviews vacant and sanctioned posit ions
periodically

Key Highlights

The department has undertaken delayering for most of the subject matters and channels of
submission are reduced to 4
The delayering reform has resulted in the administrative delegation of power in the ministry both
subject-wise and division-wise
Desk officer system was not feasible in the department
The department is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  the employees in the
department

Delegation

In most of the matters the subject-wise financial delegation was undertaken by the department
which has resulted in an increase in budgetary al locations for the concerned channels
The delayering reform has resulted in the administrative delegation of power in the department
both subject-wise and division-wise

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF DRINKING WATER AND SANITATION

The Department of Drinking Water and Sanitation provides technical and financial assistance to the
States to provide safe and adequate drinking water to rural India with focus on service delivery. The
department’s Central ly Sponsored Scheme, the National Rural Drinking Water Programme (NRDWP)
was restructured and subsumed into the Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) to provide Functional Household
Tap Connection (FHTC) to every rural household i .e. ,  Har Ghar Jal, by 2024. The kinds of
works/schemes which are proposed to be taken up under JJM include In-vi l lage water supply (PWS)
infrastructure for tap water connection to every household; rel iable drinking water source
development/augmentation of existing sources; transfer of water (multi-vi l lage scheme; where
quantity & quality issues are there in the local water sources); technological intervention for
treatment to make water potable (where water quality is an issue, but quantity is sufficient);
retrofitt ing of completed and ongoing piped water supply schemes to provide FHTC and raise the
service level; grey water management and capacity building of various stakeholders and support
activit ies to faci l itate the implementation. 
The sanctioned strength in the department is 150 out of which 107 posit ions are fi l led.
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5 5

Digitisation

The department is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
The department is aiming to implement e-office version 7.0 in Apri l 2022
NIC conducted the introductory training for departmental employees
Inter-ministerial communications are done through mediums such as e-office and email

VPNs issued(2021-22)11Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

5010

Digital Signatures issued

2245

2059

2736227

Printers 182

Webcams

Desktops

8

E-filesYear

Central Registry Unit

There is a dedicated CR unit in the department through which most receipts being received are
processed and digitized 

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

20282

19315

22424

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

0

0

Physical 
Receipts

Desk Officer System

The Desk officer system was found unsuitable for the department. Hence there are no desk
officers in the department

0



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

 Delayering

The department has conducted delayering exercises across its divisions and has effectively
reduced the channel of submission to less than 4 for the majority of the subjects handled by
various divisions 
Matters of national or international importance, sensit ive and important matters go through more
than 4 channels of submission as it requires inputs and deliberation at multiple levels 
Currently, 92.5% subjects of the department are being disposed of within level 4 and 5, i .e. 69.5%
and 23%, respectively
Only 7.5% subjects such as parl iamentary assurances, questions, VIP references, policy
reforms/guidelines require 6 (6.9%) or 7 (0.6%) levels 
The department reported speedy disposal of f i les, especial ly related to routine matters. Due to
review, the number of channels for examining the proposals have also reduced 

Key Highlights

Approximately 70% of the subjects including public grievances, RTI, stipend to interns, deputation
and appointment of group officers, etc. are disposed off within 4 levels
Administrative delegation fol lows the channels of submission wherein the HoDs are the approval
authority for APAR of section officers, reimbursement of claims, issue of NOC. etc.
Total physical receipts in 2021-22 are just 9% of the total receipts. Electronic fi les were about 93%
of the total f i les in 2021-22
The department migrated to e-office version 7.1 .  on 25th October, 2021 which is accessible to al l
the employees 
DEA uses several digital portals such as India Budget, EAP PPR for project monitoring, PPPIndia
for public-private partnership init iatives among others
The department regularly uses and further encourages widespread adoption of common IT
portals l ike eHRMS, Bhavishya Portal , Sandesh App and others

The Department of Economic Affairs (DEA) is one of the five departments under the Ministry of
Finance. The department provides financial and economic services mainly to the Union Government
Ministries, Agencies & State Governments, and to the government employees. The DEA’s mission is
to assist the Union Government in maintaining public f inances through sustainable, equitable, and
efficient use of the nation’s economic resources, promoting sustainable economic growth through
developing economic policies and preparing for future economic challenges and opportunities; and
leading India’s bi lateral and multi lateral economic and financial engagements. 

The department consists of 20 divisions with a sanctioned strength of 904. The department has 627
personnel and 277 of the total posit ions are vacant.

Delegation

Routine and administrative matters, petty receipts, approvals are administered and disposed off
at the US level
Administrative delegation fol lows the channels of submission wherein the HoDs are the approval
authority for APAR of section officers, reimbursement of claims, issue of NOC. etc.
Financial delegation is currently under consideration for al l  divisions and officers of the
department
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Desk Officer System

An arrangement which is similar to the Desk Officer system in principle, is in place for many
subjects wherein fi les are init iated at the level of Deputy Secretary/Deputy Director/ Under
Secretary 
The department believes that the relevance of the desk officer system has reduced in an
integrated multi-discipl inary work structure as it exists today in the department. Moreover, the
workflow has become clearer after delayering, making the existing work al location adequate for
the departmental needs

Digitisation

The department migrated to e-office version 7.1. on 25th October, 2021 which is accessible to all
the employees 
An in-house training session was conducted by the NIC for departmental employees for their
induction to version 7.0
Though the use of paper has reduced for fi le circulation in divisions, the overall stationary usage
within the department has been similar to earlier as overall the number of fi les have increased
DEA has developed several portals for project monitoring, knowledge management and facil itation
for stakeholders. The portals include EAP PPR for submission of preliminary project reports to seek
funding from international and multi lateral development banks

Number of Hardware Resources

VPNs issued(2021-22)

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

25922

Digital Signatures 
issued

7151

6067

5096

382

146

752

34

Printers

Scanners

Desktops

Webcams

Digital Initiatives

E A P  P P R

The web portal for online submission of
Preliminary Project Reports for seeking
external assistance from Multilateral
Development Banks (MBDs) by Central
Ministries/Departments and State
Governments

P P P i n I n d i a

The portal provides key information
on PPP related initiatives in India and
to share best practices for PPP
practitioners, both government and
the private sector. 

e S a m i k s h a  D E A

The portal is used for monitoring the
pendency of VIP references, PG,
PMO references, etc.

K n o w l e d g e  M a n a g e m e n t  S y s t e m

The dashboard is used as a notice
board for spreading awareness
and timely communications of
circulars/order

S h o r t  T e r m  F o r e i g n  T r a i n i n g  
P r o g r a m m e  P o r t a l

Portal for updates and registration
for foreign trainings administered by
DEA
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":

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

95456

94283

66662

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

7763

9300

19620

Central Registry Unit

The CRU has been digitized with 3 scanners and 3
multi-functional printers 
The department mentioned that there are no specific
guidelines for the disposal of physical files. Due to
absence of any directives, even physical files are
then sent to the respective divisions, making a
parallel system of both digital and physical file
circulation 

EAP PPR Portal

Hardware Resources at the CRU of the 
department
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DEPARTMENT OF EMPOWERMENT OF PERSONS WITH 
DISABILITIES

 Delayering

The department has undertaken delayering reforms both subject-wise and division-wise. The
channels of submissions have been restricted to 4 levels and below, for most subjects
Files related to certain subjects sti l l  go up to ministerial level, hence effectiveness of delayering is
not completely assured
Every Wednesday, the Secretary reviews the working of the department

Key Highlights

The department has undertaken delayering reforms both subject-wise and division-wise
The delayering reforms have subsequently led to administrative delegation
The department is using e-office Version 6.0 and is in the process of migrating to e-office version
7.0
Several schemes of the department are being monitored through online MIS/portals such as UDID,
e-anudaan, AIC-sugamaya Bharat App., Scholarship portal etc
The CRU has been ful ly digit ized and is equipped with 2 heavy duty scanners to scan the physical
receipts

Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabil it ies (Divyangjan) under the Ministry of Social
Justice & Empowerment was set up in May 2012 with the aims to faci l itate empowerment and
inclusion of the persons with disabil it ies and acts as a nodal agency to look after al l  development
agenda of Persons with Disabil it ies (Divyangjan). It empowers Persons with Disabil it ies, through its
various Acts/ Institutions/Organizations and Schemes for rehabil itation and to create an enabling
environment that provides such persons with equal opportunities, protection of their rights and
enables them to participate as independent and productive members of society. 

The sanctioned strength for the ministry is 125 out of which 84 posit ions are duly fi l led

Delegation

The delayering reforms subsequently led to administrative delegation
No financial delegation was undertaken. Under financial l imits of annual Grant-in-aid to individual
NGO projects under various schemes, earl ier for amounts of more than 1.5 crore, the ministerial
approval was required but now for amounts of more than 75 lakhs, ministerial approval is
required

Desk Officer System

The department is presently facing an acute shortage of staff at the level of ASO/SO/US, due to
which the Desk Officer System has not yet been introduced

Digitisation

Department is using e-office Version 6.0, which is accessible to all departmental employees and is
in the process of migrating to e-office version 7.0
The department introduced e-office in 2017 and since then all physical fi les are being processed in
digital mode
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VPNs issued(2021-22)

8

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 180

Printers

0

Scanners

170

Webcams 17

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 
FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

13711

Digital Signatures issued

3663

3494

800

Digital Initiatives

e -  A n u d a a n  f o r  D D R S

This end-to-end portal is linked to
NGO Darpan portal of NITI AAYOG.
It enables NGOs to register online
and log in to apply for grant-in-aid
to help implement various
schemes of the department.

U n i q u e  D i s a b i l i t y  I d e n t i t y  C a r d

The UDID card captures all the
necessary details of persons with
disability which can be decoded
with the help of a reader.

S c h o l a r s h i p  P o r t a l

Department implements umbrella
scholarship scheme with the
components like Pre/Post Matric,
Top Class Education, National
Fellowship etc. The first three
schemes are being implemented
through a national scholarship portal
and the national fellowship is being
implemented through the UGC
platform and Canara Bank portal. 

S u g a m a y a  B h a r a t  A p p

This is a Crowdsourcing Mobile
Application, for crowdsourcing
accessibility related problems faced
by public and enhancing
accessibility in the built environment,
transportation sector and ICT
ecosystem in India by resolving
complaints received. 

Unique Disabi l ity  Identity Card Portal

6 0

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been fully digitized and is equipped with 2 heavy duty scanners to scan the physical
receipts
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FY 2019-20

Digital ReceiptsYear

42238

38476

12884

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Central Registry Unit at the department
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DEPARTMENT OF EX SERVICEMEN WELFARE 

 Delayering

The department has undertaken delayering reforms division across al l 2 divisions (Resettlement
and Pension) and channels of submission have been reduced to 4

Key Highlights

The department has undertaken delayering reforms division across al l 2 divisions and channels of
submission have been reduced to 4
Delegation of power has not been done in the department
The Desk officer system is not fol lowed in the department however Coordinating Work is being
handled by Under Secretary ( I&C) with 2 contractual staff and one MTS in the pattern of Desk
Officer System

Department of Ex-servicemen Welfare deals with matters relating to the armed forces Veterans (Ex-
Servicemen) including pensioners; Contributory Health Scheme; matters relating to Directorate
General of Resettlement and Kendriya Sainik Board; Administration of the Pension Regulations for
the Army, administration of the Pension Regulations for the Air Force, administration of the Navy
(Pension) Regulations, and the Entit lement Rules to Casualty Pensionary Awards to the Armed Forces
Personnel, 1982.

Delegation

Delegation of power has not been undertaken at the Department of Ex- Servicemen Welfare as it
is a very small division where nature of work is sensit ive

Desk Officer System

The Desk officer system is not fol lowed in the department however Coordinating Work is being
handled by Under Secretary ( I&C) with 2 contractual staff and one MTS in the pattern of Desk
Officer System

Digitisation

E-office has not been fully implemented in the department yet in the Department of Ex-
Servicemen Welfare

5

Webcams

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 74

Printers

43

Scanners

74

1

Digital Signatures issued
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Central Registry Unit

Department does not have their own CR unit as it comes under the control of Department of
Defence/MoD
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Key Highlights

Department of Expenditure has undertaken delayering in Administration division (Personnel
division) in September, 2021
Department has published a handbook “Specification of level of final disposal and channel of
submission” within the department which is available on e-office
Financial powers vested in the Joint Secretary have been delegated to Director (Admin) as per
Rule 13(3) Schedule V of DFPR, 1978 vide OM issued on 3rd June, 2011
DoE has 5 desk officers who sit in Lok Nayak Bhavan, Khan Market due to shortage of sitt ing
space in the North Block
Department of Expenditure is using e-office version 7.1 accessible across the department
Director, Admin conducts monthly meeting of Financial Advisors in which 29 FAs send DO letters
stating their monthly progress
CRU has been digit ized partial ly with 2 scanners. 90% of the open documents are scanned and
digitized while confidential and sealed documents are physically sent to addressee

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF EXPENDITURE

 Delayering

Department of Expenditure has undertaken delayering in
Administration division (Personnel division) on 23rd
September, 2021
DoE receives cabinet proposals, parliamentary proposals,
policy related proposals, etc. which require multiple levels of
checks and discussions therefore, they could not implement
delayering in all sections
File initiation happens at DH/SO/US level as per nature of the
subject
Department has published handbook “Specification of level of
final disposal and channel of submission” within the
department which is available on e-office
Contact details excluding e-mail id of SO level and above are
available on the website

The Department of Expenditure is the nodal department for overseeing the public f inancial
management system in the central government and matters connected with state finances. The
department is responsible for the implementation of the recommendations of the Finance
Commission and Central Pay Commission, monitoring of audit comments/ observations, preparation
of Central Government Accounts. The principal activit ies of the department include overseeing the
expenditure management in the central ministries/departments through the interface with the
Financial Advisers and the administration of the Financial Rules/Regulations/ Orders, pre-sanction
appraisal of major schemes/ projects, handling bulk of the central budgetary resources transferred
to State.

DoE has sanctioned strength of 691 against 469 fi l led posit ions across 6 divisions result ing in
vacancy of 32%.

Secretary, Expenditure conducts monthly review meeting with division heads to monitor the 
monthly progress of department and for MTS, division heads conduct weekly review meeting to 
monitor their work

OM regarding Delayering
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Delegation

Administrative powers have been delegated subject wise as per the channels of submission 
Financial powers for proposals such as cabinet matters, policy matters, and parliamentary matters
remain with the Secretary, Expenditure. Financial powers for such importance cannot be delegated
Financial powers vested in Joint Secretary have been delegated to Director (Admin) as per Rule
13(3) Schedule V of DFPR, 1978 vide OM issued on 03.06.2011

Desk Officer System

Department of Expenditure has 5 desk officers who sit in Lok
Nayak Bhavan, Khan Market due to shortage of sitting space in
the North Block 
DoE issued an OM on 23rd September, 2021 appointing following
officials as desk officers:

1 US in Staff Inspection Unit
3 SOs in Staff Inspection Unit
1 Consultant in PRU

Work al location has been clearly defined among al l desk
officers

Digitisation

Department of Expenditure is using e-office version 7.1 accessible across the department
The department had online training session with NIC for roll ing out of e-office version 7.0 for all
the officials of the department no 26th October, 2021
Generation of e-files has declined since 2019 due to bulky proposals which cannot be handled on e-office

354
Printers

Number of Hardware Resources

Webcams 20

Scanners

346

Desktop & Laptop
86

Multifunctional Printers 121

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 
FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

2959

Digital Signatures issued

1941

2103
2791

Desk Officer in the department
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Digital Initiatives

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

1941

2103

2791

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

1188

967

1126

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been digit ized partial ly with 2 scanners to strengthen the function of the section
Most of the documents received in the department are sealed and confidential because of which
there is narrow margin between physical and digital receipts
90% of the open documents are scanned and digit ized while confidential and sealed documents
are physically sent to the addressee

Central Registry Unit at the department

F A  P o r t a l

Director, Admin conducts monthly
meetings of Financial Advisors in
which 29FAs send DO letters stating
their monthly progress. DoE
approached NIC to create a FA portal
to digitize the process. All FAs fill DO
letter on FA portal by 15th of every
month and Director Monitors
progress on the portal

Monthly DO Format



Key Highlights

The department implemented process of delayering in 2019, wherein 54% of the subjects are
disposed in 4 or less than 4 channels and 46% of the subjects in 5 or 6 levels
Administrative powers were defined in the department before the DARPG mandate. Financial
delegation of power is done by IFD
Department is using e-office version 6.0
There is no desk officer system as it is not feasible for the department due to its nature of work

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF FERTILIZERS

 Delayering

Channels of submission have been reduced to 3-4 levels since 2019 for all its subjects like issuance of
CGHS Cards, Advertising and Publicity, Hospitality etc.
117 (54%) subjects out of 218 subjects are disposed within 4 levels 98 (45%) are disposed in 5 or 6 levels
and 3 subjects are disposed in 7 levels

The Department of Ferti l izers comes under the ambit of the Ministry of Chemicals & Ferti l izers
which is headed by the Cabinet Minister who is assisted by two Ministers of State. Secretary to the
Government is the administrative head of the department who is assisted by one Special Secretary
and Financial Adviser and 3 Joint Secretaries. An Economic Adviser who is a Joint Secretary level
officer advises the department on various economic issues which have economic implications. The
Department has one attached office under it ,  viz. ,  Ferti l izer Industry Coordination Committee (FICC)
headed by Executive Director which is responsible to evolve and review periodically, the group
concession rates including freight rates for units manufacturing nitrogenous ferti l izers, maintaining
accounts, making payments to and to recover amounts from ferti l izer companies, undertake costing
and other technical functions and collect and analyze production data, costs, and other information.
The department also administers 9 Ferti l izer Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs).

Delegation

Administrative powers were defined in the department beforehand and no changes were made
thereafter
Financial delegation of power is done by IFD

Desk Officer System

There is no desk officer system as it is not feasible for the department due to its nature of work

Digitisation

The department is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to all departmental employees.
The department is awaiting the schedule from NIC to upgrade to version 7.0

Central Registry Unit

CRU has not been digit ized completely 
There is acute shortage of manpower

6 7
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Key Highlights

Delayering has been carried out in the department in 2018 and channels were reduced ranging
from 1 to 4 levels. The delayering init iative automatically led to administrative delegation
The desk officer system was found unsuitable for the department. Hence there are no desk
officers in department
Department is using e office Version 7.1 , which is accessible to al l employees
CRU has been fully digit ized wherein email receipts are scanned and put into e-office

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL SERVICES (BANKING)

 Delayering

The process of delayering has been carried out in the department year in 2018 and channels were
reduced ranging from 1 to 4 levels
Guidelines have been issued in the department enumerating the channel of submission for all types of
matters even before the DARPG mandate. Most files are introduced  at the section level and put up
according to the guidelines. Only the matters that require the due consideration of the Hon'ble Minister
surpass 4 channels of submission.

The Department of Financial Services (DFS) oversees several key init iatives and reforms of the
government, concerning several sectors such as banking, insurance and pension. Financial inclusion,
social security and credit f low are few of the key focus areas being dealt by the department. The
department is headed by the Secretary (FS) who is assisted by three Additional Secretary (AS),
seven Joint Secretaries (JS), one Economic Adviser (EA) and a Deputy Director General (DDG).
 

The sanctioned strength in the department is 269, out of which 197 posit ions are duly fi l led

Delegation

The delayering init iative automatical ly led to administrative delegation 
Delegation of f inancial powers have been carried coherently with the reduction in channels of
submission as per GFR and DFPR. Identif ication of more powers and responsibi l it ies viable to be
delegated to officers of lower formation is under process

Desk Officer System

The desk officer system was found unsuitable for the department. Hence there are no desk
officers in department

Digitisation

The department is using e-office version 7.1, which is accessible to all departmental employees



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

":

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

35069

20371

27158

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

5879

6435

10476

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been ful ly digit ized wherein email receipts are scanned and put into e-office
CRU is equipped with 1 scanner, to strengthen its functioning
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VPNs issued(2021-22)

354

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 20

Printers

346

Scanners

86

Webcams 121

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

22316

Digital Signatures issued

4710

2863

3067
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IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

Key Highlights

The department has not undertaken review of channels of submission
Monthly review of VIP references, pendency of grievances and RTIs are conducted by the minister
and the secretary
Organisation-wide periodic orders for disposal of pending matters and encouraging the use of e-
office and common IT tools
The department has engaged an external agency as custodian of departmental records and for
weeding out of fi les
Department is using e-office version 6.0

 Delayering

The department has not undertaken review of channels of submission
Currently, 95% of the subject matters are disposed off within 4 levels of which, 22% are disposed of in 2 levels
Due to vacancies and small size of the department, some of the channels are skipped, therefore the
department did not revise the channels of submission

The Department of Fisheries came into existence with effect from 5th February, 2019 through
carving out the Fishery Division from the erstwhile Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and
Fisheries. The Department is responsible for matters relating to formulation of policy and schemes
relating to development of inland, marine and coastal f isheries and fishery institutes. The department
also promotes cooperation and l iaison with international organisations, welfare of f ishermen,
strengthening of l ivel ihood, regulation of f ish stock importation, quarantine and certif ication. Out of
the 86 sanctioned posit ions, 52 are fi l led result ing in vacancy of 40%.

Delegation

22% of the subject matters such as parl iamentary assurances, cabinet notes, foreign visit of
officers above JS require approval of the minister, 23% are disposed of at secretary level, 36% by
the JS/AS and only 19% of the subjects have been delegated to HoDs/Dir/DS 
Revision of f inancial powers has not been undertaken since 2016

Desk Officer System

The department does not have designated desk officers but due to vacancies, some of the
divisions are functioning in a pattern similar to that of a desk officer
With the expansion in the scope of work of the department since 2019 and no revision in the
sanctioned posit ions, officers often work as desk officer as US/DS level

Digitisation

The department is currently using e-office version 6.0 and will migrate to version 7.0. as per NIC’s schedule
NIC has conducted training sessions for the departmental employees for using e-office
The department has issued 4 organisation-wide OMs for using e-office and common digital tools in
2 years to encourage util ity



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Central Registry Unit

The Department of Fisheries does not have a dedicated Central Registry Unit
There is 1 printer cum scanner used by the entire department for printing and scanning purpose

VPNs issued(2021-22)

12

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 58

Printers

15

Scanners

78

Webcams 25

71

Digital Signatures issued

(2022)
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Key Highlights

The delayering process has been carried out in the department in accordance with the OM issued
by the department on 25th June, 2021 based on subject matter across all 50 sections. This has
resulted in reducing the channels of submissions to 3 in most of the cases
Administrative powers such as loan for modernization/ rehabil itation, relaxation in usage charges
guidelines/ policy for procuring paddy in mil ler bags/ HDPE/ PP bags over and above specified
limit have been delegated from the honourable Minister to the Secretary
Financial powers vested in the department have been delegated to the ‘Head of Department’ and
‘Head of Office’ for incurring contingent and miscellaneous expenditures under Schedule V and VI
of DFPRs
Department has identif ied subject matters such as policy, vigi lance and finance to work on a desk
officer pattern
Department is using e-office version 6.0 accessible across the department

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF FOOD AND PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 

 Delayering

The delayering process has been carried out in the department in accordance with the OM issued by
the department on 25th June, 2021 based on subject matter across all 50 sections. This has resulted in
reducing the channels of submissions to 3 in most of the cases. 
Weekly SOM (Senior Officer Meeting) is conducted within the department to monitor weekly progress
under the chairmanship of Secretary which is attended by DS level and above.
Contact information of SO level and above is available on the department’s website
As per subject matter, file is initiated at ASO/ SO/ US levels

The primary policy objective of the Department of Food & Public Distribution is to ensure food
security for the country through timely and efficient procurement and distribution of food grains.
This involves procurement of various food grains, building up and maintenance of food stocks, their
storage, movement and delivery to the distributing agencies and monitoring of production, stock and
price levels of Food grains. The department is also responsible for formulation of policies concerning
the sugar sector such as fixing of Fair and Remunerative Price (FRP) of sugarcane payable by sugar
factories, development and regulation of sugar industry ( including training in sugar technology) and
regulation of supply of free sale sugar. The department also formulates policies on export and
import of food grains, sugar and edible oi ls.
The department has fi l led posit ions of 379 against sanctioned strength of 534 result ing in vacancy
of 29%.

Delegation

Administrative and financial delegation of powers have been carried out in accordance with the
OM issued in June, 2021 based on subject matter
Administrative powers such as loan for modernization/ rehabil itation, relaxation in usage charges
guidelines/ policy for procuring paddy in mil ler bags/ HDPE/ PP bags over and above specified
limit have been delegated from Minister to Secretary



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Financial powers vested in department have been delegated to the HOD and HOO for incurring
contingent and miscellaneous expenditures under Schedule V and VI of DFPRs

Desk Officer System

Department is already functioning on desk officer pattern and
continues to follow the same pattern
Subject matters identified to desk officers are policy, vigilance and
finance
Department has identified 11 desks with clear work allocation among
which 8 desks are functional presently: Finance I, Finance II, Finance
III, FD-I, FD-II, FD- III, Sugar Policy-I, Sugar Policy -II, Sugar Litigation-I,
Sugar, Litigation-II and Vigilance

Number of Hardware Resources

Digitisation

Department is using e-office version 6.0 which is accessible to all the employees
Department had already implemented e-office and all fi les are processed efficiently thus, the time
lapse between, before the initiative & after the implementation is negligible

VPNs issued(2021-22)

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

300450

Digital Signatures issued

3326

3637

3854557

176

20

550

Desktops/Laptops

Scanners

Webcams

Printers

":

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

64845

66477

60474

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

3576

4107

13947

Central Registry Unit

CRU section of the ministry is digitized completely with 3
scanners to strengthen the functions
All the documents are scanned in CRU except confidential
documents or documents with a name on it

Desk Officer at the department

CRU Section at the department
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Key Highlights

The ministry revised the channels of submission in 2015 and 2016 wherein 54% of the subjects are
disposed within 4 levels
The financial power for contingent recurring matters l ies with the JS as the head of the
department and up to Rs. 20 lacs for non-recurring expenses
The department does not have a desk officer system but the work in IFD and NHM divisions
follows a pattern similar to that of a desk officer
87 out of 155 sanctioned position at SO level are vacant
Department is using e-office version 6.0

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE

 Delayering

The department undertook revisions of channels of submission in October, 2015 for al l  subject
matters and for common matters across divisions in December, 2016 with the approval of the
honourable minister
Out of 215 subject matters (where data is available), 30 (14%) are disposed of in 7 channels. These
include subjects pertaining to policy, major f inancial decisions, transfer of the Head of the
institutes, etc. where the approving authority is the Hon’ble Minister/Minister of State
116 (54%) subject matters are currently disposed within 4 channels, including 26 disposed in 3
levels, 19 in 2 and 6 subjects within 1 channel. Remaining 69 (32%) matters are disposed of in 5-6
channels. Parl iamentary matters, unstarred questions, VIP references, off icial visits abroad for up
to DS/Dir. are disposed off within 6 channels

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare was founded in 1947 and is the apex institution in-charge
of al l  decisions, government plans, and actions to ensure the highest standard of healthcare facil it ies
in India. The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare consists of two departments– Department of
Health and Family Welfare and the Department of Health Research. The Department of Health and
Family Welfare is responsible for aspects relating to family welfare, especial ly in reproductive health,
maternal health, paediatrics, information, education and communications; cooperation with NGOs and
international aid groups; and rural health services. The Department of Family Welfare has 5 major
divisions and 18 Population Research Centres (PRCs) across 17 states. The department also deals with
health care, including awareness campaigns, immunisation campaigns, preventive medicine, and
public health. It is the administrative head of 14 divisions including the NACO, the Pharmacy Council
of India, and also 14 National Health Programmes. 

The ministry has a total sanctioned strength of 1366, out of which, 983 posit ions are currently f i l led. 
 

Delegation

Delegation of f inancial and disposal powers to the HODs in the department as per the DFPR was
done in August, 2011 
As per schedule V, ful l  f inancial power for contingent recurring matters l ies with the JS as the
head of the department and up to Rs. 20 lacs for non-recurring expenses



VPNs issued(2021-22)

":

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

212539

197843

184292

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

40520

51743

121542

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Heads of offices (US) have the disposal power for up to 50,000 for contingent/miscellaneous
recurring and non-recurring expenses
The department delegated the approval powers under the All India Service Conduct Rules and
CCS Conduct rules to US level officer for Group C and D officers, Director/DS for Group B, JS for
Group A in July, 2015

Desk Officer System

The department does not have a desk officer system
The work in Integrated Finance Division (IFD) division follows a pattern similar to that of a desk officer for
their functioning
The file is intiated by the US and disposed of within 3 channels

Digitisation

1591

Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

Laptops 124

Printers

366

Desktops

1479

Webcams 139

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

8781326

Digital Signatures issued

22870

21169

22164

Central Registry Unit

The CRU of the department is digitised and equipped with 7 scanners
Receipts are generated using a code scanner which integrates the information into the e-office
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CRU Section in the department

The Department is using e-office version 6.0
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Key Highlights

The department has not reviewed the channels of submission or the financial powers due to
smaller size and significant vacancies
Administrative powers are delegated to 4 DSs for disposal of routine matters, RTI, leave, pension,
advances and petty bil ls
Regular review of pendency by the Secretary on fortnightly basis and continuous review of public
grievances, RTIs by the DSs
Department is using e-office version 6.0

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RESEARCH

 Delayering

The department has not undertaken delayering reforms due to significant vacancies and smaller
size of the organisation
The channels of submission for majority of the subjects is l imited to 3-4 levels for approval and
disposal authority
The department has hired consultants and young professionals to assist the department in
research and operations

The Department of Health Research (DHR) was created in 2007 under the Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare. The objective of the department is to bring modern health technologies to the
people through research and innovations related to diagnosis, treatment methods and vaccines for
prevention; to translate them into products and processes and, in synergy with concerned
organizations, introduce these innovations into public health system. The department promotes
international cooperation in medical and health research along with administration of Indian Council
for Medical Research. 

The sanctioned strength of the department is 42 against which, only 24 posts have been fi l led,
indicating 57% vacancies. 

Delegation

Administrative powers are delegated to 4 DSs for disposal of routine matters, RTI, leave, pension,
advances and petty bi l ls
Financial powers of up to 50,000 are delegated at DS level for procurement and advances

Desk Officer System

An arrangement similar to the Desk Officer system in principle is in place for many subjects
wherein f i les are init iated at the level of Deputy Secretary/Deputy Director/ Under Secretary 
Due to 9 vacancies out of 17 sanctioned posit ions at ASO/SO level, f i les are init iated at US/DS
level for parl iamentary questions, VIP references and replies to the CM or the Cabinet Secretary

Digitisation

The department is using e-office version 6.0 
As per the department, 85% of the work related to movement and disposal of fi les is done using
the e-office



":

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Policy research, guidelines and other bulky fi les are processed in physical form
The department actively uses common IT portals such as e-HRMS, SPARROW and DARPAN for
analytical review of projects across the nation
NAITIK, also called the National Ethics Committee Registry for Biomedical and Health Research is a
portal developed by the department for administration of the New Drugs & Clinical Trials Rules  2019

Central Registry Unit

The CRU at the department is equipped with 2 high speed scanners for digit isation of Dak
CRU staff has been trained for digit isation and processing the receipts using e-off ice

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

6463

7053

9627

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

12618

11935

13381
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CRU Section at the department

VPNs issued(2021-22)

125

Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

Laptops 17

Printers

45

Desktops

30

Webcams 5

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

2712

Digital Signatures issued

843

1134

968
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Key Highlights

Channels of submission is more than 4 for important matters such as
appointment/promotion/confirmation of group A & B officers, etc.
The department has 22 desk officers, out of which there are 15 SOs and 15 USs
The department is using e-office Version 6.0
The CRU has been partially digitized with 3 scanners in the scanning room and 2 printers in the CR
section 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

 Delayering

The department has undertaken subject wise delayering as per
the CSMOP guidelines and released an OM to review their
existing channels of submission on 3rd January, 2022
File init iation happens at the ASO/SO/AD/US/DD level
Channels of submission is more than 4 for important matters l ike
appointment/promotion/confirmation of group A & B officers, etc.
Channels of submission is up to levels 7, where approval from the
honourable Minister is required

The Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Education, is responsible for the overall
development of the basic infrastructure of the higher education sector in terms of policy and
planning. The department looks after expansion of access and qualitative improvement in higher
education. Their vision is to realize India's human resource potential to its ful lest in the higher
education sector, with equity and inclusion.

The department has a sanctioned strength of 180, out of which 155 posit ions are duly fi l led.

Delegation

Delegation of f inancial and disposal powers in the department as per the DFPR
Administrative delegation has also been undertaken at the Department of Higher Education.
Administrative matters such as cabinet, PMO, Secretariat matters get disposed off at 5 levels of
submission where final level is Secretary, DHE
Financial delegation vested in the Secretary, DHE has been delegated to the HOD (JS)

Desk Officer System

The department has 22 desk off icers pertaining to subject
matters regarding budget, IFD, etc
Among the 22 desk off icers, there are 15 SOs and 15 USs
Role of each desk off icer is clearly defined within the
department

Desk Officer at the department

OM regarding Delayering
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Central Registry Unit

The CRU has been completely digitized with 3 scanners in the scanning room and 2 printers in the
CR section 
Scanning work is done by the scanning agency hired by the Ministry of Education through the GEM
portal

33

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 143
Printers

23

Scanners

127

Webcams 24

Digitisation

The department is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to all the employees
A team of individuals/experts is hired to help in the day-to-day working of the employees on e-office
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Key Highlights

The department has implemented division wise delayering reforms 
The process of administrative and financial delegation has not been undertaken at the
Department of Investment and Public Asset Management however the department may
implement this process shortly
There are 12 Desk officers in the department
Department is currently using E-office version 7.1 which is accessible to al l departmental
employees except MTS

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF INVESTMENT AND PUBLIC ASSET 

MANAGEMENT

 Delayering

The department has implemented delayering reforms division wise
Reduction in channels of submission was done before the DARPG reforms
Plans are in process to reduce the channels of submission to 4 or 3

The Department of Investment and Public Asset Management (DIPAM) deals with al l  matters relating
to the management of the central government investments in equity including disinvestment of
equity in Central Public Sector Undertakings. The 4 major areas of its work are related to strategic
disinvestment, minority stake sales, asset monetization, and capital restructuring. It also deals with
all matters relating to the sale of Central Government equity through offer for sale or private
placement or any other mode in the erstwhile Central Public Sector Undertakings. DIPAM is working
as one of the departments under the Ministry of Finance.

The department has an existing strength of 69 against a sanctioned strength of 81 personnel.

Delegation

The process of administrative and financial delegation has not been undertaken at the
Department of Investment and Public Asset Management however the department may
implement this process shortly

Desk Officer System

Desk officer system has been under practice in the department before the DARPG mandate and
looks over subject-wise allocation of work
There are 12 desk officers in place in the department

Digitisation

The department is using e office Version 7.1, which is accessible to all departmental employees except MTS

VPNs issued(2021-22)

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear
FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

035

Digital Signatures issued

. .

. . .1199

Desktops/Laptops 106

Scanners 7

Printers 91
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Central Registry Unit

The CRU of the Department of Investment and Public Assets has 1 scanner to strengthen the unit

OM regarding E-Office Training
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 Delayering

Key Highlights

The delayering reform has resulted in an increase in administrative delegation of power in the
department both subject wise and division wise
As per the Schedule V and VI of DFPRs, enhanced financial powers have been delegated to HOD
(Dir/DS(Admin.) for incurring contingent (up to Rs.3,00,00/Rs.5,00,000) and miscellaneous 
 expenditure (upto Rs.2,00,000/Rs.4,00,000)

Delegation

Delayering is implemented across al l divisions l ike administration, justice, e-courts etc, reducing
the levels of submission to 4 
Financial powers have been delegated to HOD (Dir/DS(Admin.) for incurring contingent and
miscellaneous expenditure
There are 2 designated desk officers: Under Secretary-Desk I and Under Secretary-Desk I I  who
have defined court-wise work al location 
CRU has been digit ized completely with 1 heavy duty scanner and 1 regular scanner to strengthen
its functions
Department is using e-office version 7.1

The Department of Justice is a part of the Ministry of Law & Justice, Government of India. It is one of
the oldest ministries of the Government of India. The Department of Justice was under the
administrative control of the Ministry of Home Affairs and Union Home Secretary has been the
Secretary of the Department of Justice ti l l  31st December, 2009. The Department of Justice performs
the administrative functions in respect of setting up of higher courts, appointment of judges in
higher judiciary, maintenance and revision of the conditions and rules of service of the judges and
issues relating to legal reforms. In addition, The department implements important schemes for
development of infrastructure facil it ies for the judiciary, setting up of special courts for speedy trial
and disposal of cases of sensit ive nature (fast track special court for cases of rape and POCSO Act,
criminal cases involving MPs/MLAs), the E-court Project on computerization of various courts across
the country, legal aid to poor and access to justice, f inancial assistance to National Judicial Academy
for providing training to the judicial officers of the country. The organizational setup of the
Department includes one Additional Secretary, three Joint Secretaries, seven Directors/Deputy
Secretaries and eight Under Secretaries. 
The sanctioned strength of the department is 101, out of which 56 is duly fi l led.

Delayering is implemented across al l divisions l ike administration, justice, e-courts etc, reducing
the levels of channel of submission to 4 
For subjects specific to each division, the fi le is init iated either by US or ASO/SO 
All the contact detai ls of officer-in-charge and information on channels of submission of cases is
available on the portal
The delayering in the department created a sense of responsibi l ity amongst the employees, which
in turn resulted in speedy disposal of routine matters
The department reviews vacant and sanctioned posit ions periodically

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

  DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
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Digitisation

E-office version 7.1 has recently been made accessible to al l  departmental employees, hence
multiple features are yet to be explored
Senior officials track the number of days for f i le disposal through e-office 

VPNs issued(2021-22)

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 143

Printers 127

Scanners 33

Webcams 24

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

020

Digital Signatures issued

779

1031

381

Central Registry Unit

23

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

CRU has been digit ized completely with 1 heavy duty scanner and 1 regular scanner
CRU section of the department does not handle physical f i les of non-classif ied nature

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

1793

4406

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

306

747

1058

2022

Desk Officer System

Desk officer system exists in the Department
There is a designated desk officer system
followed in the department in which 2
designated desk: Under Secretary-Desk I and
Under Secretary-Desk I I  have defined work
allocated as per the high courts and supreme
court

Desk Officers at  the department
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 Delayering

The department has undertaken the delayering for al l  it 's
divisions as per the subjects handled
Under the new channel of submission, al l  routine cases l ike RTI
matters, maintenance of records, and issuance of identity
cards/vehicle passes are handled in less than 3 levels  
For common administrative and routine matters, the fi les are
init iated at either SO/ASO or US level
The ministry mentioned that delayering has only reduced some
workload of officers in cases where the channel has been
skipped but this is not that signif icant. Instead of vertical
delayering, the focus may be placed on horizontal expansion of
the divisions for clear work al location

Key Highlights

The number of channels has been restricted to 4 or lower in some divisions. For policy matters,
the channels might be more than 4 because of the continuous consultation
There are 4 Desk Officers working in the department
The department is working on an e-office version: 6.0. Except for MTS (Multi-tasking staff)

Delegation

Respective divisions have issued orders to delegate administrative powers to junior levels so as
to expedite the decision-making in the department 
Post f inancial delegation, ASO/SO handles financial delegation ti l l  Rs. 25000, DS up to Rs. 75000,
DDG up to Rs. 5 crores and Secretary up to Rs. 10 crores

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF LAND RESOURCES

Department of Land Resources (DoLR), functioning under the Ministry of Rural Development, is the
nodal department responsible for registering property indexes. The vision of the department is to
develop an appropriate integrated land information management system, which wil l  inter al ia
improve real-t ime information on land, optimize the use of land resources, and assist in
policy/planning. Main functions of the department includes; implementation of watershed program
for the development of rain-fed/degraded areas, guiding and assisting the states in modernizing land
records management and preparation of land information systems, supporting efforts of the states in
introducing the system of conclusive ownership, faci l itating policy adoption for resettlement of
displaced people etc.

There are five divisions in the department: Administration, Coordination, Land reforms, Watershed
Management, Project Monitoring & Evaluation. There are 120 sanctioned posts against which only 73
are fi l led.

8 4

OM regarding Delayering



VPNs issued in FY 2022

Digital Initiatives

Desk Officer System

There are 4 desk officers working in the department. They are equipped with authentication of
sanctions issued in the name of the President. They shall work as Desk officer and wil l  be placed
directly under Deputy Secretary/Director in accordance with matters l ike authentication of
sanctions issued in the name of the President, references to other Ministries/Departments
seeking advice, information etc. , addressing officers of the department for collection of data,
factual information, etc. and communication of government orders, sanctions etc.

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Digitisation

The department is working on e-office version 6.0 which is accessible to al l  the employees
except MTS
The department has been using the e-office module to monitor the performance of init iatives
taken, such as disposal t ime and levels as per DARPG's mandate. The training was provided by
ITSM  

Tool to capture data including visuals
from the field for real-time monitoring of
IWMP projects. The tool can also be
used for community monitoring of IWMP
works.

GIS-based geo-portal developed to
assist in monitoring, evaluation, change
assessment and provide inputs in
planning for watershed management
and preparation of Detailed Project
Reports (DPR)

B h u v a n  P o r t a l D r i s h t i  M o b i l e  A p p

Bhuvan Portal

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 117

Printers 114

Scanners 58

Webcams 8

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

09

Digital Signatures issued

764

714

694

10

8 5



Central Registry Unit

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

12519

13153

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

23

230

106

13660

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

The CRU is  fu l ly  d ig i t i zed in  the  depar tment .  There  are  3  scanners  wi th in  the  depar tment  to
st rengthen i ts  funct ions
Non-C lass i f ied  phys ica l  f i l es  in  the  depar tment  were  38 for  the  year  2021-22
The to ta l  number  of  cop ies  hand led by the  depar tment  i s  as  fo l lows :

CRU Section of the department

8 6
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DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS

 Delayering

The process of delayering has not been carried out in the department as the existing channels of
submission are appropriate and well suited to the department
There are no fixed/defined channels of submission. The level varies from 2 to 4 for most of the
subjects
The department has a prime objective of rendering legal advice to ministries/departments,
therefore, the work related to Legal Matters is being handled by the Indian Legal Services ( ILS)
cadre. For administrative work, it is al located among officers in such a manner that the channel
of submission is within prescribed l imits for fast decision-making
Routine matters are being dealt with a maximum of 2 or 3 levels. Limiting the channels of
submission has signif icantly improved the efficiency in disposal of work and early decision
making and sparing more time for higher authorit ies to work on the policy matters

Key Highlights

The process of delayering has not been carried out in the department as the existing channels of
submission are appropriate and vary from 2 to 4 for most of the subjects
The department did not undertake administrative and financial delegation as it is not suited to the
department
The current functioning of the officers in the department is similar to the Desk Officer System
Department is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
LIMBS Portal (Legal Information Management & Briefing System) has been developed by the
department and is used for monitoring and handling various court cases of government
Departments/Ministries
CRU has been partial ly digit ized wherein receipts/letters are digit ized but legal f i les sti l l  move in
physical format

Delegation

The department did not undertake administrative delegation based reforms as it is not suited to
the department
The department did not undertake financial delegation based reforms as its annual budget is
small which does not leave room for such reforms

The main responsibi l ity of the Department of Legal Affairs is to give advice to ministries on legal
matters including interpretation of the Constitution and the laws, conveyancing and engagement of
counsel to appear on behalf of the Union of India in the High Courts and subordinate courts where
the Union of India is a party and conduct of cases in the Supreme Court and the High Courts on
behalf of the Central Government and on behalf of the Governments of States participating in the
Central Agency Scheme.
The department is also administratively in-charge of the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal and the Law
Commission of India. The department is also administratively concerned with al l  the matters relating
to the Indian Legal Service. It is further connected with the appointment of Law Officers namely the
Attorney General of India, the Solicitor General of India, and the Additional Solicitor Generals of India.
The department has 22 sections. The sanctioned strength for the department is 379 out of which 219
posit ions are duly fi l led.

8 7
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8 8

Desk Officer System

There is no Desk Officer System in the department. The main functional requirement mandated
to this department is to render legal advice for which the department is manned by ILS Officers
and an ILS feeder cadre. The work of each officer is similar to the Desk Officer System wherein
each officer handles cases himself/herself with the assistance of stenographers/clerks/DEO as
per availabil ity of staff

            VPNs issued(2021-22)

24Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 256

Printers 303

Scanners

Webcams 15

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

22       3

Digital Signatures issued

7298

1503

4815

Digitisation

Department is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees. The
department is awaiting the schedule from NIC to upgrade to Version 7.0

Digital Initiatives

It is a web-based portal developed
by Department of Legal Affairs,
Ministry of Law & Justice 
It is used for monitoring and
handling of various court cases of
Government Departments and
Ministries
Cases pertaining to the Supreme
Court are uploaded & updated on
LIMBS by DLA. Cases pertaining to
High Court and Tribunals are
being uploaded by the concerned
Commissionerate

L i M B S  P o r t a l  ( L e g a l  I n f o r m a t i o n
M a n a g e m e n t  a n d  B r i e f i n g  S y s t e m

LiMBS Portal

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been partial ly digit ized wherein receipts/letters are digit ized but legal f i les sti l l  move in
physical format
There are 3 scanners present in the department that help to smoothen the functioning

0
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Central Registration Unit in the Department

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

37763

24579

27884

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

7655

7131

21377



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

 Delayering

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms both division as well as subject wise
Channels of submission has reduced from 5-6 levels to at present 3-4 levels 
Subject matters with less than 3 and less than channels of submission are public grievance,
distribution of Rajbhasha Bharti and RTI appeals application, posting/transfer of officials,
appointment.promotion/deputation of Group A/B officers, etc
As the department is small and its administrative control is with Ministry of Home Affairs, the fi les
were init iated and disposed off efficiently even before the delayering reforms

Key Highlights

The department has 4 Divisions and 11 sections. The sanctioned strength for the department is 77
out of which 57 posit ions are duly fi l led
Channels of submission has reduced from 5-6 levels to at present 3-4 levels 
Financial delegation is not required in the department as the annual budget is too small to be
further delegated
Department has adopted e-office version 7.1 
Softwares l ike KANTHASTHA and LILA-Rajbhasha have been developed to faci l itate memory
based translation and learn Indian languages through artif icial intel l igence, respectively

Delegation

The delayering reforms have subsequently resulted in administrative delegation of powers
Financial delegation is not required in the department as the annual budget is too small to be
further delegated

The Department of Official Language was set up in June 1975 as an independent department of the
Ministry of Home Affairs. The department is responsible for the implementation of the provisions of
the Constitution relating to official languages and the provisions of the Official Languages Act, 1963.

Desk Officer System

The Desk officer system has been discarded by the department as it proved to be unsuccessful,
however Section Officer system has been functioning well in its place since a long time

Digitisation

Department has adopted e-office version 7.1
There are 3 scanners available in the department
1 Digital Signature was issued in the department 
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Central Registry Unit

 

Digital Initiatives

Hindi Prabodh, Praveen and Pragya
packages offer a user-friendly and
effective tool on the World Wide Web to
learn Hindi through the medium of
English, Assamese, Bangla, Bodo,
Gujarati, Kannada, Kashmiri, Malayalam,
Manipuri, Marathi, Nepalese, Oriya,
Punjabi, Tamil and Telugu

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Building local and global translation
memory;
Work-flow integration;
Perfect/fuzzy match for translation;
Bilingual Export & Import; etc.

This is a memory-based English to Hindi
& vice-versa translation system. Main
features of the system include:

K A N T H A S T H A L I L A - R a j b h a s h a

There is no dedicated CRU in the department, however certain number of receipts are digit ised
by the administrative unit itself

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

43

14

53

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

4454

1474

1810

Physical 
Receipts

Non classified 
Physical Files

482

245

283

KANTHASTHA

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 34

25

54
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 Delayering

Key Highlights

Delegation

Administrative delegation has already been in force since the year 2017 in the Department of
Pension and Pensioners’ Welfare
The financial delegation has been undertaken subject-wise in which the department has
increased budgetary al locations for the conceded channels

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Department has not undertaken delayering reforms post DARPG mandate as channels of
submissions were already restricted to 4 and below for most of the subjects. The cases
pertaining to policy formulation involve 4 levels while Grievances related to pensionary benefits
are handled within 3 levels
Levels of submission exceed 4 in case of parl iamentary matters, policy matters and recruitment
of Gazetted officers

The Department of Pension and Pensioners' Welfare is the nodal department for developing policies
on pensions and other retirement benefits for Central Government employees covered by the CCS
(Pension) Rules, 1972. It attempts to promote pensioner welfare and serves as a forum for the
resolution of pensioners' problems, in addition to formulating pension policy for Central Government
Pensioners/Family Pensioners. Pensioners from the Ministries of Railways and Defence, on the other
hand, are governed by their own pension rules and have their own administrative structure. The
employees working in the establishments belonging to the class of industries/ other establishments
l isted in the schedule appended to Employees' Provident. The EPS Scheme, which is administered by
the Ministry of Labour, covers the Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1950. Furthermore, under
the National Pension System, the Ministry of Finance (Department of Financial Services) handles the
pensions of people who joined/would join the Central Government on or after 1 .1 .2004.

The sanctioned strength for the department is 64 out of which 40 posit ions are duly fi l led.

Delayering reforms have not been undertaken by the department post DARPG mandate as
channels of submission were already restricted to 4 and below since 2014 for many subjects
Administrative delegation was formerly brought in force in the department while f inancial
delegation has recently been undertaken 
The Desk Officer System is functional in the department wherein 10 officers are division wise
designated as desk officers and their work al locations are clearly demarcated
The department is using e office 7.1 since January 2022 which is accessible to al l  departmental
employees and proper training has already been imparted for the same

       DEPARTMENT OF PENSION AND PENSIONERS' WELFARE

9 2

Desk Officer System

Presently there is a designated desk officer system fol lowed in the department in which 10
designated desk officers are present in the ministry and their work al locations are demarcated



VPNs issued(2021-22)

Digitisation

Digital Initiatives

 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

The desk offices are designated as per fol lowing divisions: Admin-I ,  Admin-I I ,  Desk (A), Desk-Bb,
Desk-C, Bhavishya/RTI/Sankalp, Desk-H, Desk-D & G, Desk- Coordination, US-E&F

The Ministry is using e-office version 7.1 since Jan 2022 which is
accessible to all departmental employees and proper training has
been imparted to the personnel for the same
25 digital signatures have been issued to employees and 25 VPNs
have been issued to departmental employees, facilitating virtual
availability of employees for faster disposal and timely decision-
making
The HODs track the number of days for file disposal through e-office

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 89

Printers 50

Scanners 6

Webcams

 11

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 
FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

2525

Digital Signatures issued

608
696
605

CPENGRAMS (Pension Grievances 
Redress and Monitoring System)

It is an online computerised system
which has been developed with an
objective of speedy redress and
effective monitoring of the grievances
related to pension by various Central
Government Ministries/Departments/
Organisations besides providing a fast
access to the pensioners. Pensioners
can also appeal if they are not satisfied
with the redressal of their grievance.

Sankalp Portal is a platform for the
pensioners to access opportunities
available for useful interventions in
the society. It also facilitates the
Organizations working in these areas
to select appropriate skill and
expertise from the available pool of
volunteers.

S A N K A L P  P o r t a l

The Anubhav portal was launched in
March 2015 at the behest of the
Hon’ble Prime Minister for retiring
government officials to leave a record
of their experiences while in Govt
service . It is envisaged that this
culture of leaving notes by retirees
will become the foundation stone of
good governance and administrative
reforms in future.

A N U B H A V  P o r t a l

Desk officer in the department

0

OM regarding Digit isation
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Central Registry Unit

The department has a dedicated CR unit
through which al l the receipts are processed
and digit ised thus reducing the movement of
physical f i les
CRU has been digit ised completely in the
ministry with 2 scanners present to
strengthen its functions
Total numbers of digital and physical receipts
handled by the department for FY 2021-22 (t i l l
28th February 2022) were 5362 and 203
respectively 

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

11385

12281

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

203

488

441

5362

CPENGRAMS (Pension Grievances Redress and Monitoring System)
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 Delayering

Key Highlights

Delegation

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL TRAINING

Administrative powers have been delegated in the department
Joint Secretary (Admin) and the US (Genl.) are declared as the Head of Department and Head of
Office respectively
These powers may be exercised by the Designated Officers without consulting the Integrated
Finance Division ( IFD)
Financial powers are delegated to Secretary for Rs. 1 crore

Instruction has been issued for reducing the channel of submission to a maximum of 4 levels
Delayering has resulted in reducing the average disposal t ime of pending grievances from 45 to
40 days
It has also helped in reducing MP references, IMC, and State Government references pendency
Monthly review of al l  the cases are done at the level of AS(A) with al l  the divisional heads, who
take up the review of divisions/sections under them on a fortnightly basis to dispose of al l  the
cases within the stipulated time

The Department of Personnel & Training determines government policy for the maintenance of the
integrity of the public services and eradication of corruption and coordinates the activit ies of various
ministries/departments in this area. The department acts as the formulator of policy and curator of
the Government ensuring certain accepted standards and norms, as constituted by it are fol lowed by
all ministries/departments in the recruitment, regulation of service conditions, posting/transfers, the
deputation of personnel. For this, guidelines are issued by it and it monitors the implementation of
the same. It advises al l  the organizations of the Central Government on issues of personnel
management. The department formulates and coordinates training policies for the All India and
Central Services and provides support for the capacity building of State Government officials.

Instruction has been issued for reducing the channel of submission to a maximum of 4 levels
Due to delayering, the average disposal t ime of pending grievances has been reduced from 45
days to 40 days
8 Desk Officers are currently operational in the department for matters l ike pay, pension etc.
The department is using e-office version 7.0 and it uses various digital portals for its functioning,
l ike CSE Candidates Information Central Portal , Cadre Allocation portal , EASY-Empanelment, and
Appraisal System, SOLVE- System for Online Vigi lance Enquiry
CRU has been completely digit ized with 4 scanners to strengthen its functioning
Department is using e-office version 7.1

Desk Officer System

At present, 8 desk officer systems are operational in the department for matters like pay, pension etc.
Instructions have been issued to al l  wing heads to identify more posts that may be converted to
the Desk officer system

9 5
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Digitisation

100

VPNs issued(2021-22)

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 801

Printers 666

Scanners 100

Webcams 3

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

1135

Digital Signatures issued

1818

1015

554

The Department is using e-office version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
Department has adequate hardware resources to support its routine functions
Total number of hardware in the department includes

Digital Initiatives

Portal was initially developed for
online vigilance enquires in Public
Sector Enterprise Board. Now, it
is also used for online vigilance
enquiries against IAS

Department has developed this
portal for the medical
examination scheduling system,
candidate module, service
allocation, cadre controlling
authority module, character and
antecedents’ verification module

C a n d i d a t e s ’  I n f o r m a t i o n   P o r t a l C a d r e  A l l o c a t i o n  P o r t a l

Successful candidates allocated
to IAS, IPS, and Indian Forest
Services are allocated to various
states/cadres based on their
preferences, vacancies, etc.
(determination of vacancies,
allocation of cadre, roster
management)

S O L V E -  S y s t e m  f o r  O n l i n e  
V i g i l a n c e  E n q u i r y

Web application developed for
uploading vacancies of various
Ministries / Departments /
Organizations (other than DoPT)
on DoPT website.

V U A O  –  V a c a n c i e s  u n d e r  
A u t o n o m o u s  O r g a n i z a t i o n s

EASY Software is used for the
empanelment for posts under
Central Staffing Scheme at the
Joint Secretary (JS) Level. 

E A S Y (  E m p a n e l m e n t  a n d  A p p r a i s a l  
S y s t e m )  

Desk officer at the department



Central Registry Unit

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

8659

10651

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

61722

48967

98215

10933

 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

CRU has been digit ized completely 
4 scanners are available in the CRU section to strengthen the digit isation of the section
The total number of copies handled by the department is as fol lows:

97

EASY( Empanelment and Appraisal System) 

CRU Section in the department



 Delayering

Key Highlights

Delegation

Desk Officer System

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACEUTICALS

The delayering reforms have resulted in administrative delegation of powers which has helped in
reduction in t ime for taking final decisions
Financial delegation and budgetary al locations are fol lowed as per GFR rules 

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms both
division-wise as well as subject wise, For 11 divisions, channel of
submission is 4 or below 
The department affirmed that reduction in the channels has
significantly resulted in transparency in decision making, clarity
of authority and faster f i le disposal 
Work al location is defined across the department
A committee was formed to review the progress of measures
taken for simplif ication of procedures in the department

The Department of Pharmaceuticals, Ministry of Chemicals & Ferti l izers was established in 2008. Its
objective is to develop the pharmaceutical sector in the country and regulate various complex issues
related to pricing, availabil ity of medicines at affordable prices, research & development, protection
of intel lectual property rights and international commitments related to the pharmaceutical sector
which require integration of work with other Ministries.
There are 13 Divisions in the department and has a sanctioned strength of 92, out of which 61
posit ions are duly fi l led. 

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject-
wise. In 11 divisions, the level of channels of submission is 4 or below 
The delayering reforms have resulted in administrative delegation of powers which has helped in
reduction in t ime for taking final decisions
Department is currently using e-office version 6.2 
The Desk officer system has not been adopted as the department is small with shortage of staff
at the section officer level
There CRU of the department is ful ly digit ized 

The Desk officer system has not been adopted as the department is small with shortage of staff 
at the section officer level

98

Digitisation

The department is currently using e-office version 6.2 which is accessible to al l  employees
The department wil l  be migrating to e-office version 7.0 and has applied to the NIC for same

OM regarding Delayering
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Central Registry Unit

The CRU of the department is ful ly digit ized 

Digit isation of CRU has made tracing of receipts very easy, leading to increased transparency and

accountabil ity in the department

99

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

15126

2522

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

23

173

2109

21600

20

VPNs issued

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 106

Printers 94

Scanners 11

Webcams 23

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

9120

Digital Signatures issued

3428

1801

159



 Delayering

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject wise
Most matters are resolved in less than 4 channels of submission, though matters relating to
policy, court cases, VIP references and parl iamentary matters warrant more levels of deliberation
Most fi les of administrative, f inancial ,  parl iamentary, RTI matters are init iated at the section level
After reducing channels of submission to 4, an internal assessment by the department identif ied
surplus employees in the department

Key Highlights

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject wise. Most
matters are resolved in less than 4 channels of submission, though matters relating to policy, court
cases, VIP references and parliamentary matters warrant more levels of deliberation 
After reducing channels of submission to 4, an internal assessment by the department identified
surplus employees in the department
Financial Powers of the Head of Circles and the Head of the Departments under Department of
Posts have been revised and delegated at the appropriate levels 
There are 7 Desk officers in the department working in divisions l ike Administration,
Establishment, Personnel etc.
Department is currently using e-office version 7.1

Delegation

Financial Powers of Head of Circles and the Head of the Departments under Department of Posts
have been revised and delegated the powers at the appropriate levels
Some administrative powers of the JS have been delegated to the Director level as per orders of
the Secretary

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF POSTS

The Department of Posts plays a crucial role in the country’s socio-economic development. It serves
many functions such as delivering mails, accepting deposits under Small Savings Schemes, providing
life insurance cover under Postal Life Insurance (PLI) and Rural Postal Life Insurance (RPLI) ,  and
providing retai l services l ike bi l l  col lection, sale of forms, etc. The DoP also acts as an agent for the
Government of India in discharging other services for cit izens such as Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS) wage disbursement and old age pension
payments. With more than 1,55,000 post offices, the DoP has the most widely distributed postal
network in the world. The department has an existing strength of 654 against a sanctioned strength
of 904 personnel.

1 0 0

Desk Officer System

Desk officer system has been under practice in the Department since before the DARPG mandate
and looks over subject-wise al location of work
There are 7 Desk officers in the department working in divisions l ike Administration,
Establishment, Personnel etc. Identif ication of more subjects and sections which can be taken
over by desk officers is under process



Central Registry Unit

Digital Initiatives

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

1 0 1

CRU has been digitized completely in the department with 3 scanners to strengthen its functions
Physical receipts are scanned first at CRU and then sent to the concerned section through e-office 

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

32208

92863

111478

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

21969

26756

17489

Physical 
Receipts

The portal  serves as a l ive tracking
system for:
Number of Speed Post art ic les
booked, New Smal l  Savings
Accounts & Cert i f icates IPPB New
Accounts Opened PLI  & RPLI :
Number of New Pol ic ies Procured

P e r f o r m a n c e  D a s h b o a r d

Digitisation

The department is using e office version 7.1, which is accessible to all departmental employees
Department has adequate hardware resources to support its routine function

VPNs issued in(2021-22)

50Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

16722

Digital Signatures issued

10062

10006

6190
59

Laptops 22

Webcams

Desktops

35

E-filesYear

Performance Dashboard
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISES

 Delayering

The Department carried out the delayering reforms post DARPG mandate both division-wise as
well as subject-wise. Post these reforms, the channels of submissions were reduced with the
maximum levels going up to 4

Key Highlights

Delayering reforms were implemented as per subjects as well as divisions, reducing the levels in
channel of submission to a maximum of 4
The delayering reforms undertaken subsequently paved the way for administrative delegation
However, the financial delegation was in place as per the DFPR Rules in the department prior to
the DARPG Mandate
The desk officer system is not fol lowed in the department as it mainly handles policy matters
where such a system is not suitable in the department
E-office 6.0 is functional in the department and is accessible to al l  departmental employees. CRU
has been digit ized completely in the ministry with one scanner to strengthen its functions

Delegation

The delayering reforms in the department subsequently led to administrative delegation
Financial delegation has been in force as per the DFPR Rules since the year 1990 when the
Department of Public Enterprises was established, hence no further reform was undertaken post
the DARPG mandate

Desk Officer System

The desk officer system is not fol lowed in the department as it mainly handles policy matters and
thus this is not required by the department

The Department of Public Enterprises (DPE) is the nodal agency for al l  Central Public Sector
Enterprises (CPSEs) and is responsible for formulating CPSE policies. It establishes policy guidelines
for CPSEs in terms of performance improvement and evaluation, autonomy and financial delegation,
and personnel management. It also gathers and maintains data about CPSEs in the form of a Public
Enterprises Survey on a variety of topics. The department engages with other ministries, CPSEs, and
interested organizations to execute its objectives. As per the Allocation of Business Rules of the
Government, some subjects al located to the DPE include survey of public enterprises, residual work
related to the erstwhile Bureau of Public Enterprises, such as the Industrial Management Pool,
employee counseling, training and rehabil itation in CPSUs under VRS, coordination of general policy
matters that affect al l  PSEs etc. Department of Public Enterprises is headed by the Secretary to the
Government of India who is assisted by an establishment with an overall sanctioned strength of 116
officers/personnel out of which 77 posit ions are duly fi l led.

1 0 2
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Digitisation

The Ministry is using e-office version 6.0 making it accessible to al l  departmental employees
22 digital signatures and 36 VPNs have been issued to employees, faci l itating virtual availabil ity
of departmental employees for faster disposal and timely decision-making

VPNs issued(2021-22)

14Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 112

Printers 104

Scanners 08

Webcams 02

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

3622

Digital Signatures issued

588

810

588

Digital Initiatives

The Online Training Nomination
System (OTNS) is a web based
system on the nomination process
of various training programs
conducted by DPE for the
beneficiaries of CPSEs/SLPEs.

The framework of Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) has been
revised for 2021-22 & onwards to
make the performance evaluation
system of CPSEs better reflective
of their economic performance in
terms of profitabil ity/ return on
the invested capital .

O n l i n e  M o U  D a s h b o a r d O n l i n e  p o r t a l  f o r  B o a r d  o f  
D i r e c t o r s

DPE has created a portal for
Board of Directors (BoDs) under
which, individuals who desire to
register themselves on the portal
can apply by fi l l ing the details.
These details are checked w.r.t
el igibi l ity criteria and approval of
competent authority is taken.
Approved names are uploaded
on the web portal subsequently.

O n l i n e  T r a i n i n g  a n d  N o m i n a t i o n  
S y s t e m  ( O T N S )

Online portal  for Board of Directors

CRU has been digit ized completely in the department with one scanner to strengthen its
functions
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FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

5486

4434

3636

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

290

195

100

Physical 
Receipts

Non classified 
Physical Files

29

36

18

CRU Section in the deartment
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

 Delayering

Department of revenue is a small department with 5 divisions
Department is practicing 4 levels of channel of submission as per CSMoP, 2019 but there is no
official order issued pertaining to delayering
Central Board of Direct Tax has implemented delayering across al l the Directorates and Field
Offices of the Income Tax department restricting the level of submission to less than 4 in
accordance with the Chapter 7, Para 7.6(i) and ( i i )  of the CSMOP, 2019
Directory of both the departments (CBDT and CBIC) is available on the website publishing the
contact detai ls of SO level and above
File is init iated at ASO/SO level and routine matters get disposed off at DS/Dir level

Key Highlights

Department of Revenue is practicing 4 levels of channel of submission as per CSMOP, 2019 but
there is no official order issued pertaining to delayering
Central Board of Direct Tax has implemented delayering across al l the Directorates and Field
Offices of the Income Tax department restricting the level of submission to less than 4
Financial powers vested in Joint Secretary, Department of Revenue have been delegated as per
DFPR guidelines to Director for routine matters such as approval of GPF and medical bi l ls
Financial powers vested in CBDT have been delegated as per DFPR guidelines to Principal
Commissioner who serves as Head of the Department
The Department of Revenue is using e-office version 7.1 which is accessible across the
department
The e-office application is yet to be rol led out by the Income Tax Department. Currently, the
department is using some temporary nodes on loan basis from the Department of Economic
Affairs (DEA). These nodes are being used by the senior officers posted in CBDT and a few
Directorates
CRU section of the Department of Revenue is under the process of digit isation

1 0 5

The Department of Revenue functions under the overall direction and control of the Secretary
(Revenue). It exercises control in respect of matters relating to al l  the direct and indirect union taxes
through two statutory Boards namely, the Central Bord of Direct Taxes (CBDT) and the Central Board
of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC). Each Board is headed by a chairman who is also ex-officio
Special Secretary to the Government of India. Matters relating to the levy and collection of al l  Direct
Taxes are looked after by the CBDT whereas those relating to levy and collection of Customs and
Central Excise duties and other Indirect Taxes fal l  within the purview of the CBIC. The two Boards
were constituted under the Central Board of Revenue Act, 1963. At present, the CBDT has six
Members and the CBIC has six Members. The Members are also ex-officio Special Secretaries to the
Government of India.

Delegation

Administrative power has been delegated accordingly as per the channels of submission 
Financial powers vested in the Joint Secretary have been delegated as per the DFPR guidelines to
the Director for routine matters such as approval of GPF and medical bi l ls
Financial powers vested in CBDT have been delegated as per the DFPR guidelines to the Principal
Commissioner who serves as Head of the Department
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Central Registry Unit

CRU section of the Department of Revenue is under the process of digit isation. CBDT and CBIC
share the central registry unit with DOR
CRU section has shortage of staff and MTS handles the routine matters of CRU section
There is no process of handling email receipts 
In Central Board of Direct Taxes, the concept of receipt of physical dak and converting it into
electronic form and transmitting it electronically to the officer is already being done by the
Aykar Seva Kendra (ASK) centers spread throughout the country
The ASK Centre is a single point of contact for the taxpayers where taxpayer request for
services including grievances is registered and acknowledged through unique identif ier for
tracking the request throughout its l ife cycle. The approximate number of scanners available at
ASK Centers throughout the country is 1 ,000

Digitisation

The Department of Revenue is using e-office version 7.1 which is accessible across the
department
The e-office application is yet to be rol led out by the Income Tax Department. Currently, the
department is using some temporary nodes on loan basis from the Department of Economic
Affairs (DEA). These nodes are being used by the senior officers posted in CBDT and a few
Directorates
In CBDT, training sessions for the users of e-office instance were organized through WebEx from
21.01.2022 to 28.01.2022. All the users of al l  regions/ Directorates have been provided training by
the NIC team through 10 training sessions
ISTM conducts training for e-office periodically and employees of the Department of Revenue
attend the training as per the requirement
Department of Revenue and CBDT has adequate hardware resources which increase the
efficiency in decision making

Desk Officer System

There is no official desk officer system in the Department of Revenue and CBDT
Concept of the desk officer system in the form of Income Tax Officers (ITO) and Assistant is already
existing. The officers at the level of ITO and ACIT/DCIT are empowered to initiate their own files and
put up those files before the next senior rank in the Income Tax Department hierarchy 
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DEPARTMENT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT

The department has proactively implemented delayering and delegation reforms result ing in
quicker disposal of f i les and increased ownership of work
Currently, 90% of the subjects are disposed off within 3-4 levels and only subjects that require
considerable deliberation or are of national/international importance are disposed in 5 levels as
they require approval from the minister as well
The administrative power for approval/disposal has been delegated to the US/DS/Dir. for more
than 50% of the subjects
Regular internal review and monitoring by the Secretary on weekly basis and fortnightly by the
Minister for public grievances, parl iamentary assurances and cleanliness
The department upgraded to version 7.1 in August, 2021 and rol led out training sessions
regarding master and user level manuals
Digital dashboards and systems for project performance monitoring
Regular review of pendency of work by the Secretary and the Minister

 Delayering

The department revised the channels of submission in December, 2021 
Currently, 90% of the subjects are disposed off within 3-4 levels and only subjects that require
considerable deliberation or are of national/international importance are disposed in 5 levels as
they require approval from the minister as well
Revision of channels of submission has resulted in clear work al location and faster disposal

Key Highlights

Delegation

The department undertook delegation of powers in March 2020 and it is a continuous practice
within the department
The administrative power for approval/disposal has been delegated to the US/DS/Dir. for more
than 50% of the subjects
Financial powers have been delegated to the officers at the level of US/Dir/DS (for up to 1 lac) for
routine and petty transactions, reimbursement, RTI replies within 2 levels
Delegation of powers has consequently resulted in ownership of role, increased accountabil ity
and quicker disposal

The department is responsible for the development and welfare activit ies in the rural areas through
sustainable and inclusive growth to eradicate poverty, providing social safety net and developing
infrastructure for growth. The department works in areas such as rural connectivity infrastructure,
housing and l ivel ihood opportunities to vulnerable sections with focus on below poverty l ine (BPL)
households along with capacity development and training of rural functionaries. The department
has 17 divisions with a total sanctioned strength of 502 out of which 349 are fi l led. 

Desk Officer System

The department has 8 desk officers with clear work al location for ski l l  division, training and IT.
Desk officers have also been al located specific subject encompassing major work within the
divisions for subjects such as rural l ivel ihood, socio-economic and caste survey, DISHA and a
dedicated RTI counter
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Digitisation

The department upgraded to version 7.1 in August, 2021 and rol led out training sessions regarding
master and user level manuals
The department also conducted a training session on e-HRMS in January, 2021 to encourage
enhanced engagement

The department reported to have issued clear guidelines for 100% digit isation, including
parl iamentary questions
The department has developed an internal dashboard for physical and financial performance
monitoring of their schemes such as MGNREGA, PMGSY, DDUGKY and other important schemes

VPNs issued in FY22

428Printers

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

39023

Digital Signatures issued

2977

3623

3717
763

Scanners 115

Webcams

Desktops

23

Digital Initiatives

NSAP Pension Processing System
(NSAPPPS) shows
information/data about
beneficiaries and progress under
NSAP scheme

AawasSoft is a MIS which provides
real time physical and financial
progress of PMAY-G scheme.

A a w a s S o f t N R E G A S o f t

is a MIS to capture all activit ies
under MGNREGA Scheme at
Center/State/District/Block and
Panchayat level

N S A P  P e n s i o n  P r o c e s s i n g  S y s t e m

NREGASOFT-MMS

Central Registry Unit

The department has 2 high speed scanners
in the central registration unit for
digit isation of receipts
The receipts are digital ly generated and
daks are integrated in the e-office for the
concerned officer

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

84359

89696

90075

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 

1785

3547

400

Physical 
Receipts

Desk officer system has resulted in work streamlining & single reference repository for specified subjects
Desk officers have been appointed at US level of 5 desks, 2 at SO/SSO and a director level of IT 
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DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL EDUCATION AND LITERACY

 Delayering

Key Highlights

The Department of School Education and Literacy undertook a thorough review of its current
practices, procedural frameworks, levels of disposal, channel of submission and existing
delegations on subject matters dealt by it after which the delayering process was carried out in
22 divisions of the department where each division is headed by a DS or Director level official
The department has undertaken delayering reforms based on both the criteria of division wise as
well as subject wise matters
The files are initiated at the ASO/SO level and then it moves to further levels in the channel viz. US,
DS/Director and JS.
The levels in the channel of submission have been restructured as per nature of the matters, for
example, matters pertaining to administration or National Education Policy involve 4 levels of
submission while parliamentary matters involve more than 4 levels of submission
The detai ls of officers-in-charge dealing with different matters are made SO level office-in-
charge (and above) available on the official website. The information on the channels of
submission of cases is not available on the website however it is available on the e-office
The department has mentioned that review of personnel in the Department of School Education
and Literacy is under process
The Department of School Education and Literacy has observed signif icant reduction in the time
taken in movement of f i les after delayering reforms were brought in place

The Department of School Education and Literacy is in charge of the country's school education and
literacy development. It aims at "universalization of education" and the development of better
cit izens among our youth. Various new schemes and init iatives are frequently implemented for this
purpose, and these schemes and init iatives have recently begun to pay off in the form of increased
school enrollment.

The Department of School Education and Literacy is working under the Ministry of Education and its
mandate is to promote school education through various schemes and welfare programmes

The Department of School Education & Literacy has undertaken subject wise and division wise
delayering reforms which has led to signif icant reduction in the time taken in movement of f i les
as per the observation of the department. .  The Delayering process has been carried out in 22
divisions of the department where each division is headed by a DS or Director level official
The quality of disposal has been increased as each officer is now clearly aware of her/his roles
and responsibi l it ies
E-Office 6.0 is ful ly implemented in the department and the senior officials can monitor t ime
bound cases, parl iamentary matters, VIP references, court cases etc. electronically through the e-
office system which has substantial ly reduced the pendency
The Central Registry Unit of the department has the facil ity to scan physical receipts

Delegation

The Department of School Education and Literacy has observed signif icant reduction in the time
taken for decision making due to delegation
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Financial powers have been delegated as per Delegation of Financial Power Rules, 1977 and the
department has delegated ful l powers to Joint Secretary, Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary
accordingly

1 1 0

Desk Officer System

The Department of School Education and Literacy does not fol low the Desk Officer System
because of the nature of work which is majorly scheme oriented
The scheme oriented work further involves a high magnitude of tasks which make the Desk
Officer System unsuitable for the Department of School Education and Literacy

Digitisation

The Department of School Education and Literacy has been using the e-Office version 6.0 which
is ful ly functional. The e-Office has been in use at the department since 2017 due to which al l
officials are aware about its usage
A Senior Officers Meeting (SOM) chaired by the Secretary, Dept of School Education and Literacy
is held on a weekly basis to discuss the progress on pending disposal of f i les, policy matters and
parl iamentary questions in the e-Office
As per the observation of the department, e-office usage has led to reduction in use of paper,
pens, highlighters etc. due to which huge costs are being saved. Faster dissemination of
information; process streamlining; ease of use; easier tracking; faster disposal due to
transparency in pendency status and timeline
The fol lowing table i l lustrates the number of e-fi les and physical f i les created within the Ministry
of Education in the financial years 2019-20, 2020-21 and 2021-22 (t i l l  Feb 2022) respectively. The
number of e-fi les created has increased with each subsequent year while creation of physical
f i les has reduced with each subsequent financial year

The department has init iated high impact reforms in several areas such as online admissions,
student management information system, examination systems, online teacher recruitment,
transfer policies etc.
A total of 59 init iatives were identif ied by the department. The fol lowing highlighted init iatives are
some of those services:

Online availabil ity of teaching-learning material has facil itated education of school
children across states and UTs, for example DIKSHA and NISHTHA platform.
Online Teacher Pupil Registration Management System (OTPRMS) l inking and other
education related certificate generation facil it ies with DigiLocker has facil itated
convenience to DigiLocker users.
Student related other e-services for admission, examination, result and re-evaluation
have been introduced.
Online Diploma Course in Teaching of Science at Upper Primary Stage has also been
introduced

- 

-

-

-

-

VPNs issued (2021-22)

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

0110

Digital Signatures issued

712

10416

5549
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Total Receipts 
Created

Year

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21
FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 11287

10416

5549

2247

2256

8502

Total Receipts 
Received

Receipts 
Disposed

Average 
Disposal %

442362

505002

515889 79%

80%

75%

1 1 1

Central Registry Unit

The Department of School Education and Literacy shares its Central Registry Unit with the
Department of Higher Education
The fol lowing table i l lustrates the number of total receipts created, received and disposed within
the Ministry of Education in the financial years 2019-20, 2020-21 and 2021-22 (t i l l  Feb 2022)
respectively
CRU has been digit ized completely with 2 scanners to strengthen the functions in this unit

Central Registry Unit at the department
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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

 Delayering

Most of the divisions at the department have 3-4 levels in the channel of submission for the last
10-15 years. Even in matters where the final level of disposal l ies with the Minister, the maximum
levels in the channel are 4
The information on the channel of submission of cases other than the classif ied ones is made
available on the official website of the department and the detai ls of officers-in-charge are
mentioned division-wise on the website of the department
The review is conducted based on the annual confidential reports post which training is provided
in case of any requirement of up-scaling

Key Highlights

There have been 3-4 levels of submission in most of the divisions of the department which have
been operational for last 10-15 years. Even in matters where the final level of disposal l ies with
the Minister, the maximum levels in the channel are 4
Delegation has been carried out within the Department according to the subject matters in the
administration. The department has witnessed considerable reduction in t ime consumption due to
financial delegation
The Desk Officer System has been functional since 1978 in the department
The department is currently operating e-office version 6.0 . Slots for upgrading the e-office to version 7.0
have been provided by NIC for the month of June 2022. Digitisation has  led to financial savings

Delegation

Delegation has been carried out within the department according to the subject matters in the
administration. The lower cadre personnel are given more financial powers to speed up the process of
approval for the projects. The process of fund release has been further delegated to lower level
officials. Earlier, the Under Secretary was authorised to review matters of maximum limit of Rs. 50
lakhs which has now been increased to Rs. 75 lakhs. The director level officers were earlier authorised
to approve matters of maximum limit of Rs. 75 lakhs which is now Rs. 1 crore
Due to financial delegation, the department has observed a considerable reduction in time

The Department of Science and Technology (DST) was founded in May 1971 with the goal of fostering
new areas of science and technology and serving as a nodal department for organising, coordinating,
and promoting science and technology activit ies across the country. The department is responsible
for a variety of projects and programmes, including the formulation of science and technology
policies, matters pertaining to the Scientif ic Advisory Committee of the Cabinet (SACC), promotion of
new areas of science and technology focusing on emerging areas, research and development
through its research institutions/laboratories for the development of indigenous bio-fuel related as
well as distribution technologies, in coordination with the concerned ministry or department, matters
concerning domestic technology particularly the promotion of ventures involving the
commercial ization of such technology other than those under the Department of Scientif ic and
Industrial Research, promotion of science and technology at the various levels for grass- roots
development through State Science and Technology Councils and other mechanisms and application
of science and technology for disadvantaged sections of society.

1 1 2
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Digitisation

The department is currently operating e-office version 6.0. Slots for upgrading the e-office to
version 7.0 have been provided by NIC for the month of June 2022
The National Institute for Electronics & Information Technology conducted an initial training of the
employees. Thereafter, the training of e-office is conducted in-house from time to time since the
department started using e-office in the year 2013. However, it became fully functional in the year 2018

Desk Officer System

The Desk Officer System has been functional
since 1978 in the department. In the Survey,
Mapping and Planning (SMP) Division of DST,
4 Under Secretaries are working on Desk
patterns 
All other conventional divisions such as
Establishment, General Administration,
Coordination, Parl iament Unit, IFD do not have
scope for desk officer system

INSPIRE Awards MANAK Internship
components of this scheme caters to
school students, INSPIRE Scholarship to
UG and PG students and INSPIRE
fellowship and Faculty fellowship to
those pursuing Doctoral and Post-
Doctoral programme respectively.
Applications can be filled for these
schemes through web portal.

Provides access to real-time information
on applications and their status without
having to depend on information from
the training institute(s) concerned,
access to archived data, single platform
for easy accessibility of all DST-
sponsored training programmes and
ensures that eligibility conditions of
applications are fully met

T r a i n i n g  C e l l  P o r t a l I N S P I R E

VPNs issued(2021-22)

368Printers

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21
FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

37680

Digital Signatures issued

4816

4864

3667
490

Scanners 218

Webcams

Desktops

204

INSPIRE

Desk Officer at the department
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Central Registry Unit
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1 1 4

CRU section in the department is completely digitized
There is 1 Scanner in the CRU of the department wherein 99% of the receipts are generated in
electronic form and diarized within 1-2 days



Key Highlights

The department monitors the performance on an individual level and fol lows 4 or less than 4
channels of submission from fi le init iation to fi le disposal
Administrative delegation is done on the basis of the subject of disposal by the department for
most of the matters apart from the sensit ive matters
The financial powers have been delegated partial ly. It is cross-verif ied at various steps to avoid
any type of error
There is no proper desk officer system due to a shortage of staff (section officers) in the
department. There are only 2 Section Officers (SOs) against the sanctioned post of 5 Section
Officers (SOs)
Presently, the department is functioning on e-office version: 6.0. The department is ready to
switch to version 7.0 and has conveyed the same to the NIC

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

The Department of Scientif ic and Industrial Research (DSIR) is a part of the Ministry of Science and
Technology. The department has the mandate to carry out the activit ies relating to indigenous
technology promotion, development, uti l ization, and transfer. The primary endeavour of DSIR is to
promote R&D by the industries, support a larger cross-section of small and medium industrial units
to develop state-of-the-art globally competit ive technologies of high commercial potential ,  catalyse
faster commercial ization of lab-scale R&D, enhance the share of technology-intensive exports in
overall exports, strengthen industrial consultancy & technology management capabil it ies and
establish user-friendly information network to faci l itate scientif ic and industrial research in the
country. 
There are a total of 124 sanctioned posts but only 60 are fi l led at present.

1 1 5

 Delayering

The department monitors the performance on an individual level and fol lows 4 or less than 4
channels of submission from fi le init iation to fi le disposal
For the scientific division, the channel of submission has come down to two levels for certain matters 
The channel of submission for disposal of work in efficient manner under Industrial R&D
promotion programme and PRISM scheme have been divided into 4 categories:

     1 .  Secretary
     2. Scientist-G/F
     3. Scientist- E/D/C
     4. All other levels

Delegation

Administrative delegation is done on the basis of subject of disposal by the department for most
of the matters apart from the sensit ive matters
The financial powers have been delegated partial ly. It is cross verif ied at various steps to avoid
any type of error
For sensit ive matters, delegation is not possible as it can lead to misuse of power
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Desk Officer System

There is no proper desk officer system due to shortage of staff (section officers) in the
department. There are only 2 Section Officers (SOs) against the sanctioned post of 5 Section
Officers (SOs)

Digitisation

The department is functioning on e-office version 6.0. The department is ready to switch to
version 7.0 and has conveyed to the NIC for the same
ISTM has conducted training for e-office usage. Additionally, regular internal trainings also
happen from time to time

VPNs issued(2021-22)

50Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

50833

Digital Signatures issued

1925

1376

549

59

Laptops 22

Webcams

Desktops

35

E-filesYear

Central Registry Unit

The CRU unit of the department is completely digitized with 1 scanner for strengthening the unit

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

0

765

754

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

1486

754

765

Physical 
Receipts

Non classified 
Physical Files

70

20

0
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 Delayering

The department has undertaken the delayering process for al l  its divisions, l imiting the levels of
channel of submission to 4
For subjects specific to each division, the fi le is init iated either by the US or ASO/SO 
The department has undertaken the delayering process for al l  its divisions
93% of the subject matters have channel of submission to level 4 and below, l ike matters related
to cash, vigi lance, ACC vacancy monitoring system (AVMS), etc.
The Delayering in the department created a sense of responsibi l ity amongst the employees,
which in turn resulted in speedy disposal of routine matters

Key Highlights

93% of the subject matters have channels of submission to level 4 and below, l ike matters related
to cash, vigi lance, ACC vacancy monitoring system (AVMS), etc
As per DFPR, HOD has ful l powers in matters related to conveyance hire, electric gas & water
charges, f ixtures, furnitures and freight. For some unspecified recurring/non-recurring matters,
f inancial power of upto Rs.2,00,000/5,00,000 is with the HOD in consultation with Financial
Advisor, upto Rs.10L with the JS and ful l power with the AS
The department is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
and is aiming to implement e-office version 7.0 in 2022
CRU has been digit ized completely in the ministry with 3 scanners to strengthen its functions

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL JUSTICE AND EMPOWERMENT

The Department of Social Justice and Empowerment is responsible for welfare, social justice, and
empowerment of disadvantaged and marginalized sections of society, including scheduled castes
(SC), Other Backward Classes (OBC), manual scavengers, the disabled, the elderly, and the victims of
drug abuse. The ministry has five bureaus, each headed by a Joint Secretary: Scheduled Castes
Development Bureau; Backward Classes Bureau Coordination, Media, Administration; Disabil ity
Bureau; Social Defence (SD) Bureau; and Project, Research, Evaluation and Monitoring Bureau.
The sanctioned strength in the department is 373, out of which 255 posit ions are fi l led.

OM regarding Delayering

1 1 7
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Desk Officer System

Desk officer system is not practiced in the department due to shortage of staff

Digitisation

The department has successfully migrated from e-office version 5.6 to 6.0
The department is in consultation with NIC team for onboarding to e-office version 7.0
NIC has conducted the introductory training for few departmental employees and these
employees have in turn trained other employees of the department
Inter-ministerial communications and tracking of files by senior officials is done through e-office

VPNs issued(2021-22)
65Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

23976

Digital Signatures issued

5360

6006

3303
390

Printers 380

Webcams

Desktops

34

E-filesYear

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been digitized completely in the department with 3 scanners to strengthen its functions
Physical receipts are scanned first at CRU and then sent to the concerned section through e-office 

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

10775

56082

44190

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

21336

0

1281

Physical 
Receipts

Delegation

The delayering reform has resulted in an increase in the administrative delegation of power in
the department both subject wise and division wise
Financial powers were delegated to the HODs and Additional/Joint Secretaries in 2014.
Subsequently, no further changes have been made as the current adopted structure is working
efficiently for the department
As per DFPR, HOD has ful l powers in matters related to conveyance hiring, electric gas & water
charges, f ixtures, furnitures and freight. For some unspecified recurring/non-recurring matters,
f inancial power of upto Rs.2,00,000/5,00,000 is with the HOD in consultation with Financial
Advisor, upto Rs.10,00,000 with the JS and ful l power with the AS
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 Delayering

The department has maintained the channel of submission between 2-3 officials to ensure the
smooth disposal of f i les. However, in terms of policy-related matters, it may entai l up to 5-6
officials
Due to various offices located in different parts of the country, in order to maintain an efficient
oversight over the administration, the department has been able to delayer the channel of
submission with respect to the subject of disposal
The section officer i .e. SO usually init iates al l  types of f i les
Separate website extensions are given which provide the information of the officers in the
department

Key Highlights

To ensure smooth disposal of f i les, the channels of submission in the department has been
maintained between 2-3 officials across the department. In terms of policy-related matters, it may
entail 5-6 officials
There is no Desk Officer System in the department
The department has implemented its own in-house 5.6 version (private cloud infrastructure) of e-office
The department has its intranet portal namely the COWA – COIN system which deals with
administration, employee portal , f inance, payroll ,  purchase and accounts
The CRU is established division-wise in the department
An Office Memorandum was issued by the department on 7th September, 2021 regarding
increasing efficiency in decision making 

Delegation

There has been an increase in the number of Section Offices from 5 to 9
The department has a Financial Advisory System under the Space Commission. The financial
powers have been delegated, often overviewing project-based work
The department has a proper rationalization of work with respect to the subject. There is a proper
division of work al lotted to the professionals
All personal assistants of the concerned officers attached to a particular trai l/project ensure
smooth disposal of f i les

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF SPACE

Launch Vehicle programme has the indigenous capabil ity for launching spacecraft
INSAT Programme for telecommunications, broadcasting, meteorology, development of education etc.
Remote Sensing Programme for application of satellite imagery for various developmental purposes
Research and Development in space sciences and technology for serving the end of applying
them for national development

The Department of Space (DOS) is responsible for administration of the Indian Space Program. It has
the primary objective of promoting the development and application of space science and technology
for the socio-economic benefit of the country. 
Department of Space has evolved the fol lowing programmes:

1 1 9
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Desk Officer System

There is no Desk Officer System in the Department

Digitisation

The Department has implemented its own in-house 5.6 version (private cloud infrastructure) of
the e-office. The 7.0 version of NIC is yet to be implemented. All the employees have access to
the e-office system
Init ial ly, the capacity-building exercise was done by NIC officials. At present, the Employee
Master Data Managers ( in-house team) conduct the exercise for the department
Online recruitment of staff as per project needs through the website which is monitored by the
Recruitment Board
The department highlighted that majority of the work is done on paper and regular fi les are usually
moved in the mail. However, as the department does not have a desk officer system or a division-
wise CRU, officers use the intranet portal of the department to disseminate information

VPNs issued(2021-22)
69Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

31512

Digital Signatures issued

10

39

452
723

Printers 291

Webcams

Desktops

14

E-filesYear

Digital Initiatives

C O W A A - C O I N  P o r t a l

Facilitates vendors to view tenders
released from all ISRO centers and then
submit the bids online through this portal.

e -  P r o c u r e m e n t  P o r t a l

-Administration
-Employee Portal
-Finance
-Payroll
-Purchase, Accounts

The portal deals with:

COWAA-COIN Portal

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been digitized completely in the department with 3 scanners to strengthen its functions
Physical receipts are scanned first at CRU and then sent to the concerned section through e-office 
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FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

18512

9170

 9817

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

261

160

150

Physical 
Receipts

Scanner at the CRU section



 

 

 Delayering

The department issued an organisation-wide circular for delayering
in August, 2021 with 5 broad levels of submission and the
concerned officer at each channel
The channels of submission for f i le disposal have been reduced
from 10 to 4 for unstarred questions, policy matters, and
international coordination
Matters related to RTIs, court cases, and routine operations are
disposed off in 2-3 levels

Key Highlights

The channels of submission for f i le disposal have been reduced from 10 to 4 for unstarred
questions, policy matters, and international coordination
The department undertook delegation of f inancial powers in September, 2021 wherein
approval/disposal powers have been delegated to DDGs for up to Rs. 50000 to Rs. 2 lakhs in case
of administrative exigency
The department has 9 designated desk officers for their divisions wherein the fi le is init iated by
Directors and Assistant Director Generals (ADG)
The department is using e-office version: 7.1 .  It is accessible to al l  employees
The CRU is digit ized with 4 scanners in the department

Delegation

The department undertook delegation of f inancial powers in
September 2021 wherein approval/disposal powers have been
delegated to DDGs for up to Rs. 50000 to Rs. 2 lakhs in case of
administrative exigency
Due to an increase in financial delegation, channels of submissions
have also reduced and administrative delegation has also been
done with revision of channels of submission
As per the impact analysis conducted by the department, a 23%
reduction in t ime as has been reported as a result of these reforms

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATION

The Department of Telecommunications is responsible for policy, l icensing and coordination of
matters relating to telegraphs, telephones, wireless, data, facsimile and telematic services and other
forms of communications. The department promotes international cooperation in matters connected
with telecommunications, research and investment in telecommunications. The department also
provides assistance to scientif ic institutions and universit ies for advanced scientif ic study and
research; and grants scholarships to students in educational institutions and other forms of f inancial
aid to individuals in the field of telecommunications. The department consists of 6 divisions and
wings, 2 statutory bodies (TDSAT, TRAI) , 5 attached offices, 5 PSUs and a subordinate office. 

1 2 2
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VPNs issued(2021-22)

Digital Initiatives

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Desk officer is implemented for social media, data services, ski l l  development and others where
the operations are more streamlined with clear guidelines
Due to increase in the scope of work of the department, desk officers require dealing hands for
faster and efficient decision-making

Digitisation

The department is using e-office version: 7.1 .  It is accessible to al l  employees
In-house routine training is conducted by the department. NIC also conducted training sessions
on e-office for the users
Digital signatures issued: 233 and 69 are process for procurement
DoT has developed online portals (Tarang Sanchar, Sarang Sanchar, Sampann) for internal
monitoring as well as cit izens and private partners

98Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

862302

Digital Signatures issued

7146

6903

8319
864

Printers 872

Webcams

Desktops

134

E-filesYear

This Portal envisages to disseminate
the information to the public regarding
Electro Magnetic Fields signals and to
allay the misconceptions and fear of
health issues due to EMF emissions
from mobile towers. It has been
developed in PPP mode. Through the
portal, any person can request for
EMF emission measurement at a
location by paying a nominal fee of
4000 online.

T a r a n g  S a n c h a r

Web based portal for issuing of
various types of licenses and
registration certificates is part of
various digital initiatives being taken
by DOT.
Unified portal to issue various types of
licenses and registrations in a
digitized manner which shows
transparency and efficiency.

S a r a l  S a n c h a r

Desk Officer at the department

Saral  Sanchar

Desk Officer System

The department has 9 designated desk officers for their divisions wherein the fi le is init iated by 
Directors and Assistant Director Generals (ADG)
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Central Registry Unit

FY 2019-20 Digital 
ReceiptsYear

21029

20769

 34291

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

45717

20873

26248

Physical 
Receipts

FY 2019-20
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CRU Section at the department

The CRU is digitized with 4 scanners in the department
The department onboard an agency for conversion of physical records into digital files

OM regarding scanning of physical f i les
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 Delayering

Delayering is currently under consideration in the department for al l
labs, units, and establishments. An organisation-wide circular has
been issued in November, 2021 and March, 2022 for revision of
channels of submission
The proposals and fi les are processed in more consultative manners
as that of a conventional hierarchical movement of f i les as most of
the work is done in the scientif ic divisions and labs
The division dealing with administrative matters in the DRDO
headquarters disposes majority of the fi les in 3-4 levels

Key Highlights

Delayering is currently under consideration in the department for al l  labs, units, and
establishments. An organisation-wide circular has been issued in November, 2021 and March,
2022 for revision of channels of submission
DRDO is currently using the customised form of Desk Officer System for Global Tender
Exemption Certif icate and other applications
The organisation uses their own integrated digital portal (DRONA) for security reasons
Department is currently using e-office version 7.1

Delegation

Majority of the decisions are taken by the cluster and corporate directors situated pan India
The cluster and corporate heads have been given adequate power for approval and disposal

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

DEFENCE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION

The objective of DRDO is to empower India with cutting-edge defence technologies and to achieve
self-rel iance in crit ical defence technologies and systems, while equipping the armed forces with
state-of-the-art weapon systems and equipment. DRDO has a network of 50 laboratories engaged in
developing defence technologies in discipl ines such as aeronautics, armaments, combat aircrafts
among others. 

Desk Officer System

The department is currently assessing the feasibi l ity of operationalising the Desk Officer System
for the divisions situated in the DRDO headquarters
DRDO is currently using the customised form of Desk Officer System for Global Tender Exemption
Certif icate and other applications
The cluster and corporate labs/offices of DRDO already work in a pattern similar to that of a desk officer

OM regarding Delayering
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All record officers from various labs/establishments and units have been training by NAI for
digital record retention and management
The implementation of DRDO Archival and Retrieval System is currently in progress

Central Registry Unit

CRU has not been digitized at the department

Digitisation

Department is currently using e-office version 7.1
The organisation uses their own integrated digital portal (DRONA) for security reasons
The customised portal has al l e-office modules and functions such as Dak Tracking System,
sharing of f i les, etc.



 

 Delayering

The department has implemented delayering primari ly division-wise and then subject-wise
across al l divisions
The department has conducted a review of staff internally after the implementation of delayering
The department ensures no pendency in fi le movement which has resulted in increased
efficiency of decision making

Key Highlights

Delayering has been implemented in the department both subject-wise and division-wise which
has resulted in increased efficiency of decision-making
Delegation of administrative and financial powers has been done to the Head of the Office or
Head of the Department
The Desk Officer System has not been implemented in the department due to the technical
nature of the work
The department is not using e-office. Version 6.0 is used for only 1 % of the fi les (f inance
purposes)
There is no CRU Section in the department. The CR Unit comes under the Department of Legal Affairs

Administrative powers have been delegated subject-wise as per
levels of submission
Delegation of power is done to the Head of office or Head of the
department
An Office Memorandum dated 9th December 2021 was released
regarding the delegation of administrative and financial powers

Delegation

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT

The Legislative Department is mainly concerned with the drafting of al l  principal legislation for the
Central Government viz, bi l ls to be introduced in the Parl iament, ordinances to be promulgated by
the President, measures to be enacted as President`s Acts for States under the President's rule and
regulations to be made by the President for Union Territories. It is also concerned with election laws
namely the Representation of the People Act 1950 and the Representation of the People Act 1951. 
In addition, it is also entrusted with the task of dealing with certain matters relating to List I I I  of the
Seventh Schedule to the Constitution l ike personal law, contracts evidence, etc. The responsibi l ity of
maintaining up-to-date statutes enacted by Parl iament is also with this department.

Desk Officer System

The department observed impediments in the implementation of the desk officer system
The nature of work of most of the sections in the department is technical in nature so the desk
officer system is not feasible

OM regarding Delegation
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Digitisation

The department is not using an e-office. Version 6.0 is used for a 1 % of the fi les (f inance purpose)

Central Registry Unit

There is no CRU Section in the department. The CR Unit comes under the Department of Legal Affairs

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

157

42

60

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

7710

7442

5818

Physical 
Receipts

20Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 261

Printers 216

Scanners 9

Webcams 37

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

16

Digital Signatures issued

57

0

0
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 Delayering

Ministry has implemented delayering primari ly division wise and then subject wise across al l 26
divisions since July, 2021
Most of the subject matters in 25 divisions of ministry fol low 4 channels of submission. Only 5% of
the subjects under IEC (Information, Education and Communication) division has multiple channels
of submission due to classif ied nature of work.
Fi le init iation happens mostly at ASO/SO level as per the subject matter. Subject matters such as
IMPCL Desk, IC Section, RTI Matters and Parl iamentary matters, f i le is init iated at US level
Information on channel of submissions and contact detai ls of US level and above are available on
the ministry’s website
Ministry has conducted review of Staff inspection Unit (SIU) internally after implementation of
delayering and submitted to Ministry of Health and Family welfare expecting reply on the same
Ministry ensures no pendency in fi le movement which has resulted in increasing efficiency of
decision making

Key Highlights

Ministry has implemented delayering primari ly division wise and then subject wise across al l 26
divisions since July, 2021
Financial powers vested in Ministry of AYUSH has been delegated to Head of the Department and
Head of Office for Incurring Contingency and Miscellaneous expenditures under Schedule V and
VI of DFPRs
Due to huge vacancies in the ministry, retired US/ DS are appointed as Consultants who are
already experienced in their work. Consultants work on desk officer pattern in the ministry 
Ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees. The
ministry is in the process of f inal izing the schedule with NIC to upgrade to version 7.0
Generation of e-fi les is also increased by 369.56% since 2019
4 scanners are available in the CRU section to strengthen the digit isation of the section

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF AYUSH

The Ministry of AYUSH was formed with a vision of reviving the profound knowledge of tradit ional
Indian systems of medicine and ensuring the optimal development and propagation of the AYUSH
systems of healthcare. Earl ier, the Department of Indian System of Medicine and Homoeopathy
(ISM&H) (Est. 1995), was responsible for the development of these systems. It was renamed in
November, 2003 as the Department of Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and
Homoeopathy (AYUSH) with focused attention towards education and research in the fields of
ayurveda, yoga and naturopathy, unani, siddha, and homoeopathy.

Delegation

Administrative powers have been delegated subject wise as per levels of submission
Financial powers vested in Ministry of AYUSH has been delegated to Head of Department and
Head of Office for Incurring Contingency and Miscellaneous expenditures under Schedule V and
VI of DFPRs

1 2 9



Joint Secretary (Admin) and US (Genl.) are declared as Head of Department and Head of Office
respectively
These powers may be exercised by the designated officers without consulting the Integrated
Finance Division ( IFD)
For cases related to medical reimbursements in the ministry, the financial powers are delegated
to DS, Dir (Admin) and US (Admin)

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

1 3 0

Desk Officer System

Ministry observed impediments in the implementation of desk officer system
Due to huge vacancies in the ministry, retired US/ DS are appointed as Consultants who are
already experienced in their work. Consultants work on desk officer pattern in the ministry 
Consultants submit the fi le directly to US/DS/ Director

Digitisation

Ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees. The
ministry is in the process of f inal izing the schedule with NIC to upgrade to version 7.0
17 digital signatures have been issued to employees
Ministry has adequate hardware resources to support its routine functions
Generation of e-fi les has also increased by 369.56% since 2019
HODs track the number of days for file disposal through e-office on daily basis to eliminate pendency

300

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops/Laptops

62

36

Scanners

449

Webcams

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 (t i l l  Feb 2022) 3995

2851FY 2020-21

Printers

1081FY 2019-20

Digital Initiatives

The purpose of this portal is
digitisation of various processes
involved in all Central Sector
Schemes of the ministry. The portal
is integrated with NGO Darpan portal
of NITI Ayog and PFMS.

This portal has been launched for
online licensing of Ayurveda, Unani,
Homeopathy and Siddha drugs.

e -  A u s h a d h i  P o r t a l A Y U S H  N G O  P o r t a lN a t i o n a l  A y u s h  M i s s i o n  P o r t a l

A portal to digitize the whole process
of National Ayush Mission (NAM), a
centrally sponsored scheme of the
Ministry of Ayush.

AYUSH NGO Portal



Central Registry Unit

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT
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CRU has been digitized completely with 4 scanners to strengthen the digitisation of the section
For FY 2019-20, 28.64% digital receipts were created against 73.12% physical receipts whereas in 2022
till 28 February 79.41% digital receipts were created against 28.50% physical receipts in just 2 months

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

13007

31921

37326

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

35400

18274

18054

Physical 
Receipts

Non classified 
Physical Files

4225

1953

1263

Central  Registry Unit of ministry



 Delayering

The ministry has implemented delayering subject-wise
across al l divisions
Most of the subjects in divisions of the ministry fol low 3-4
levels of submission. Only few of the subjects that need
Cabinet or Honorable Prime Minister’s approval have
multiple levels of submission due to the classif ied nature of
work
File init iation happens mostly at ASO/SO level as per the
subject matter
Information on the channels of submission and contact
detai ls of the US level and above are available on the
ministry’s website
Ministry ensures no pendency in fi le movement which has
resulted in increased efficiency of decision making
An Office Memorandum dated 27th May 2021 & 2nd June
2021 was released regarding increasing efficiency in
decision making within the ministry

Key Highlights

The delayering has been implemented in the ministry (subject-wise) in al l  the divisions. For most
of the subjects, the channel of submission has been restricted to 3-4 across the ministry. Only a
few subjects that require Cabinet or Honorable Prime Minister’s approval have more channels of
submission
Administrative and financial powers have been delegated as per the levels of submission.
There is no Desk Officer System in the ministry
The Ministry is using e office version 6.0, which is accessible to all employees. The ministry is in
process of finalizing the schedule with NIC for upgradation to e-office version 7.0
Number of physical copies handled by the ministry has been reduced in the last three years

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF CIVIL AVIATION

The Ministry of Civi l  Aviation is the nodal ministry responsible for the formulation of national policies
and programs for the development and regulation of civi l  aviation in the country. It devises and
implements schemes for the orderly growth and expansion of air transport in the country. The other
functions of the ministry are to oversee airport faci l it ies, air traffic services, and the carriage of
passengers and goods by air. The ministry also administers the implementation of the Aircraft Act,
1934, Aircraft Rules, 1937, and various other legislations pertaining to the aviation sector in the
country. The ministry exercises administrative control over attached and autonomous organizations
like the Directorate General of Civi l  Aviation, Bureau of Civi l  Aviation Security, and Indira Gandhi
Rashtriya Uran Akademi and affi l iated Public Sector Undertakings l ike Airports Authority of India and
Pawan Hans Helicopters Limited. The Commission of Railway Safety, which is responsible for safety
in rai l  travel and operations in terms of the provisions of the Railways Act, 1989 also comes under
the administrative control of this Ministry.
The ministry has 158 employees against 200 sanctioned strengths
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Digitisation

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Delegation

Administrative powers have been delegated subject-wise as per levels of submission across
the ministry
The HoD has the power of f inancial powers that have not been delegated further in the ministry
Joint Secretary (Admin) and the US (Genl.) are declared as HoD and Head of Office respectively

Desk Officer System

The nature of work of this ministry is very technical which requires background knowledge and
institutional memories on the subject matter. Keeping in view of this, ministry is based on the
conventional sections/units where at least 1 or 2 officers/officials having deep knowledge and
experience become available to deal with the subject matter efficiently. Further, most of the
sections under this ministry  are small units. Considering these circumstances, desk officer
system is not feasible in this ministry

The ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  employees. The ministry is
awaiting the schedule from NIC to upgrade to version 7.0
Ministry has adequate hardware resources to support its routine functions
HODs track the number of days for f i le disposal through the e-office

1 3 3
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Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

37

Digital Signatures issued

3080

3129

2720
260

Printers 222

Laptops

Desktops

E-filesYear

34 38

Digital Initiatives

A Dashboard has been introduced on
the Home Page of the website of this
Ministry. Data regarding domestic and
international passengers, flights, airlines’
performance, passenger load factor,
grievances, etc are updated on a real-
time basis.

Kalyanmayee is a paper recycling unit
under the Airport Authority of India. The
obsolete and old files/papers reviewed
and weeded out as per the Record
Retention Schedule or relevant
guidelines are sent to Kalyanmayee

K a l y a n m a y e e D a s h b o a r d
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Dashboard

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been digitized completely. 1 scanner is available in the CRU section to strengthen the
digitisation of the section.
The total number of copies handled by the ministry is as follows

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

37806 616

Physical 
Receipts

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

40400 157

24238358FY 2020-21
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MINISTRY OF COAL

 Delayering

The channels of Submission and levels of disposal in the ministry regarding various
items/subjects have been reviewed and amended up to 4 levels
The updated channels of submission and contact detai ls of US level has been uploaded on the
website of the Ministry of Coal for convenience and compliance 
Fi le init iation happens mostly at ASO/SO level as per the subject matter

Key Highlights

The channels of Submission and levels of disposal in the ministry regarding various
items/subjects have been reviewed and amended up to 4 levels
Financial powers vested in the Ministry of Coal have been delegated to the Head of Department
and the Head of Office for contingent/miscellaneous expenditure
There are huge vacancies at the SO level in the ministry i .e. ,  6 SOs in posit ion against a
sanctioned strength of 24
The Ministry is using e office version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees

Delegation

Administrative powers have been delegated subject wise as per the levels of submission
Financial powers vested in the Ministry of Coal have been delegated to the Head of Department
and Head of Office for contingent/miscellaneous expenditure. These powers may be exercised by
the designated officers without consulting the Integrated Finance Division ( IFD)
Joint Secretary and DS/Director are declared as the Head of Department and the Head of Office
respectively
For payment of bi l ls more than Rs.60,000, reimbursement of medical bi l ls more than Rs.
5,00,000 with the concurrence of IFD, the financial powers have been delegated to JS level
For payment of official telephone bil ls, air journey bil ls up to Rs. 60,000/reimbursement of
medical bi l ls up to Rs. 5,00,000, the financial powers have been delegated to DS/Dir as HOD

The Ministry of Coal is concerned with exploration, development of coal and l ignite reserves in India.
It determines policies and strategies in respect of the exploration and development of coal and
lignite reserves, sanctioning important projects of high value, and deciding al l related issues. Some
of its key functions include; exploration and development of coking, non-coking coal and l ignite
deposits in India, al l  matters relating to production, supply distribution and prices of coal, al l  work
related to coal gasif ication, administration of the coal bearing areas etc. Under the administrative
control of the ministry, these key functions are exercised through the Public Sector Undertakings,
namely, Coal India Ltd. and its subsidiaries and Neyveli Lignite Corporation India Limited (NLCIL). 
 

The Ministry of Coal has working strength of 134 employees against sanction strength of 193
employees result ing in a vacancy of 30.5 %
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Desk Officer System

There are huge vacancies at the SO level in the ministry i .e. ,  6 SOs in posit ion against a
sanctioned strength of 24
Ministry wil l  consider the implementation of the Desk Officer System, once an adequate number
of experienced Section Officers are posted 

Digitisation

The ministry is using e-office version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
Ministry has adequate hardware resources to support its routine functions
All receipts and fi les are 100 % digit ized

VPNs issued(2021-22)
15Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 187

Printers 186

Scanners 15

Webcams 14

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

16080

Digital Signatures issued

2460

2411

2848

Digital Initiatives

S i n g l e  w i n d o w  c l e a r a n c e  f o r  
c o a l  p r o j e c t s

P r o j e c t  M o n i t o r i n g  P o r t a l

This portal links all stakeholders of the
coal sector, Coal projects with their
pending issues with various
states/departments are submitted in
the system. These issues are closely
monitored and resolved on this
platform

This has been created for real-time
management of e-projects, tasks, and
activities assigned to different sections
of the MoC to make effective decisions,
tracking, cross-functional learning etc.

E s t a b l i s h m e n t  P o r t a l

It is a platform to obtain various
clearances for early operationalization
of coal mines as well as augmentation
of coal production in the country
through a single gate.

Single window clearance for coal  projects
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Central Registry Unit

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

The ministry has a dedicated CR Unit through which al l the receipts being received are processed
and digit ised

FY 2019-20

Digital ReceiptsYear

49139

45139

51760

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)
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Key Highlights

The ministry has executed delayering at al l  levels, both subjects wise and division wise. Matters
which get disposed of at Secretary level are administrative/routine matters, technical policy, etc. 
As per the DFPR, the Under Secretary has the authority to sanction bi l ls up to 2.5 Lakhs. Routine
matters and fi les involving financial approvals are disposed off within 2-3 levels
99% of the fi les are disposed using e-office 7.1
The CRU unit is completely digit ized and has 2 scanners and 1 heavy duty scanner

Delegation

Delayering has largely resulted in delegation of powers both subject as well as division wise
As per DFPR, US has the authority to sanction bi l l  up to 2.5 Lacs
A lot of medical matters/bil ls now just get disposed at the level of HOD/DS
Routine matters and fi les involving financial approvals are disposed of within 2-3 levels

 Delayering

The ministry has executed delayering at al l  levels as
per both subjects wise and division wise
Majority of f i le init iation happens from the level of
US/DS
Under delayering, matters which gets disposed off at
Secretary level are, administrative or routine matter,
technical policy or inquiry/inspection matters which
requires in-depth examination
Matters which requires disposal at Joint/Additional
secretary level have maximum of 4 levels

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF CORPORATE AFFAIRS

The Ministry of Corporate Affairs is primari ly concerned with administration of the Companies Act
2013, the Companies Act 1956, the Limited Liabil ity Partnership Act, 2008 & other al l ied Acts and
rules & regulations for regulating the functioning of the corporate sector in accordance with law.
The ministry is also responsible for administering the Competit ion Act, 2002 to prevent practices
having adverse effect on competit ion, to promote and sustain competit ion in markets, to protect the
interests of consumers through the commission set up under the Act.

1 3 8

Desk Officer System

The desk officer system is not feasible in the ministry, since the majority of the work is fairly
technical and requires background knowledge of the subject matter

OM regarding Delayering
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Digitisation

The ministry is currently operating on e-office version 7.1 
Digit isation has been the mode of communication within the ministry for more than a decade
now. The ministry’s personal channel for communication, cal led MIS'21 has made the process of
handling receipts easy, efficient and fast
There has been ~70% reduction in paper use
NIC along with hired experts and professionals conducted the capacity building for the ministry
employees regarding e-office
It has been observed that as the employees are getting more famil iar with digit isation, their
efficiency is increasing
Digit isation along with delayering has helped the ministry to bring in a lot of efficiency and has
helped in reducing the delaying of the work signif icantly, this has helped the officers to work
from anywhere and with rise in delegation of powers resulted in rise of accountabil ity and
resulted in overall efficiency

VPNs issued(2021-22)

123

Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

 (t i l l  Feb 2022)

3165

Digital Signatures issued

1897

1728

1463
449

Printers

126

Webcams

Desktops

9

E-filesYear

Central Registry Unit

The CRU unit is completely digitized and has 2 scanners and 1 heavy duty scanner
Physical files are also shared as a parallel system alongside e-office 
Paperwork has been reduced after digitisation of CRU and adoption of e-office which has introduced a
new culture of work that is more efficient, transparent and faster

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

0

34140

28463

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

3301

3944

Physical 
Receipts

0
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MINISTRY OF CULTURE

 Delayering

The department has undertaken the delayering for al l  it 's divisions as per the subjects handled 
Under the new channel of submission, al l  routine cases l ike RTI matters, maintenance of records,
and issuance of identity cards/vehicle passes are handled in less than 3 levels 
For common administrative and routine matters, the files are initiated at either SO/ASO or US level 
The ministry mentioned that delayering has only reduced workload of officers in cases where the
channel has been skipped but it is not that signif icant. Instead of vertical delayering, the focus
may be placed on horizontal expansion of the divisions for clear work al location

Key Highlights

The department has undertaken the delayering for al l  it 's divisions as per the subjects handled
The ministry has delegated financial powers to HoD (Deputy Secretary/ Director Level) for
contingent expenditure and other miscellaneous expenditure up to Rs. 2.5 lakhs and to Joint
Secretary level officers up to Rs. 10 lakhs 
The department has 3 desk officers at US level for matters related to attached/subordinate
offices, main secretariat and miscellaneous matters in the Integrated Finance Division
Ministry is currently using e-office version 6.0

Delegation

Reduction in the channels of submission has itself resulted in administrative delegation
Financial powers have been delegated as per the DFPR since 2018
The ministry has delegated financial powers to HoD (Deputy Secretary/ Director Level) for
contingent expenditure and other miscellaneous expenditure up to Rs. 2.5 lakhs and to Joint
Secretary level officers up to Rs. 10 lakhs 
Decrease in t ime taken for decision making has reduced as routine matters and fi les involving
financial approvals are disposed of within 2-3 levels

The Ministry of Culture works on the preservation and conservation of India’s cultural heritage and
promotion of al l  forms of art and culture, both tangible and intangible. The ministry’s task is to
develop and sustain ways and means through which the creative and aesthetic sensibi l it ies of the
people remain active and dynamic. The functional spectrum of the ministry is wide, ranging from
generating cultural awareness at grassroots level to promoting cultural exchanges at international
level.

Desk Officer System

The department has 3 desk officers at US level for matters related to attached/subordinate
offices, main secretariat and miscellaneous matters in the Integrated Finance Division. 
Clear work al location has been done for desk officers considering the subjects handled by them
As there has been a constant governance evolution and policy oriented work, it is diff icult to
operationalize desk operating systems for al l  the divisions
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Digitisation

The ministry is currently operating on e-office version 6.0 which is accessible to al l  employees  
NIC had conducted the capacity building for the ministry employees, along with that, ministry
hired experts and professionals from outside for capacity building regarding e-office and
digit isation
Tracking of f i les is done using e-office on a continuous basis by the divisional heads.
A committee has also been constituted to assess the reduction in stationary use and its f inancial
implications

Central Registry Unit

The CRU has  2  scanners  wh ich are  adequate  for  the  depar tmenta l  needs 
Phys ica l  f i l es  are  a lso  shared as  a  para l le l  system a longs ide  e-of f ice  and separate  d iarat ion
is  done in  phys ica l  form

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry
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74

VPNs issued(2021-22)

37Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 285

Printers 312

Scanners 52

Webcams 8



 

 Delayering

The ministry has undertaken the delayering process for al l
its division. The ministry is disposing off the fi les within 4
channels of submission
For subjects specific to each division, the fi le is init iated
either by the US or the ASO/SO
All the contact detai ls of the officers-in-charge is available
on the portal of the ministry
The delayering in the ministry created a sense of
responsibi l ity amongst the employees and has led to the
establishment of well-defined channels which has helped
the staff in better understanding the al location of their
duties and disposal of f i les

Key Highlights

The ministry has undertaken the delayering process for al l  the divisions and the channels of
submission has been restricted to 4
The administrative and financial delegation has been done subject-wise across the ministry. The
administrative delegation has resulted in reduced time for disposal of f i les. The financial
delegation has resulted in an increase in budgetary al locations for the concerned channels
Out of the 15 sections/divisions in the ministry, 8 are working on the desk pattern
The ministry is using e-office version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
The ministry has developed a dashboard called MDONER.GOV.IN. in which data about various
schemes and projects related to the ministry has been uploaded
CRU has been digit ized completely in the ministry with 3 printer with scanners and 1 heavy-duty
scanner to strengthen its functions

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF DEVELOPMENT OF NORTH EASTERN REGION

The Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region (DoNER) is responsible for planning, execution,
and monitoring developmental schemes and projects in Northeast India. It was set up in 2001 and
converted into a ful l-f ledged ministry in 2004. It is the only ministry with territorial jurisdiction, and
functions to coordinate developmental efforts in the region. It functions as the nodal department of
the Central Government to deal with the matters related to the socio-economic development of the
eight states; Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim & Tripura.
It coordinates with the specific ministries and departments responsible for the implementation of
programmes or faci l itating a development init iative. However, the concerned ministry or department
retains responsibi l ity for the implementation. The ministry acts as a faci l itator between the
ministries/ departments and the State Governments of the North Eastern Region in the economic
development including removal of infrastructural bottlenecks, provision of basic minimum services,
creating an environment for private investment, and removing impediments to lasting peace and
security in the North Eastern Region.
The sanctioned strength in the ministry for Group A, Group B, and Group C staff is 38, 57, and 24
respectively out of which 30, 33, and 20 are fi l led respectively.
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Digital Initiatives

Delegation

The delayering reform has resulted in an increase in the administrative delegation of power in the
ministry both subject-wise and division-wise
The delegation of powers has resulted in reduced time for disposal of f i les
In most of the matters, the subject wise financial delegation was undertaken by the ministry
which has resulted in an increase in budgetary al locations for the concerned channels

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Desk Officer System

Out of the 15 sections/divisions in the ministry, 8 are working on desk patterns to tackle fewer
working staff in the ministry. The sections which are not working on the desk pattern are Estt,
Cash, GA, Hindi, E&P, NCLPR & NESIDS. As there is no US in IFD presently, IFD is also working on a
desk pattern
The divisions/sections operating in a Desk Officers pattern are as fol lows: PSUs & Misc. Division,
Statistical Division, US NEC Division, EAP Division, LIMBS/COURT Cases/RTI/Aspiration District. ,  US
Parl iament Division, Vigi lance Division, US Coordination Division

Digitisation

The ministry is using e-office version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
5 digital signatures have been issued to the employees in the ministry

100Printer

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

1045

Digital Signatures issued

1164

1501

1522
125

Scanner 3

Webcams

Desktops

26

E-filesYear

M D O N E R . G O V . I N

The ministry has developed a
dashboard called MDONER.GOV.IN. in
which data about various schemes and
projects related to ministry has been
uploaded

There has been speedy disposal of routine matters since the implementation of revised channels
of submission
A formal detai led review of resources has been conducted but there is no regular provision or
mandate for the same. However, the ministry reviews vacant and sanctioned posit ions
periodically 
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CRU has been digitized completely in the ministry with 3 printer with scanners and 1 heavy-duty
scanners to strengthen its functions
The total number of digital and physical receipts handled by the ministry for FY 2021-22 (till 28th
February 2022) were 35460 and 0 respectively
CRU section of the ministry does not handle physical files of non-classified nature

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

35460

53181

42119

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

0

0

Physical 
Receipts

0

Central Registration Unit Section in the Ministry



 Delayering

The channel of submission has been reduced to 4 (for certain matters less than 4) across the
ministry. It has been in practice since 2014
The channel of submission is done both subject-wise and division-wise.
The fi le init iation is done at Program Division Head (JS) - Secretary- Minister level for specific
schemes (Example: Blue Economy Scheme)

Key Highlights

The delayering process has been undertaken by the ministry and channels of submission have
been reduced to 4 across the ministry
There is no Desk Officer System in the ministry due to a shortage of staff at the SO level
Currently, the ministry is implementing e-office version: 6.0. Ministry is ready to migrate to 7.0
after due approval from NIC
The CRU Section of the ministry has been completely digit ised
The ministry uses software l ike D-space to maintain repositories. KOHA portal is used in the
library. There is one Antarctic Directory (Online Portal) that has information on annual
expeditions to Antarctica and Arctic regions

Delegation

Delegation is usually init iated at director level in the ministry. The government has given the
power to the ministry as per the requirement 
No major changes have been done in terms of f inancial delegation across the ministry

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF EARTH SCIENCES

The Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES), is mandated to provide services for weather, cl imate, ocean
and coastal state, hydrology, seismology, and natural hazards; to explore and harness marine l iving
and non-l iving resources in a sustainable manner for the country and to explore the three poles of
the Earth (Arctic, Antarctic, and the Himalayas).

MoES was formerly the Department of Ocean Development (DOD), which was created in July 1981 as
a part of the Cabinet Secretariat directly under the charge of the Prime Minister of India. It came into
existence as a separate department in March 1982. The department functioned as a nodal institution
for organizing, coordinating, and promoting ocean development activit ies in the country. The
Government of India notif ied the Department of Ocean Development as the Ministry of Ocean
Development in February 2006.

There are a total of 147 sanctioned posts in the Administration section against which 99 are fi l led
posts. Under the Scientif ic section, 66 is the sanctioned strength against which 39 are fi l led.

Desk Officer System

No Desk Officer System is there in the ministry due to a shortage of officers at the SO level.
Under Secretaries (US) are functioning as Desk Officers. Most of the scientists in the ministry
also work independently without any support staff as per their expertise
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Digitisation

Presently, the ministry is implementing e-office version: 6.0. Ministry is ready to migrate to 7.0
after approval from NIC. It is accessible to al l  employees
In-house training at regular intervals is conducted
Inter-ministerial communications are done through the e-office
The ministry uses software l ike D-space to maintain repositories. KOHA portal is used in the
library. There is one Antarctic Directory (Online Portal) that has information on Annual
expeditions to Antarctica and Arctic regions
There is a provision of remote authentication for international cl ients in terms of E-journals and
e-books
Digit isation has helped in faster dissemination of information, process streamlining, ease of use,
easier tracking, and faster disposal due to transparency in pendency status and timeline.
22 digital signatures have been issued to employees

VPNs issued(2021-22)
42Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21
FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

322

Digital Signatures issued

802

942

664
184

Printers 137

Webcams

Desktops

15

E-filesYear

Central Registry Unit

CRU section of the ministry has been completely digitized. One scanner is present within the ministry
to smoothen the functioning

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

18297FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

352
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MINISTRY OF ELECTRONICS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

 Delayering

Key Highlights

Delegation

The delayering reform has resulted in an increase in administrative delegation of power in the
ministry both subject wise and division wise
The time for disposal of f i les has decreased after delegation
In most of the matters the financial powers have been delegated to the HODs, the last revision
was done in February 2022 in compliance with the DFPR rules

The ministry has reduced the channels of submission to 4 or less for the majority of their
subjects other than those pertaining to parl iamentary questions, VIP references, foreign
deputation of chief executives of al l societies among others 
There has been  speedy disposal of routine matters since implementation of the revised channels
of submission
The delayering in the ministry has created a sense of responsibil ity amongst the employees 
For subjects specific to each division, most of the fi les are init iated by the ASO
All the contact details of officer-in-charge and information on channels of submission of cases is
available on the portal
Formal detailed review of resources has been conducted but there is no regular provision or
mandate for the same. However, the ministry reviews vacant and sanctioned positions
periodically

The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) is an executive agency of the
Government of India. The ministry is responsible for IT policy, strategy and development of the
electronics industry. The ministry aims to promote e-governance for empowering cit izens,
promoting the inclusive and sustainable growth of the electronics, IT & ITeS industries to enhance
India’s role in internet governance by promoting R&D and innovation, enhancing efficiency through
digital services and ensuring a secure cyberspace. The ministry is composed of two attached
officers (NIC and STQC Directorate), 8 autonomous bodies, 3 section 8 companies, 3 statutory
organisations and Common Service Centres (CSC) under CSC e-governance Services India Ltd.
Ministry has a total sanctioned strength of 733 out of which 485 is f i l led.

The ministry has reduced the channels of submission to 4 or less for the majority of their
subjects other than those pertaining to parl iamentary questions, VIP references, foreign
deputation of chief executives of al l  societies among others
The delayering reform has resulted in an increase in administrative delegation of power in the
ministry both subject wise and division wise
Ministry is currently using e-office version 7.1
Advanced digital portals for promoting the engagement of cit izens in governance
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The count of officers working at SO, US, DS, Director, Scientist-B, Scientist-C and Scientist-D post
as desk officers is 4, 8, 3, 2, 2, 28, and 30 respectively

Digitisation

The Ministry is using e-office version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
For the year 2021-2022, 99% of the fi les are in the digital form on e-office 
23 digital signatures have been issued

1 4 8

555 VPNs have been issued to departmental employees, faci l itating virtual availabil ity of
employees for faster disposal and timely decision-making
Inter-ministerial communications are done through e-office
Group heads track the number of days for f i le disposal to maintain efficiency in the ministry
Foreign fi les also go on e-office through the FVMS portal in the ministry

Digital Initiatives

Promotion of the digital payments
ecosystem is an essential aspect of
Digital India program and has the
potential to transform the Indian
economy by extending inclusive financial
services.

D i g i D h a n  M i s s i o nU M A N G

Unified Mobile Application for New-age
Governance provides a single platform
for all Indian Citizens to access pan India
e-Gov services ranging from Central to
Local Government bodies.

The objective of e-Sign service is to
offer on-line service to citizens for
instant signing of their documents
securely in a legally acceptable form

e - S i g n

The MSDG delivers Government services
over mobile devices using mobile
applications installed on the user's
mobile handsets. 

M o b i l e  S e r v i c e  D e l i v e r y  G a t e w a y

The e-Office product aims to support
governance by ushering in more
effective and transparent inter and intra-
government processes.

e - O f f i c e

G o v e r n m e n t  e - M a r k e t p l a c e

Government e-Marketplace, created in a
record time of five months, facilitates
online procurement of common use
goods & services required by various
Government Organisations/PSUs.

Desk Officer System

MEITY is a scientif ic department and in majority of the cases, proposals are generated by an
officer of the level of scientist-B or scientist-C. Therefore, though not specifical ly declared, the
Desk Officer System is already operational in the ministry. However, al l  the officers of the level of
Section Officer/ Under Secretary/Deputy Secretary/Directors posted in the Technical Divisions
are working in a pattern similar to Desk Officers in the Ministry

VPNs issued(2021-22)
73Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21
FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

6723
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5328
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1324
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Printers 587

Webcams

Desktops

59

E-filesYear



Central Registry Unit
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CRU has been digit ised completely in the ministry with 4 printer with scanners and 1 heavy duty
scanner to strengthen its functions
The CRU section of the ministry does not handle physical f i les of non-classif ied nature
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DigiLocker

eTAAL Portal

It is a flagship initiative of MEITY under
Digital India program aiming at 'Digital
Empowerment' of citizens by providing
access to authentic digital documents to
their digital document wallet.

D i g i L o c k e r

The National Knowledge Network project
is aimed at establishing a strong and
robust Indian network which will be
capable of providing secure and reliable
connectivity.

N a t i o n a l  K n o w l e d g e  N e t w o r k D i r e c t o r  B e n e f i t  T r a n s f e r

Aiming to reform government delivery
system by re-engineering the existing
process & to ensure accurate targeting
of beneficiaries, de-duplication and
reduction of fraud, DBT was started on
1st January 2013.

Jeevan Pramaan is a biometric enabled
digital service for pensioners.
Pensioners of the Central/State
Government or any other government
organisation can take benefit of this
facility

J e e v a n  P r a m a a n

e T A A L

eTAAL is a platform for dissemination of
-Transaction statistics of National and
State level e-Governance Projects
including Mission Mode Projects



 Delayering

Division-wise delayering has been carried out in the ministry. The delayering reforms have
resulted in most f i les being disposed off in 4 or fewer channels of submission, with over 65% of
the fi les being disposed off at the DS level
Matters of importance such as policy and/or administrative fi les which require the consideration
of the Hon'ble Minister do exceed 4 levels
The ministry has a shortage of officers at the JS level, so many fi les are overtaken by the AS,
automatical ly curtai l ing a channel of submission
Annual review of personnel is carried out as per FR-56(j) and is overseen by the Secretary
To keep the channels of submission less than 4, the disposed fi les that require the consideration
of the Secretary or the Hon'ble Minister are usually init iated at the US or the DS level respectively

Key Highlights

Division-wise delayering has been carried out in the ministry. The delayering reforms have
resulted in most f i les being disposed off in 4 or fewer channels of submission, with over 65% of
the fi les being disposed off at the DS level 
Some administrative powers of the JS have been delegated to the DS/Director level officers.
Delegating more viable powers to officers of lower formations is currently under plan
22 out of the 39 divisions have desk officers. The desk officer is empowered with the powers of
the US
The department is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  ministry employees

Delegation

Some administrative powers of the JS have been delegated to the DS/Director level officers.
Delegating more viable powers to officers of lower formations is currently under plan

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, FOREST AND CLIMATE CHANGE

The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) is the nodal agency in the
administrative structure of the Union Government for the planning, promotion, and oversight in the
implementation of India’s environmental and forestry policies and programmes.
The ministry also serves as India’s nodal agency for the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP), South Asia Co-operative Environment Programme (SACEP), International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Development ( ICIMOD) and the fol low up of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED). The Ministry is also entrusted with issues relating to
different multi lateral bodies such as the Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD), Global
Environment Facil ity (GEF) and regional bodies l ike the Economic and Social Council for Asia and
Pacific (ESCAP) and South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) on environmental
matters.
The ministry has a total of 39 Divisions and an existing strength of 529 personnel against a
sanctioned strength of 748.
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Digitisation

E-office version 6.0 is currently in use in the Ministry
The Ministry is under the process of upgradation to e-office version 7.0
All government employees have access to e-office. Outsourced employees can access e-office
through their divisional heads
26 digital signatures have been issued in the Ministry
The digit isation reforms have resulted in faster dissemination of information, process being
streamlined, ease of use, easier tracking and faster disposal due to transparency in pendency
status and timeline. Lag time, the physical burden and management of f i les has been reduced
The Ministry has 17 portals for different aspects of work and roles that the Ministry discharges

MoEFCC, being a scientif ic ministry, has many Scientists working as desk officers, without the
support of usual section level structure such as SO/ASO. These are only supported by technical
staff and/or consultants and directly put up fi les to the next higher level
Functionality of officers of lower formations has increased. By virtue of the desk officer system,
SO are authorized to function as US. The officers of the scientist cadre have had an increased
involvement in decision making
Special ized training is under plan and proposal for desk officers

Desk Officer System

22 out of the 39 divisions have desk officers. The desk officer is empowered with the powers of 
the US
Only the divisions handling administrative nature of work fol low the conventional system

Tendering process and fi le movement in the ministry have been expedited upon the
implementation of these reforms. The process of f i le disposal has also become more streamlined. 

Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

26

Digital Signatures issued

14089

13694

5553

Printers 535

Webcams

Desktops

65

E-filesYear

67

610

The Climate Change Division looks after
the issues related to climate change,
including the International negotiations
and domestic policies and actions.

Serves as a single-stop web-enabled 
 comprehensive environmental
information repository with collection,
collation, storage, retrieval and
dissemination of the same through a
nationwide network of ENVIS Hubs and
ENVIS Resource Partners (RPs) (hosted
by environment related governmental &  
non-governmental organizations
/institutes of professional excellence).
Economic Division handles areas of
work related to the revamped ENVIS
Scheme, after termination of the XIIth
Five Year Plan.

E n v i r o n m e n t a l  I n f o r m a t i o n  S y s t e m C l i m a t e  C h a n g e  P o r t a l

Digital Initiatives



Central Registry Unit
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0
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The CRU of the Ministry is completely digitized
The ministry has 4 heavy duty scanners
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Environmental  Information System



 Delayering

Key Highlights

Ministry of External Affairs undertook division wise and subject wise delayering across al l 57
divisions in the year 2010 thereby reducing channels of submission to 4 levels
Financial powers have been delegated to the Head of the Department (JS level) in the ministry
for incurring contingent and miscellaneous expenditure under schedule V & VI of DFPR
All the divisions in the ministry have a desk officer system wherein the desk officer is usually a
US/DS official with a l inking system in place, absence of a desk officer does not hinder the
working of the Ministry. For confidential matters, Director level officer work as desk officer
Ministry is using e-office version 6.0 in the Administration Division since July, 2016
All division under the ministry have their own CRU sections which are digit ised to handle only
administrative work, barring other subject matters that are usually of sensit ive nature
Ministry has recently launched an online platform named ‘Ministry of External Affairs Digital
Online Working System’ (MEADOWS), in which al l leaves, pay, Annual Performance Appraisal
Reports (APAR), Immovable Property Returns ( IPR) etc. are submitted online, thus increasing
efficiency and also reducing paper usage

Delegation

1 5 3

Administrative and financial delegation have been undertaken by the ministry in the year 2015
An updated proposal for f inancial delegation has been formulated in the year 2021 as per the
directions of the DARPG
Financial powers have been delegated to the Head of the Department (JS level) in the ministry for
incurring contingent and miscellaneous expenditure under schedule V & VI of the DFPR

The Ministry of External Affairs is largely located in South Block, a building that also houses the
Prime Minister's Office and the Ministry of Defense. Offices of the Ministry of External Affairs are
also housed in Jawahar Lal Nehru Bhavan, Shastri Bhavan, Patiala House and ISIL Building. The
Ministry of External Affairs of India is the government agency responsible for maintaining the foreign
relations of India. The Ministry is headed by the Minister of External Affairs, a Cabinet Minister. The
Ministry represents the Government of India through embassies and is also responsible for India's
representation at the United Nations and other international organizations. It also advises other
Ministries and State Governments on foreign governments and institutions.

Ministry of External Affairs undertook division wise and subject wise delayering across al l 57
divisions in the year 2010 thereby reducing channels of submission to 4 levels
Channel of submission is more than 4 in matters such as parl iamentary questions, VVIP fi les,
certain matters of classif ied nature or matters where approval of honorable Prime Minister is
needed 
The fi le is init iated mostly at SO level for administrative subjects, US level for territorial subjects
and US/DS level where approving authority is Foreign Secretary of the ministry
There is a booklet published on information on channel of submission which is accessible to al l
the employees of MEA
All the contact detai ls of SO level and above are available on the website

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations


Desk Officer System

Digitisation

Digital Initiatives
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I t 's a real-t ime on-l ine system
for monitoring fol low-up action
on decisions taken by the MEA
at various levels. The fol low-up
action in respect of each
decision is expected to be
updated by the concerned
Divison/Mission as and when the
status changes or at least once
every month. 

E - S a m i k s h a  P o r t a l

All the divisions in the Ministry of External Affairs have desk officer system due to nature of 
work with detai led work al location published in the ‘Pink Book’ in 2010
The number of desk officers in the ministry varies from time to time depending upon the 
creation, abolit ion or merger of the divisions as per the necessity within the ministry

Ministry is using e-office version 6.0 in the Administration Division of the ministry since July, 2016
Generation of e-fi les has been constant since 2020 as e-office is l imited to administrative
division due to the classif ied nature of work.
Inter-departmental or inter-ministerial movement of file is physical due to confidential nature of work
Ministry has adequate hardware resources leading to ease of use and reduced time in decision-
making

This is an online platform named
‘Ministry of External Affairs
Digital Online Working System’
(MEADOWS), in which al l Leaves,
Pay, Annual Performance
Appraisal Reports (APAR),
Immovable Property Returns
(IPR) etc. are submitted online,
thus increasing efficiency and
also reducing paper usage. 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

An updated document on the work allocation of desk officers has been initiated in the year 2021
The desk officer is usually a US/DS official with a l inking system in place, absence of a desk 
officer does not hinder the working of the Ministry. For important and confidential matters, 
Director level officer work as desk officer

M E A D O W S

 

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 1199

1181

1489

323

Digital Signatures issued

46

VPNs issued(2021-22)

255Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 2500

Printers 2600

Scanners 200

Webcams 600

Any proposal regarding creation of new post, re-appropriation of funds and write-off of losses
wil l  continue to be exercised in consultation with the IFD/ department of Expenditure as required,
irrespective of the quantum of expenditure



Central Registry Unit
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All the divisions under the ministry have their own CRU sections which are digit ized to handle
only administrative work, barring other subject matters that are usually of sensit ive nature
The main CRU section of the ministry, is however, not digit ized due to the sensit ive nature of
work handled by the ministry

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

20735

17793

21488

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

 Physical 
Receipts

8102

5578

7230

Physical files of Non 
classified nature

24518

15343

16535

E-Samiksha Portal

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry



 Delayering

Key Highlights

 

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject-
wise, this has subsequently resulted in the reduction of channels of submission from 5-6 levels
to at present 3-4 levels 
The financial delegation has been undertaken in the department in accordance with the DFPR
(delegation of f inancial powers rules)
Presently, there is no Desk officer system in the ministry
The ministry has adopted e-office version 6.0
The ministry has a dedicated CR unit through which al l the receipts being received are
processed and digit ized

Delegation

The delayering reforms have subsequently resulted in the
administrative delegation of powers.
The financial delegation has been undertaken in the
department in accordance with the DFPR (delegation of
financial powers rules)

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms both
division-wise as well as subject-wise, this has subsequently
resulted in the reduction of channels of submission from 5-6
levels to at present 3-4 levels 

The Ministry of Food Processing Industries (MOFPI) is a ministry of the Government of India
responsible for the formulation and administration of the rules and regulations and laws relating to
food processing in India. The ministry was set up in the year 1988, with a view to developing a
strong and vibrant food processing industry, creating increased employment in the rural sector
and enabling farmers to reap the benefits of modern technology and creating a surplus for
exports, and stimulating demand for processed food.

The sanctioned strength for the department is 155 out of which 112 posit ions are duly fi l led.

MINISTRY OF FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRIES

1 5 6

OM regarding Delegation

OM regarding Delayering
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Central Registry Unit

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

46730

42175

57528

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

2676

3012

5949

Digital Initiatives

PM Kisan SAMPADA Yojana is a
comprehensive package resulting in
creation of modern infrastructure
with efficient supply chain
management from farm gate to
retail outlet. Sampada portal has
been created for effective working
of the scheme.

SAMPADA PORTAL

Food Processing Resources Maps
provides information about the crop
production, food processing units,
connectivity and industrial plots all
over India.

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

The ministry has a dedicated CR unit through which al l the receipts being received are
processed and digit ized

1 5 7

Food Processing 
Resources Maps

SAMPADA PORTAL

VPNs issued(2021-22)

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

4650

Digital Signatures issued

1635

1972

2424

179Laptops/Desktops

Number of Hardware Resources

Printers 123

Scanners 22

Webcams 122

Digitisation

  Ministry is using e-off ice version 6.0 which has been made accessible to al l  employees

Desk Officer System

 There is no Desk officer system in the ministry. However, the fi le is under review for the same



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF HEAVY INDUSTRIES

 Delayering

Key Highlights

Delegation

Administrative, as well as financial delegation reforms, were not undertaken in the ministry and
the existing system which is being fol lowed has been continued
The Office Order (11-B-12004/9/2016-DHI) states the final level of disposal and channel of
submission of cases in the ministry

The ministry has undertaken delayering reforms both subject-wise and division-wise. The
channels of submissions were restricted to 4 and below for most of the subjects
The delayering process was undertaken in a unique manner as certain levels were clubbed
together as AS/JS, US/DS/Director, and ASO/SO thereby skipping some levels in the channel
of submission
All the fi les are opened in the Section. The dealing assistants submit the fi les to the SO who
further submits them to the officers concerned
For expediting the decision-making process, the number of levels has been reduced in certain
cases as per the provision of Central Secretariat, manual of office procedure (CSMOP), SO/US
submits the fi le directly to the first officer (US/DS/DIR) indicated in the channel of submission

The Ministry of Heavy Industry promotes the engineering industry viz. machine tools, heavy
electrical , industrial machinery, and auto industry and administration of 29 operating Central Public
Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) and 4 autonomous organizations. The ministry strives to bolster profit-
making PSEs as well as restructure and revive sick and loss-making PSEs under its administrative
control . The Ministry seeks to achieve its vision of global automotive excellence through the
creation of state-of-the-art research and testing infrastructure through the National Automotive
Testing and R&D Infrastructure Project (NATRIP). The MHI seeks to achieve its vision by providing
necessary support to the auto, heavy engineering, heavy electrical and capital goods sector.
 
The sanctioned strength for the ministry is 230 out of which 148 posit ions are duly fi l led.

The delayering reforms have been done both subject-wise and division-wise. The channels of
submission has been restricted to 4 or below
Currently, there is no Desk Officer System fol lowed in the ministry
Ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees.
Ministry is in process of upgrading to e-office version 7.0 and has submitted a request for the
same 
The ministry has developed dedicated portals to increase efficiency in decision making named
FAME India scheme phase - I I  & GST exemption certif ication scheme

1 5 8



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Desk Officer System

Presently, there is no designated desk officer system fol lowed in the Ministry. However, a
pattern similar to the desk officer system is fol lowed in the ministry 
A similar pattern is fol lowed due to a shortage of staff. There is no mandate for desk officer
system and no training specific to desk officer system has been done by the ministry

Digitisation

Ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees.
Ministry is in the process of upgrading to e-office version 7.0 and submitted a request for the
same

66Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 281

Printers 203

Scanners 45

Webcams 16

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

 (t i l l  Feb 2022)

5359

1722

0

0

Digital Signatures issued VPNs issued(2021-22)

Digital Initiatives

Applicants who have interested in
Fame India Phase 2 can apply on
this portal. The main objective
behind the Fame India Yojana 2022
has to promote electronic vehicles in
India

F A M E  I n d i a  p h a s e  –  I I

Ministry of Heavy Industries has
introduced the GST Exemption
Certificate Scheme for issuing the
certificates to PWD having disability
equal to or greater than forty
percent. This online portal is used to
avail the GST concession certificate.

G S T  e x e m p t i o n  c e r t i f i c a t i o n

FAME India Phase - II

In terms of digital init iative, the ministry has developed multiple dedicated portals under
various init iatives to increase efficiency in decision making named FAME India scheme phase -
I I  & GST exemption certif ication scheme

Central Registry Unit

The ministry has a dedicated CR unit through which al l the receipts being received are
processed and digit ised, thus reducing the movement of physical f i les
There is 1 heavy-duty scanner present in the ministry to scan the physical receipts. Request for
one more scanner to strengthen the CRU is under process

1 5 9



FY 2019-20

Digital ReceiptsYear

34592

0

26088

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical Receipts

29

0

1410

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Central Registry Unit at  the ministry

1 6 0



 Delayering

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

The Ministry had undertaken delayering in the year 2017 based on a detai led examination of
subject matters handled by the Ministry. Subsequently in the year 2018, new divisions were
created viz. Cyber Security, Women Safety etc. for which delayering was not undertaken
separately 
The detai ls of officers-in-charge such as name, telephone, email id are available on the official
website of Ministry of Home Affairs, however the detai ls on channels of submission are not
available on the website due to security reasons
Since the Ministry has 40% vacancies, the CAPF personnel helps in managing the workload due
to which further delayering was not feasible
Since the Ministry’s ambit is large, the actual reduction in t ime because of the delayering has
not been calculated by the Ministry

The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) discharges multifarious responsibi l it ies relating to internal
security, border management, Centre-State relations, administration of Union Territories,
management of Central Armed Police Forces, disaster management, among others. The Ministry of
Home Affairs consistently monitors internal security situations, issues appropriate advisories,
shares intel l igence inputs, extends manpower and financial support, guidance, and expertise to the
State Governments for maintenance of security, peace, and harmony without encroaching upon
the constitutional rights of the States.
There are a total of 22-23 divisions in the ministry and out of the total sanctioned strength of 1422,
there are 428 vacancies.

Key Highlights

The ministry had undertaken delayering in the year 2017 based on a detai led examination of
subject matters handled by the Ministry. Subsequently in the year 2018, new divisions were
created viz. Cyber Security, Women Safety etc. for which delayering was not undertaken
separately
In the year 2017, delegation was undertaken, and financial powers of the Heads of Department
(HODs) was enhanced for certain contingent and miscellaneous financial matters and for such
matters, the HOD was not required to consult IFD
The Ministry of Home Affairs is using e-office version 7.1 and is accessible to al l  employees of
the ministry
The digit isation of the CRU has been undertaken partial ly due to the sensit ive nature of the
work handled by the ministry

Delegation

Delegation was undertaken in the ministry in the year 2017
Financial powers of the Heads of Department (HODs) was enhanced for certain contingent and
miscellaneous financial matters and for such matters, the HOD was not required to consult IFD

1 6 1



Desk Officer System

Digitisation

 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

The Desk Officer System is not fol lowed at the Ministry of Home Affairs as it deals with
security issues. The work mandate is such that several sections are involved in a particular
subject matter/fi le therefore, DO system was not considered feasible. 

The Ministry of Home Affairs is using e-office version 7.1 and is accessible to al l  employees of
the ministry 

1 6 2

The init ial training of the personnel in e-office was conducted by NIC and later, a technical
team was hired by the ministry for in-house training and help relating to technical issues.
Around 35-40 training sessions have been conducted in-house since October, 2021, after
DARPG's circular
Non-sensit ive fi les are tracked in e-office, while f i les of sensit ive/confidential nature are
tracked in physical registers 
E-office has led to a reduction in the use of stationery items, however, an actual reduction in
finances incurred is not calculated by the ministry since Rs. 16 lakh are annually spent on the
maintenance of e-office by the Ministry

The current version 7.1 of e-office supports inter-ministerial communication of the Ministry of
Home Affairs with around 8-10 Ministries
A challenge with e-office faced by the ministry employees is about the l imit on fi le size that
could be uploaded on e-office. Also, employees prefer a physical f i le instead of an e-fi le for bulk
fi le movement

OM regarding Delegation

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

 (t i l l  Feb 2022)

90

11787

10516

9085

VPNs issued(2021-22)



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Central Registry Unit

The digit isation of the CRU has been undertaken partial ly due to the sensit ive nature of the
work handled by the Ministry

Digital Initiatives

The Ministry hosts 60 websites and 35 portals to cater to multiple cit izen-centric and other 
services. For instance, portal for procurement of armed equipment, restaurant l icenses in Delhi , 
among others 

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry

FY 2019-20

Digital ReceiptsYear

115461

101940

55149

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical Receipts

118379

127517

248711
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Key Highlights

The channels of submission have been reduced in al l  the 23 Divisions/Sections of the Ministry
The administrative powers have been delegated  by virtue of delayering undertake, which has
led to a reduction in the time taken to increase efficiency in decision-making
There are 68 Desk officers in the Ministry across 17 Divisions for subjects such as Flagship
Missions (Smart Cit ies, AMRUT); Swachh Bharat Mission, and Integrated Finance Division.
The Ministry is currently using e-office Version 6.0. The Ministry has applied for the up-
gradation to Version 7.0 for which NIC has provided the Ministry a slot in June 2022
There are 6 Scanners in the CRU to strengthen its functions
The total number of physical copies handled by the department has reduced in the last three years

Delegation

The delayering undertaken by the Ministry has implicit ly led to the delegation of administrative
powers in certain cases which have led to a reduction in the time taken to increase efficiency in
decision-making. Thus, the official administrative delegation was not undertaken separately

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF HOUSING & URBAN AFFAIRS 

 Delayering

The Ministry has undertaken delayering in terms of reduction of
channels of submission across its 23 Divisions/Sections. The usual
channel fol lowed across the ministry is US/DS/Dir to JS/AS to
Secretary to the honorable Minister.
Considering the functions of various divisions and the subject matters
handled by the concerned officials, the ministry undertook delayering
reforms, thereby reducing the time taken in decision-making. 
An Office Memorandum dated 2nd March, 2022 was released
regarding channels of submission and level of f inal disposal of cases
dealt in sections/divisions in the ministry

The Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs is the apex authority of the Government of India at the
national level to formulate policies, sponsor, and support programs, coordinate the activit ies of
various Central Ministries, State Governments and other nodal authorit ies and monitor the
programs concerning al l the issues of housing and urban affairs in the country. 
The national policy issues are decided by the Government of India which also al locates resources
to the State Governments through various Central ly Sponsored Schemes, provides finances
through national f inancial institutions, and supports various external assistance programs for urban
development in the country as a whole. The indirect effect of the fiscal, economic, and industrial
location decisions of the Government of India exercises a far more dominant influence on the
pattern of urbanization and real estate investment in the country.

Desk Officer System

There are 68 Desk officers in the ministry across 17 Divisions

OM regarding Delayering
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With the desk officer system being placed at the base of the Secretariat structure, oral
discussions have been emphasized to foster greater participation in and speedy achievement
of organizational goals
The dut ies  and requ i rements  of  var ious  Desks  have been de l ineated c lear ly  in  deta i l  by
the depar tment  heads .  Desk Of f icers  are  now d ispos ing of f  a  substant ia l  amount  o f  work
on the i r  own wi th  min ima l  s ta f f  ass is tance .  The desk of f icer  system has  led  to  fas t
ret r ieva l  o f  in format ion  f rom inst i tu t iona l  memory bu i l t  w i th  fewer  numbers  of  record
custod ians .  I t  has  led  to  fas ter  dec is ion-mak ing due to  a  reduct ion  in  channe ls  o f
submiss ion  as  we l l
The Desk Of f icer  System has  been implemented for  the  f lagsh ip  miss ions  (Smart  C i t ies ,
AMRUT) ;  Swachh Bharat  Miss ion ,  and In tegrated F inance D iv is ion
The Of f ice  Order  dated 17 th  August ,2017 ,  s ta tes  the  work a l locat ion  among the
D i rectors/Deputy  Secretar ies/Under  Secretar ies/Sect ion  Of f icers :

 1) Fi les dealing with policy matters should be init iated at Director/DS level.
 2) Fi les should be init iated at the US level.
 3) Work which are to be disposed at Director/DS level may be init iated at SO/ASO level.

Desk Officers in the Ministry

Digitisation

The ministry is currently using e-office Version 6.0 which is accessible to all its employees. The
Ministry has applied for the upgradation to version 7.0 for which NIC has provided the ministry a
slot in June 2022
The employees have been trained by NIC at Shastri Park training center and for follow-up training
sessions, the NIC team visits the ministry as and when required
Tracking of files is in-built into the e-office which leads to faster dissemination of information and
ease of use along with transparency
Due to the reduction in stationery use with the introduction of e-office, finances earlier incurred to
buy stationery have been considerably reduced
131 Digital Signatures have been issued by the ministry. Increased transparency is observed by the
employees of the ministry as the inputs of an official once given on a file, cannot be changed. 
The ministry can communicate with other 2-3 ministries via e-office
The ministry has issued 815 VPNs in total. The ease of working from home with the issuance of
VPNs has been appreciated by the officials
The Ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs is incorporating other NIC products such as SPARROW,
PMFS, and e-HRMS which have reduced the time taken in decision-making. The forms of GPF, LTC,
Official tour, Salary slip, and I-Card are available on e-office for use of employees and a separate
portal for requisition of stationery and complaint about hardware/software problems of
computers/printers/scanners have been developed by the ministry for use of section/division for
faster disposal of the work 
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71Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 710

Printers 590

Scanners 416

Webcams 35

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 10369

10596

11571

Digital Signatures Issued

131

VPNs issued(2021-22)

349

Central Registry Unit

CRU has in total 6 scanners to digit ize receipts received by the ministry
The total number of copies handled by the ministry are as fol lows:

FY 2019-20

Digital ReceiptsYear

78416

81197

90580

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical Receipts

6856

10654

19617

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry
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Key Highlights

The channels of submission are 4 or below, for matters other than policy, appointment of
officers of JS level and above, legislative matters, etc. ,
Delegation of f inancial powers for contingent/misc expenditure have been delegated to the
HOD. Further, the Under Secretary in charge of administration has been designated HOO and
entrusted with financial powers to dispose of matters that do not require approval of higher
level
The ministry is using e-office version 6.0 and is under process to migrate to version 7.0
Several digital init iatives have been undertaken l ike setting up of Fi lm Facil itation Office (FFO) to
promote and facil itate fi lm shootings, Broadcast Seva (BS) Portal to ease making applications
for broadcast related activit ies and Fact Check Unit (FCU) to address the challenge of fake news
CRU has been partial ly digit ized and has 3 scanners to strengthen its working 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING 

 Delayering

The channels of submission are 4 or below, for matters other than policy,
appointment of officers of JS level and above, legislative matters, etc.
The channel of submission has been revised and is under advance stage
of implementation

Delegation

Delegation of f inancial powers for contingent/misc expenditure have been delegated to HOD.
Further, Under Secretary in charge of administration has been designated HOO and entrusted
with financial powers to dispose off matters that do not require approval of higher level
Administrative delegation was already in place in the ministry before the DARPG mandate
The power over grants has been delegated to the AS from the Secretary

The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting is entrusted with the task of disseminating
information about government policies, schemes and programmes through the different medium of
mass communication covering radio, television, press, social media, printed publicity l ike booklets;
posters, outdoor publicity including through tradit ional modes of communication such as dance,
drama, folk recitals, puppet shows etc. The ministry is also the focal point as regards policy
matters related to the private broadcasting sector, administering of the public broadcasting
service- Prasar Bharati ,  multi-media advertising and publicity of the policies and programmes of
the Union Government, f i lm promotion and certif ication and regulation of print media. On the public
service broadcasting sphere, the ministry overviews matters relating to All India Radio and
Doordarshan through the Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India Act),1990 which
includes regulation of the use of All India Radio and Doordarshan by recognized national and
regional polit ical parties during elections to the Lok Sabha and State Assemblies and procedure to
be fol lowed by the official electronic media during periods of national mourning on the demise of a
high dignitary.

The sanctioned strength for the ministry is 155 out of which 129 posit ions are duly fi l led.

OM regarding Delayering
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Desk Officer System

All sections in the ministry deal with multiple matters viz vigi lance/discipl inary cases/court
cases/administrative/parl iamentary/financial policy/cabinet notes/SFC Notes, therefore, there
is no desk officer system in place

VPNs issued(2021-22)

Digitisation

0Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 350

Printers 334

Scanners 120

Webcams 30

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

23120

Digital Signatures issued

5210

5157

7785

The ministry is using e-office Version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees 
The ministry is in the process of upgrading to e-office version 7.0 and has submitted a request
for the same

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

Digital Initiatives

F i l m  F a c i l i t a t i o n  O f f i c e  ( F F O )

This Portal provides a single point
facility to various stakeholders and
applicants to make their applications
for various permission, registrations,
licenses, etc. for broadcast related
activities. It is an efficient and
transparent regime for the growth
and management of the Broadcast
sector.

S o c i a l  M e d i a

In order to address the challenge of
fake news, a Fact Check Unit (FCU)
was established in Press Information
Bureau (PIB) in December, 2019.
Such FCUs have also been set up in
Regional Offices of PIB

This ministry is utilizing various
mediums of communication
especially Social Media viz. Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp,
Telephonic Calls, SMS and Webinars
to create awareness among masses

FFO has been setup in the National
Film Development Corporation
(NFDC) with a view to promote and
facilitate film shootings by foreign
filmmakers in India. The services
rendered by the FFO have now been
extended to Indian filmmakers as
well.

B r o a d c a s t  S e v a  ( B S )  P o r t a l

F a c t  C h e c k  U n i t  ( F C U )

Broadcast Seva (BS) Portal

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been partial ly digit ized. However, the ministry is considering the proposal to equip
the CRU with good quality scanners and new generation computers along with technical ly
ski l led staff for efficient productivity
There are 3 scanners present in the ministry
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FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

39289

15903

16479

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

 Physical 
Receipts

12002

12022

14923

Physical files of non- 
classified nature

677

768

540

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry



 Delayering

Key Highlights

Administrative powers have been delegated subject wise as per the channels of submission 
Financial powers are delegated to the Head of Department functioning in terms of Rule 3(f) of
DFPR, 1978 under this ministry
For matters such as leave sanctions, RTI, pay fixation administrative powers have been
delegated to the DS/DIR
As per orders of DoPT/MHA, financial powers have been delegated by the HODs to the DS/US
on specific items of expenditure such as Rs. 5,00,000 per annum for sanction of office
equipment, Rs. 2,00,000 per annum for computers ( including personal computers)
Ministry has delegated administrative and financial powers as per the DFPR and DoPT
guidelines to 6 sub-ordinate organizations

Delegation

Delayering is implemented across al l 46 divisions reducing the levels of submission to 4
As per orders of DoPT/ MHA, f inancial powers have been delegated by the HODs to the DS/US
on specific items of expenditure such as Rs. 5,00,000 per annum for sanction of office
equipment, Rs. 2,00,000 per annum for computers ( including personal computers)
Desk officer pattern is in existence within the ministry wherein 6 desk officers (US level) have
been appointed with clear work al location mandate 
Ministry devised SAMADHAN portal to introduce the workers to an easy way of f i l l ing their
dispute with the concerned Concil iation Officer where Central Government is the appropriate
authority
Ministry is using e-office version 6.0
CRU has been digit ized completely with 2 scanners to strengthen its functions

The Ministry of Labour & Employment is India's federal ministry which is responsible to protect and
safeguard the interest of workers in general and their social security. The Ministry aims to create a
healthy work environment for higher production and productivity and to develop and coordinate
vocational ski l l  training and employment.

Ministry has 46 divisions with an occupied posit ion of 373 employees out of 494 sanctioned
strength.

Channel of submission has been reduced to 4 in al l  46 divisions for most subject matters
The channels of submission are 5 for a few subject matters such as framing of recruitment
rules, appointment of Group B officers and above, parl iament questions, wherein approval of
the honorable Minister is the final level of submission
Matters such as pension cases and retirement order, order of government accommodation, pay
fixation up to Group B(Gazetted) are disposed off at 2 levels of submission
Information on channel of submission of f i les is available on the ministry’s website
File init iation in most cases happens at the SO level
All the contact detai ls of SO level and above is available on the ministry’s website

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT
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Desk Officer System

The ministry has 6 divisions out of 46  wherein a US has been appointed as a desk officer with
clear work al location mandate. Desk officers are mainly operationalised for subjects l ike
Industrial disputes with respect to various establishments

Desk Officer in IR-B.I

Desk officers are working in the ministry in the fol lowing divisions:

Work Allocation of Desk Officers

-Industrial Relations Bank- I ( IR-B.I)
- Industrial Relations Bank- I I  ( IR-B.I I )
- Industrial Relations Coal Mines- I ( IR-C.I)
- Industrial Relations Coal Mines-I I  ( IR-C.I I )
- Industrial Relations Departmental Undertakings ( IR-DU)
-Industrial Relations Miscellaneous ( IR-MISC)

Digitisation

The ministry is using e-office version 6.0 accessible to al l  departmental employees. The
ministry is in the process of f inal izing the schedule with NIC to upgrade to version 7.0
HODs are able to track the number of days for f i le disposal through e-office
Generation of e-fi les is increased within the ministry since 2019:

VPNs issued(2021-22)

0Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 489

Printers 449

Scanners 62

Webcams 43

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

132200

Digital Signatures issued

8317

5231

5163

(t i l l  Feb 2022)



Central Registry Unit

CRU has been digit ized completely in the
ministry with 2 scanners to strengthen its
functions
Digitisation of CRU was delayed due to Covid-
19 restrictions and the section started working
in full capacity since December, 2021

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

0

0

469

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

Physical 
Receipts

5448

2676

3195

CRU section of the ministry does not handle
physical f i les of non-classif ied nature

Platform for Effective Enforcement for No Chi ld Labour

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT
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Digital Initiatives

Portal devised to introduce the
workers to an easy way of filling
their dispute with the concerned
Conciliation Officer where Central
Government is the appropriate
authority
It integrates all the stakeholders in
the dispute under one roof
SAMADHAN Portal received
SKOCH Gold Award, 2020 under
Digital India Category

S A M A D H A N  P o r t a l e - S t a t i o n e r y  P o r t a l

Ministry has created Stationary
Portal i.e. “Online Stationery
Request Management System”
since February, 2017
This portal helps in tracking of 314
items of stationery and cartridges
Request for stationery and
cartridges are entertained only
through the portal
Portal facilitates to see the details
of items issued to any of the
particular section for a certain
period

P E N C i L  ( P l a t f o r m  f o r  E f f e c t i v e  
E n f o r c e m e n t  f o r  N o  C h i l d  L a b o u r )

Complaints of Child Labour can be
registered electronically on the
portal directly to the concerned
District Nodal Officers (DNOs) for
taking prompt action
Online portal developed by the
Ministry to provide for a mechanism
for both enforcement of the
legislative provisions and effective
implementation of the National Child
Labour Project (NCLP)
The Portal has components like
Complaint Corner, NCLP, child
Tracking System and Convergence



IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES

The Ministry of Micro, Small ,  and Medium Enterprises is the apex executive body for the
formulation and administration of rules, regulations, and laws relating to micro, small and medium
enterprises in India. 

The Government of India supplements the efforts of the State Governments for the development
and promotion of MSMEs through various init iatives. The main role of the ministry is to assist the
States in their efforts to encourage entrepreneurship, employment, and l ivel ihood opportunities
and enhance the competit iveness of MSMEs in the changed economic scenario. 

Micro, Small ,  and Medium Enterprises (MSME) sector have emerged as a highly vibrant and
dynamic sector of the Indian economy over the last f ive decades. MSMEs not only play a crucial
role in providing large employment opportunities at comparatively lower capital cost than large
industries but also help in the industrial ization of rural & backward areas, thereby, reducing
regional imbalances, and assuring a more equitable distribution of national income and wealth.
MSMEs are complementary to large industries as ancil lary units and this sector contributes
enormously to the socio-economic development of the country.

Key Highlights

The ministry has completed the delayering process across the ministry at al l  levels; both
subject-wise and division-wise
Delegation of powers across the ministry has resulted in increased accountabil ity and overall
efficiency
The Ministry does not have a Desk Officer system due to a shortage of staff
The ministry is currently operating on e-office version 6.0 and it is accessible to al l  employees
The total number of copies handled by the ministry has increased in the digital form and
subsequently, it has decreased in the physical form
The CRU has 2 scanners and one heavy-duty scanner, which are adequate to address the
departmental needs 
Digit isation along with delayering has helped the ministry to bring in a lot of efficiencies and
has helped in reducing the delaying of the work signif icantly, this has helped the officers to
work from anywhere

 Delayering

The ministry has completed the delayering process across the ministry at al l  levels; both
subject-wise and division-wise
The majority of the fi le init iation happens from the level of ASO/SO; for confidential matters,
from the JS level or the concerned officer involved
Under delayering, matters which get disposed off at the Secretary level are administrative or
routine matter, technical policy, or inquiry/inspection matters which requires in-depth
examination within the ministry
Matters which requires disposal at the Joint/Additional Secretary level had a maximum of 3
level of submission

1 7 3
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Delegation

Desk Officer System

Digitisation
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Delayering has naturally resulted in the delegation of
powers both subject as well as division wise
Though, the ministry has not revamped any financial
delegation yet, they have recently brought in delayering
and delegation is sti l l  undergoing in the ministry

An Office Order dated 11th June 2021 was released
regarding the delegation of powers on subjects dealt by
the ministry

Due to a shortage of staff at al l  levels within the ministry, the Desk Officer System has not
been set up

The ministry is currently operating on e-office version 6.0 and it is accessible to al l  employees
The Ministry of MSME has been practicing digit isation within the ministry since 2014
The process of receipt handing has been made easy and efficient, also the ministry has eased
the process of searching the receipts and made the movement faster
The exercise for impact analysis for the use of stationery is undergoing, and the ministry wil l
be able to provide the data after the completion of the exercise. The rough estimates given by
the ministry state that there has been around a 70%- 80% reduction in paper use
Digit isation has made the process of dissemination of information faster, Ease of use, Easier
tracking, and Faster disposal due to transparency in pendency status and timeline
NIC conducted the capacity building for the ministry employees, for e-Office
Through digit isation, a new learning curve has been observed in the employees and as
officials and employees are getting more and more comfortable with it ,  the efficiency of work
is increasing, and it equips the officials and employees to work from anywhere with the same
level of efficiency

OM regarding Delegation

16Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 152

Printers 72

Scanners 38

Webcams 21
Digital Signatures

 Issued
9

VPNs issued(2021-22)

9

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 1789

2022

542



FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

6342

15649FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

7167

4278

Physical 
Receipts

14580FY 2020-21 4267

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Central Registry Unit

The CRU has 2 scanners and 1 heavy-duty scanner, which are adequate to address the 
 ministrial needs 
Physical f i les are also shared as a parallel system alongside the e-office
Paperwork has been reduced after the digit isation of CRU and the adoption of e-office which
had introduced a new culture of work that is more efficient, transparent, and faster
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Key Highlights

  

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF MINES

The ministry carried out the delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject-wise. Post
these reforms, the channels of submissions were reduced with the maximum level going up to
4. 4 levels are applicable to matters l ike zero hour matters, ACC proposal, f inal isation of MoUs
with other countries etc.  3 levels are brought in place for matters l ike issuance of ID cards,
medical bi l ls etc. There is an applicabil ity of 2 levels in the channels of submission for matters
l ike provision of information in RTIs, SATYABHAMA Portal matters etc. 
Out of the 24 sections present in the ministry, the delayering has been carried out in 9 sections

The Ministry of Mines is in charge of the study and exploration of al l  minerals, other than
petroleum, natural gases and atomic minerals, for mining and metallurgy of non-ferrous metals l ike
copper, aluminium, zinc, lead, gold, nickel and so on and for administration of the Mines and
Minerals (Regulation and Development) Act, 1957 in regard of al l  mines and minerals other than
coal, natural gas and petroleum.
The ministry has 24 sections with a sanctioned strength of 213 out of which 151 posit ions are duly
fi l led.

There was a unique way fol lowed by the ministry to undertake the delayering reforms in which
certain channels of submission are skipped in the process, for e.g. ,  the DS/Director can have
either a SO or US beneath them thereby automatical ly reducing one level

Delayering has been implemented in 9 out of a total of 24 sections in the ministry, reducing the
levels in channel of submission to a maximum of 4
Subject-wise administrative delegation has been undertaken by the ministry and further, the
financial l imits for HoD/DS/Director level officials have been signif icantly increased in terms of
non-recurring as well as recurring financial expenditure
Desk officer pattern has been implemented within the ministry wherein 2 desk officers have
been appointed with clearly demarcated work al locations
E-office version 7.1 has been made accessible to al l  ministerial employees. Digital Signature
Certif icates and Virtual Private Network Numbers were also issued to many officials in the
ministry

   Delayering

OM regarding Delayering OM regarding Delegation
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Digitisation
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The financial l imits/al location of the HoD/DS/Director has been signif icantly increased to Rs
2,00,000 from Rs. 60,000 per annum in non-recurring financial expenditure and to Rs 75,000
from Rs 25,000 per annum for recurring financial expenditure
An increased sense of responsibi l ity has been insti l led at various levels in the ministry thus
increasing morale of the staff post the delegation reforms

Desk Officer System

2 sections of the ministry i .e. economic statistical
section and public information & public grievances
operate under Desk officer system. Accordingly, the
section heads of aforementioned sections i .e. Deputy
director/Assistant Director(E.S.) and Section
Officer(P. I&P.G) wil l  work as desk officer for their
respective desks and wil l  handle al l  the work assigned
to both desks

The ministry is using e-office version 7.1, which has been made accessible to all ministerial
employees and proper training has already been imparted to the personnel for the same
More than 30 Digital Signature Certificates (DSCs) have been issued to various officers in the
ministry out of which 6 are presently active DSCs
146 VPNs have been issued to the ministerial employees, facilitating faster disposal and timely
decision-making

OM regarding Desk Officer System

Delegation

The ministry has also undertaken subject-wise administrative delegation. For example, the
subject of court matters pending in SC/HC on various issues of BGML & HZL has been
delegated from the Secretary to theJS, Public grievances subject has been delegated from JS
to Director/DS, and the confirmation of vigi lance complaints has been delegated from JS&CVO
to US and so on

18Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 148

Printers 88

Scanners -

Webcams 0

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 1918

2336

1560

Digital Signatures Issued

131

VPNs issued(2021-22)

34
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The CRU has been digit ised completely in the ministry with one Heavy Duty scanner to
strengthen i ts funct ions 
Total  numbers of digita l  and physical  receipts handled by the ministry for FY 2021-22 (t i l l
February 2022) were 27747 and 12 respect ively

Central Registry Unit

Satyabhama portal

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

0

27747FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

0

12

Physical 
Receipts

0FY 2020-21 0
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Digital Initiatives

The purpose of NFMIMS is to have
adequate information with regard to
import of Aluminum and Copper so
that an appropriate policy
intervention could be devised well in
time.

Non-Ferrous Metal Import 
Monitoring System Portal SATYABHAMA Portal

This portal has been created to
facilitate Science and Technology
Programme Scheme of Ministry of
Mines. The ministry provides funds
to Academic institutions/
universities, national institutes for
implementing R&D projects through
this portal. This has resulted in a
steep increase of 300% in the
number of project proposals from
2019-20 to 2020-21.
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MINISTRY OF MINORITY AFFAIRS

 Delayering

The channels of submission for the Ministry has been reduced to 5 levels depending on the
nature of the fi le
The tracking of f i les is done by the division heads/ Under Secretary/Deputy Secretary
Delayering reforms have been implemented division wise and the process is underway to
create a mandate for the same
The division head usually init iates the fi le, which gets disposed of at the Joint Secretary level
The cadre training and review are done by the Institute of Secretariat Training and
Management ( ISTM) for the ministry

Key Highlights

The channels of submission for the ministry has been reduced to 5 levels depending on the
nature of the fi le
The Joint Secretary and the Financial Advisor of the Administration division have the financial
powers in the ministry
There is no Desk Officer System in the ministry
The version of the e-office used in the ministry is 6.0 and is accessible to al l  the employees.
The 7.0 version is yet to be implemented
The CRU is completely digit ized in the ministry, with 2 staff members (Data Entry Operator
level) overlooking the functioning of the unit

Delegation

PMUs have been set up in the Program division for the
fol lowing programs, according to the F. No. A. 12032/ 3/
2019- Estt (OS)
Seekho aur Kamao, USTTAD and Hunar Haat, Coaching and
Nai Roshni, Pradhan Mantri Jan Vikash Karyakram (PMJVK),
Scholarship
The Joint Secretary and the Financial Advisor of the
Administration division have the financial powers in the ministry
The powers of the Head of the Department have been
delegated to the lower levels

The Ministry of Minority Affairs was carved out of the Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment
and created on 29th January, 2006 to ensure a more focused approach towards issues relating to
the notif ied minority communities namely Muslim, Christian, Buddhist, Sikhs, Parsis, and Jain. The
mandate of the ministry includes the formulation of overall policy and planning, coordination,
evaluation, and review of the regulatory framework and development programs for the benefit of
the minority communities. The vision of the ministry is to empower the minority communities and
create an enabling environment for strengthening the multi-racial ,  multi-ethnic, multi-cultural ,
multi- l ingual, and multi-rel igious character of our nation.
 

The ministry has 77 employees against 117 sanctioned strength.

1 7 9
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Digitisation

The ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  the employees. The 7.0
version is yet to be implemented
The capacity building exercise for the ministry is done by the NIC officials
Around 96% of f i les are being dealt with through e-office throughout the ministry
The weeding out of f i les has been done in the ministry, through the digit isation of old fi les and
the maintenance of the record room

VPNs issued(2021-22)

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

127Printers

Number of Hardware Resources E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 
FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

7007

Digital Signatures issued

1691

2000
1665

171

Scanners 9

Webcams

Desktops

4

Digital Initiatives

N a t i o n a l  S c h o l a r s h i p  P o r t a l

Schemes offered by Ministry of Minority Affairs

Central Registry Unit

The ministry has a dedicated CR unit through which all the receipts being received are processed and digitised

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

26380

28366

19507

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

5794

3547

4341

Physical 
Receipts

National Scholarships Portal is
taken as Mission Mode Project
under National e-governance
Plan (NeGP)

1 8 0

Desk Officer System

The Desk Officer System is not fol lowed in the Ministry due to large number of vacant posts of
SOs` which is more than 60%

It is a one-step solution through
which various services starting
from student application,
application receipt, processing,
sanction and disbursal of
various scholarships to
students are enabled.



 

 Delayering

The MNRE has not undertaken delayering reforms post DARPG mandate as the channels of
submissions were already restricted to 4 and below for most of the subject matters as per  the
mandate issued by the ministry on 30th Apri l ,  2020

Key Highlights

As per the mandate issued by the ministry on Apri l 30, 2020, the MNRE has already established
structured channels of submission, which are l imited up to 4 for majority of the subjects
While the administrative delegation has already been in force in the ministry before the DARPG
mandate, subject-wise financial delegation has been also undertaken in which the ministry has
delegated financial powers from the DS to US level officials
The Desk Officer System is not operational as it is not found to be feasible in the ministry.
Ministry is using e-office Version 6.0, making it accessible to al l  employees. Digital Signatures
and VPNs have also been issued to many employees

Desk Officer System

Presently, there is no desk officer system fol lowed in the ministry. However, a pattern similar
to thedesk officer system is fol lowed in the scientif ic division. The Section Officer/Scientist ‘B’
and Under Secretary/Scientist ‘C’ submit f i les independently to their next higher officer. These
officers have been provided with adequate clerical and support staff for expediting work
assigned to them

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF NEW AND RENEWABLE ENERGY   

Delegation

Administrative delegation has been in force since 2020 in the
ministry 
Financial delegation was also undertaken subject - wise in
which the ministry delegated financial powers from DS to the
US by issuing an order dated 11th March 2022

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) is the nodal ministry of the Government of
India for al l  concerns relating to new and renewable energy. The ministry's overall goal is to create
and deploy new and renewable energy to supplement the country's energy requirements. With
growing concerns about the country's energy security, the role of new and renewable energy has
become increasingly important in recent years.
The sanctioned strength for the ministry is 307 out of which 197 posit ions are duly fi l led.

1 8 1
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Digitisation

Ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  the employees. Ministry is in
the process of upgrading to e-office version 7.0 and has submitted a request for the same
50 digital signatures and 147 Active VPNs have been issued to the employees, faci l itating
virtual availabil ity of employees for faster disposal and timely decision-making

46Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 347

Printers 175

Scanners 51

Webcams 28

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 
FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

2450

812

1286
1407

Digital Signatures issued VPNs issued(2021-22)

Digital Initiatives

SPIN is an online application (web
portal) of the Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy (MNRE) for
managing the grid-connected
rooftop solar photovoltaic installation
database under the Grid Connected
Rooftop Solar and Small Power Plant
Programme.

I n d i a  R e n e w a b l e  I d e a  
E x c h a n g e  ( I R I X )

A joint venture between the
Government of India and the
European Union to make way for
private service providers to initiate
bio-energy projects sustained under
the aegis of the Ministry of New &
Renewable Energy.

P M - K u s u m  P o r t a l

IRIX is a platform that promotes the
exchange of ideas among energy
conscious Indians and the Global
community.It empowers to ideate,
innovate and incubate in the
renewable energy sector

ServicePlus meta-data-based e-
Service delivery framework which is
built on LowCode–NoCode (LCNC)
architecture for delivering
electronic-services to citizens. An
application which is quick to learn
and easy to use with minimal effort
or very less skill set.

An online system for issue for
Concessional Custom Duty
Certificates for Wind Biogas
Application Web Portal and Mobile
App is launched under NNBOMP for
the registration of Biogas beneficiary. 

PM Kusum portal was launched by
the Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy (MNRE) for the installation of
solar pumps and other renewable
power plants across the nation.
Under this portal beneficiaries can
register to avail the benefits of PM-
Kusum Yojana. 

B i o U r j a  P o r t a l S P I N  P o r t a l

S e r v i c e P l u s B i o g a s  P o r t a l  a n d  M o b i l e  A p p

PM - Kusum Portal
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Central Registry Unit

CRU has been partially digitized wherein bulky files are still stored in physical form and there is 1
scanner present in the ministry
Total number of digital and physical receipts handled by the ministry for FY 2021-22 (till February 2022)
were 24683 and 443 respectively

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry

1 8 3



 

Key Highlights

Most of the matters are resolved in less than 4 channels of submission. Only the matter which
requires approval of the Secretary is resolved in 4 channels of submission. The matter which
requires approval of the Honorable Minister are resolved in more than 4 channels of submission
Due to a huge vacancy in the ministry, the Desk Officer System could not be implemented in
the ministry
The current version of the e-office in use in the ministry is version 6.0. The tentative timeline
for the implementation of e-office version 7.0 is July 2022
e-Gram Panchayat is a dedicated division to faci l itate the digital isation of gram panchayats

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF PANCHAYATI RAJ

 Delayering

80-85 % of the matters are resolved in less than 4 channels of submission. The matters which
require the approval of the Secretary are resolved in 4 channels of submission. Only the
important matters such as policy matters, the appointment of officers of JS level and above,
legislative matters, etc. which require the approval of the honorable minister are resolved in
more than 4 channels of submission
The fol lowing matters require the approval of the hon’ble minister and are resolved in more
than 4 channels of submission

The Ministry of Panchayati Raj is a branch of the Government of India looking after the ongoing
process of decentral ization and local governance in the states. Ministry of Panchayati Raj looks
into al l  matters relating to the panchayati raj and Panchayati Raj Institutions. It was created in May,
2004. The ministry aims at empowerment, enablement, and accountabil ity of Panchayati Raj
Institutions to ensure inclusive development with social justice, and efficient delivery of services.
The vision of the ministry is to attain decentral ized and participatory local self-government through
Panchayati Raj Institutions.
The ministry has 13 divisions and has an existing strength of 64 against a sanctioned strength of
108.

An Office Memorandum dated 7th July 2021 was released in
which channel of submission were defined across the ministry

Cabinet/CCEA note
Starred and Unstarred questions, Motions, and Resolutions,
Parl iament Assurances – Fulfi l lment/Extension
VIP references (partly) 
Appointment and transfer of group ‘A’ posts
All policy matters
Conduction of NPRD Programme

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

OM regarding Delayering
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Central Registry Unit

Digitisation

Desk Officer System

The Ministry of Panchayati Raj is a small ministry with a sanctioned strength of 8 USs and 14
SOs out of which only 3 SOs are in posit ion. Therefore, in view of the shortage of staff, the
desk officer system is not feasible to be implemented in the ministry

36Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 234

Printers 111

Scanners 22

Webcams 1

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 1369

1148

2134

Digital Signatures Issued

8

VPNs issued(2021-22)

7

Digital Initiatives

P A R I C H A Y e - G r a m  P a n c h a y a t  D i v i s i o n e - G r a m s w a r a j  P o r t a l

Delegation and delayering reforms have been implemented in the ministry, and as a result , 80-
85% of matters are resolved in less than 4 channels of submission
Viable financial powers of the JS have been delegated to the HODs (Head of Departments) and
DDOs (Drawing and Disbursement Officer)

The current version of the e-office in use in the Ministry is version 6.0
The tentative timeline for the implementation of e-office version 7.0 is July, 2022
E-office is available to al l  government employees and the outsourced employees can access it
through their divisional heads
The Ministry received the e-office implementation award for the year 2015-16

Parichay is a single sign out system
used in the ministry

The ministry has a dedicated
division to facilitate the digitisation of
gram panchayats

A portal to digitize the planning,
accounting, auditing, etc. of gram
panchayats. 

The receipts received are directed to the section concerned and thereafter digitized
The ministry has 22 scanners available across all the sections to smoothen its functioning
All files other than the ones classified in nature are digitized

Delegation

Most matters are resolved at the level of the divisional heads in the ministry
Financial powers have been delegated in the ministry as per the GFR
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FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

18094

15128

19820

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

0

0

0

Physical 
Receipts

Scanner in CRU Section of the Ministry
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 Delayering

Ministry of Parl iamentary Affairs has implemented subject wise delayering across 16 sections.
Ministry has reviewed the channel of submission and the level of disposal regarding various
subjects by issuing an order
Pertaining to 166 subject matters in the Ministry, only 7.81% of subject matters such as cabinet
matters, Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha matters, budget matters have more than 4 levels of
channel of submission wherein the minister is the final level of disposal
As per the subject matter, f i le is init iated at theASO/ SO/ US levels

Key Highlights

Pertaining to 166 subject matters in the Ministry, only 7.81% of subject matters such as cabinet
matters, Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha matters, budget matters have more than 4 levels of
submission wherein the Minister is the final level of disposal
Financial powers of incurring contingent expenditure has been delegated in terms of the DFPR,
1978 to the ‘Head of the Department’ which is revised to Rs. 2,00,000 in each case
A common guideline has been issued in the Ministry which states that " any officer initiating the file
at any point of time in the capacity of SO, US and DS/Director, in the absence of junior officers/
dealing hands, would be deemed as desk officer and the first level of submission of files"
CRU section of the ministry is digit ized completely with 4 scanners to strengthen its functions
Ministry is using e-office version 6.0 

Delegation

Financial powers of incurring contingent expenditure delegated in terms of the DFPR, 1978 to
the ‘Head of the Department’ which is revised to Rs. 2,00,000 in each case.
HOD wil l  continue to have ful l power with respect to sundry recurring expenses l ike telephone
bil ls, petrol bi l ls, etc.
Any expenditure beyond the l imits mentioned above shall be incurred in consultation with the
IFD

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS  

The Ministry of Parl iamentary Affairs is one of the key ministries of the Union Government. The
ministry handles diverse and enormous parl iamentary work on behalf of the Government in the
Parl iament. The Ministry of Parl iamentary Affairs serves as an important l ink between the two
Houses of Parl iament and the Government in respect of Government Business in Parl iament. 
The Ministry renders secretarial assistance to the Cabinet Committee on Parl iamentary Affairs,
which, inter-al ia recommends prorogation of both the Houses of the Parl iament, Government’s
stand on Private Members' Bi l ls and Resolutions.

The Ministry of Parl iamentary Affairs has 93 fi l led posit ions against sanctioned strength of 129
resulting in a vacancy of 27%.
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Digitisation

The ministry is using e office version 6.0
Generation of e-fi les has been constant since 2020.
The ministry has adequate hardware resources which increases the efficiency in decision
making

Digital Signatures issued

113

Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

20

Laptops 20

Webcams

Desktops

5
VPNs issued(2021-22)

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

3127

721

721

1355

E-filesYear

Digital Signatures Issued

Central Registry Unit

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT
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CRU section of the ministry is digitized completely with 4 scanners to strengthen its functions
All the documents are scanned in CRU except confidential documents or documents with name on it
Ministry has digitised majority of physical receipts into digital receipts 

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

7500

4754
FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

4

2

Physical 
Receipts

4748FY 2020-21 6

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry

Desk Officer System

A common guideline has been issued in the Ministry which states that " any officer init iating
the fi le at any point of t ime in the capacity of SO, US and DS/Director, in the absence of junior
officers/ dealing hands, would be deemed as desk officer and the first level of submission of
fi les"
No distinct identif ication of SOs and USs, DSs/Director for working as desk officer, has been
made in the ministry



 Delayering

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas has implemented delayering across al l the divisions
limiting the channels of submission to 4 as per the CSMoP in February, 2021
Ministry fol lows 2 channels of submission for matters which do not involve decision making, 3
channels of submission for matters which are disposed of at the level of Secretary and 4
channels of submission which are disposed of at the level of the honorable Minister
Information on channels of submission and contact detai ls of SO level and above are available
on the website

Key Highlights

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas has implemented delayering across al l the divisions
limiting the channels of submission to 4 as per the CSMoP in February, 2021
Financial powers vested in the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas has been delegated to the
Divisional Heads (JS) as per Schedule V of DFPR, 1978 vide an OM issued on 18th February, 2021
MoPNG has revised the guidelines of their existing desk officer system by issuing an OM on 19th
March, 2021 in order to increase efficiency in decision making
Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas adopted e-office version 6.0 in June, 2021 and is in the
process of f inal izing the schedule with NIC for e-office version 7.0
Central Registry section has been digit ized completely in the ministry

Delegation

Administrative powers have been delegated subject wise as per the channels of submission 
Financial powers vested in the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas has been delegated to
the divisional Heads (JS) as per Schedule V of DFPR, 1978 vide an OM issued on 18th February,
2021

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS

The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas (MOP&NG) is a ministry of the government of India
responsible for the exploration, production, refining, distribution, marketing, import, export, and
conservation of petroleum, natural gas, petroleum products, and l iquefied natural gas in the
country. Oil and Gas being the important import for our economy, many init iatives have been taken
by the Ministry for increasing production and exploitation of al l  domestic petroleum resources to
address the priorit ies l ike Energy Access, Energy Efficiency, Energy Sustainabil ity and Energy
Security. Fol lowing init iatives have been taken up by the Ministry.

Desk Officer System

MoPNG has revised the guidelines of their existing desk officer system by issuing an OM on
19th March, 2021 in order to increase efficiency in decision making
MoPNG presently has 39 desk officers wherein fol lowing officers in charge work as desk
officers:

 Section Officers - 23
 Under Secretary- 16

1.
2.

Work allocation has been clearly defined among all desk officers
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IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Central Registry Unit

CRU has been digitized completely
All daks received in the CR Unit are scanned and sent to the concerned officers/ divisions/ sections in
receipt module of e-office
All outwards receipts are being sent through email and movement of confidential receipts and
physical

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

329FY 2020-21 
(t i l l  July '21) 1210

Physical 
Receipts

Digitisation

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas adopted e-office version 6.0 in June, 2021 and is in the
process of f inal izing the schedule with NIC for e-office version 7.0
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 Delayering

Ministry has implemented delayering reforms both division wise and subject wise
Routine matters such as leaves, reminders, appraisals, etc. are resolved in 2-3 channels of
submission
Matters related to Administration, General, Parl iament, Inland Waterways, Ports Administration,
etc. are resolved in 4 levels of submission

Key Highlights

The department has implemented delayering reforms both division-wise as well as subject wise
Routine matters such as leaves, reminders, appraisals, etc. are resolved in 2-3 channels of
submission
Financial delegation and budgetary al locations are fol lowed as per GFR 
Desk officer system is operational in 2 divisions in the Ministry
Ministry is currently using e-office version 7.1

Delegation

Ministry has undertaken delegation reforms after March, 2021
The Secretary can delegate their administrative powers to officers of lower formations
Financial powers have been delegated in the ministry as per the GFR. The JS (admin) holds the
highest f inancial powers in the ministry

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF PORTS, SHIPPING AND WATERWAYS

The Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways, a branch of the Government of India, is the apex
body for formulation and administration of the rules and regulations and laws relating to ports,
shipping and waterways, headed by Shri Sarbananda Sonowal. Marit ime transport is a crit ical
infrastructure for the social and economic development of a country. It represents the pace,
structure and pattern of development of water transport in the country. The Ministry of Ports,
Shipping and Waterways encompasses the shipping and port sectors which include shipbuilding
and repair, major ports, national waterways and inland water transport. The ministry has been
entrusted with the responsibi l ity to formulate policies and programmes on these subjects and their
implementation.
The ministry has an existing strength of 176 against a sanctioned strength of 295. 

Desk Officer System

The Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways fol lows Desk Officer System in two of its
divisions
At present, there are 2 desk officers in the vigi lance division (1 Under Secretary and 1 Section
Officer) and 1 in the development wing
Proposal for desk officer training is under plan in the ministry

Digitisation

The Ministry is using e-office Version 7.1 ,  which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
Ministry has adequate hardware resources to support its routine function
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Central Registry Unit

Digital Initiatives

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

There is a dedicated CR unit in the ministry through which most receipts being received are
processed and digitized 

P a n i

It is the real time performance
dashboard for major ports in the
country

Pani is a digital service by IWAI that
provides key systematic and
aggregated river and navigation
information related to National
Waterways in India for facilitating
transportation of cargo and other
vessels through National
Waterways. This will help in better
understanding of the key features of
the NW that are essential for
decision making on use of
waterways mode for transportation.

S a g a r  U n n a t i

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

3777

3718FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

0

0

Physical 
Receipts

3033FY 2020-21 0

Number of Hardware Resources

VPNs issued(2021-22)

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

63130

2945

2721

2717

E-filesYear

Digital Signatures Issued

Printers 331

175Desktops

80Scanners
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 Delayering

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms as per subject of disposal, out of total
541 subjects: for matters such as grievances, RTI, reservation cell are disposed off at 3 levels
Being a technical ministry, certain policy matters and legislative issues require more than 4
levels of channels of submission
The matters related to various portals such as eSamiksha, SPARROW, etc. do not require
extended hierarchy and maybe dealt with in 3 levels

Key Highlights

The department has undertaken the delayering reforms as per subject matters
Administrative powers have been delegated
Ministry has converted 7 conventional sections to Desk officer system which are as fol lows :
Admin (portal) Desk, Grievance & RTI Desk, Reservation Desk, International Cooperation Desk,
Policy & Planning Desk, BBMB Desk, IT & Cyber Security Desk
Department is currently using e-office version 6.0

Delegation

The delegation of administrative powers has been undertaken at the Ministry of Power in June,
2021, which is in l ine with revising channels of submission

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF POWER

The Ministry of Power is primari ly responsible for the development of electrical energy in the
country. The Ministry is concerned with prospective planning, policy formulation, processing of
projects for investment decision, monitoring of the implementation of power projects, training
and manpower development and the administration and enactment of legislation in regard to
thermal, hydro power generation, transmission and distribution. The Ministry of Power is
responsible for the Administration of the Electricity Act, 2003, the Energy Conservation Act ,
2001 and to undertake such amendments to these Acts, as may be necessary from time to
time, in conformity with the Government's policy objectives.
The ministry’s sanctioned strength is 320 posts.

Desk Officer System

Ministry has converted 7 conventional sections to Desk officer
system which are as fol lows : Admin (portal) Desk, Grievance &
RTI Desk, Reservation Desk, International Cooperation Desk, Policy
& Planning Desk, BBMB Desk, IT & Cyber Security Desk

OM regarding Desk Officer System
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Central Registry Unit

Digital Initiatives

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

64129

72787FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

0

0

Physical 
Receipts

69462FY 2020-21 0

36Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 384

Printers 332

Scanners 33

Webcams 20

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

There is a dedicated CR unit in the ministry through which most receipts being received are
processed and digitized 

P M G  ( P r o j e c t  M o n i t o r i n g
 G r o u p )  P o r t a l

It shows a real time dashboard
which provides progressive data for
the power sector. The data is
updated on a regular basis.

It is used to monitor all the projects of
worth of Rs. 500 crore and above. It is
an institutional mechanism that is
tasked with facilitating issue resolution
in projects that are facing delays or
awaiting regulatory clearances with
State/Central Ministries.

U r j a - D a r p a n  A p p

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 4513

4464

4480

Digital Signatures
Issued

17

VPNs issued(2021-22)

207

Dashboard of the Darpan portal

Digitisation

The ministry is using e office Version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  the employees
Both ISTM and in-house trainings are being provided in the ministry
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 Delayering

Key Highlights

 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

In 2017, the ministry constituted a committee of 3 SAG level
officers to suggest reduction in levels of submission to ease the
movement of file disposal as suggested in CSMoP. The committee
submitted the report within 10 days suggesting removal and
merger of some levels strictly reducing it to 4. Since then, the
ministry has been following 4 levels of submission with timely
revision, latest being on 7th February, 2022
Revised circular on Channels of submission is available on the
website under the header ‘About Indian Railways’ 
For upward movement of fi les/cases, maximum level of
disposal after section to Executive Director (ED) is 2, with ED
as 3rd level of disposal. However, for time bound cases, the
intervening level is reduced to 1 upto ED depending on the
distribution of work by the ED to their subordinate offices

The Ministry of Railways is a ministry in the Government of India, responsible for the country's rai l
transport. The ministry operates the statutory body Indian Railways, an organization that operates
rail transport and is headed by the Chairman and CEO of Railway Board. The Ministry of Railways
along with the Railway Board is housed inside Rail Bhawan in New Delhi .
The ministry has a Union Minister and Minister of Rail .  A number of directorates report to the
Railway Board. 
In the Railway board, working strength of employees is 1454 against sanction strength of 1864
resulting in a vacancy of 22%.

In 2017, the ministry constituted a committee of 3 SAG level officers to suggest reduction in the
levels of submission to ease the movement of f i le disposal as suggested in 'Central Secretariat
office of Procedure'(CSMoP). Since then, ministry has been fol lowing 4 levels of channel of
submission with timely revision in the levels as per the necessity in the department, the latest
being on 7th February, 2022 
The General Managers (Head of Railway Zones) have the powers to sanction expenditure and to
delegate their powers to authorit ies subordinate to them, along with powers to re-delegate
further in consultation with the Principal Financial Advisor (PFA) of the Railways
Desk officer system was in existence in Railway Board, however the same was discontinued
(w.e.f . 2017) after a thorough examination where it was found to be not effective
The ministry is using e-office 7.1 within the ministry and version 6.2 in zonal offices which is
accessible to al l  employees
Ministry has been conducting meetings currently to devise the process for strengthening CRU
section as the ministry receives more than 10k physical documents on a daily basis
There has been a 3x reduction in expenditure on printer cartridges and 2x reduction in
expenditure on paper since 2018

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

All routine cases/briefs/factual data/replies to references
from MPs/VIPs not involving policy issues, is submitted
directly to the honorable minister by the concerned ED
Improvement has been seen in turnaround of fi les which is a
commendable as the magnitude of the ministry is huge and
studies have been conducted to ease the process of fi le
movement

OM regarding Delayering
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Delegation

 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

Administrative powers have been delegated as per the levels of
submission in the Ministry of Railways
Financial powers have been delegated to the General Managers as
per revision of the Indian Railways Financial Code, Vol. I  on 21th
September, 2021
The General Managers have the power to sanction expenditure and
to delegate their powers to authorit ies subordinate to them, along
with the power to re-delegate further in consultation with the
Principal Financial Advisor (PFA) of the Railways 
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Desk Officer System

Digitisation

Desk officer system was in existence in the Railway Board, however the same was
discontinued (w.e.f . 2017) after a thorough examination as it was found to be not effective
This system was total ly dependent on a particular officer/ staff and led to vacuum when the
concerned officer was not available

15

VPNs issued(2021-22) 

Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 2459

Printers 2035

Scanners 221

Webcams 119

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 
FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

713099

Digital Signatures issued

30082
30000
11278

The ministry is using e-office version 7.1 within the Ministry and version 6.2 in zonal offices which is
accessible to all employees in the ministry
HODs track the number of days of file disposal on daily basis to eliminate pendency
The ministry has taken initiative by issuing strict instructions for discontinuation of circulation of
hard copies of orders/ circulars etc. both within railway board and on railways to minimize use of
paper
Instructions have been issued for discontinuation of plastic folders & other plastic items

OM regarding Delegation



Digital Initiatives

This brings information from myriad
sources under a single window &
digitally provides bird’s eye view of key
parameters pertaining to Indian
Railways for Quick-Analysis, decision
making & monitoring review purposes.

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

This application was launched in
October, 2019 to curb the menace of
touting through cornering Railway
tickets in bulk by the touts.

P R A B A L M e r i  S a h e l i

This initiative was launched to provide
security to lady passengers in long
distance trains.

e - D r i s h t i  P o r t a l

Indian Railways Project Sanction &
Management. Work proposals are
examined by Railways on IRPSM and
transmitted to Board through IRPSM,
which saves lots of time in examination
of proposals.

I R P S M

This portal captures all expenditure from
the stage of bill registration to
compilation and submission of accounts.

A c c o u n t  S y s t e m  ( I P A S )

AIMS covers establishment, payroll,
leave account, PF, pension, internal
checks, bill passing through Centralized
Integrated Payment system (CIPS) and
e-PPOs in association with State Bank
of India.

A c c o u n t  I n f o r m a t i o n  M a n a g e m e n t  
S y s t e m  ( A I M S )

The Ministry of Railways conducted an impact analysis of the expenditure on stationery items
after the implementation of digital initiatives
There has been a 3x reduction in expenditure on printer cartridges and 2x reduction in
expenditure on paper since 2018
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Unique Medical Identification
System for Railway official to avail
medical facility through one valid
identification and unique medical
identity card.

UMID

Central Registry Unit

This e-application covers complete
online process for consideration of
wayleave proposals starting from
submission of application by a party to
the final approval or rejection of
proposal.

I R - R a i l w a y  L i n e  C r o s s i n g  
A p p r o v a l  S y s t e m

This portal provides a unique
opportunity to field officers and
staff of railways to showcase their
exemplary work which can be
replicated across the national rail
network.

G o o d  W o r k  D o n e  P o r t a l

The ministry has been conducting meetings to devise the process of strengthening the CRU
section as the ministry receives more than 10k physical documents on a daily basis.
CRU section is equipped with 3 scanners to support its functions

Good Work Done Portal
Good Network Portal



 Delayering

The ministry has undertaken subject wise delayering process for al l  its divisions
Under the new channels of submission, al l  routine cases l ike RTI matters, maintenance of
records, and issuance of identity cards/vehicle passes are handled in less than 3 levels
For common issues across al l divisions, the fi les are init iated at either SO/ASO Or US level
The ministry mentioned that they have observed some reduction in t ime of disposal because of
delayering
The ministry mentioned that delayering has only reduced some workload of officers in cases
where the channel has been skipped but this is not very signif icant. Instead of vertical
delayering, the focus may be placed on horizontal expansion of the divisions for clear work
allocation

Key Highlights

The ministry has implemented subject wise delayering reforms across al l divisions where al l
routine cases are handled in less than 3 levels of submission 
The process of delayering has itself resulted in administrative delegation. Financial powers have
been delegated as per the rules of DFPR, since 2018. t ime taken for decision making has
reduced as routine matters and fi les involving financial approvals are disposed of within 2-3
levels
The Desk officer system has not been implemented in the ministry as there are various
divisions and field work involved in this ministry. Hence, a specific desk officer system is not
suitable for this ministry
E-office 6.0 is functional and accessible to al l  employees in the ministry. The CRU has 5
scanners which are adequate to address the  requirements

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF ROAD TRANSPORT & HIGHWAYS

The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways is an apex body under the Central Government,
tasked with formulating and administering policies for road transport, National Highways and
transport research in consultation with other Central Ministries/Departments, State
Governments/UT Administrations, organisations and individuals, with a goal to increasing the
mobil ity and efficiency of the road transport system in the country. The ministry is divided into 2
wings: Roads and Transport. The Road Wing is responsible for development and maintenance of
National Highways in the country. The Transport Wing is responsible for matters connected to road
transportation. 

The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways has 296 fi l led posit ions against a sanctioned
strength of 479 result ing in vacancy of 38%
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Central Registry Unit

Digitisation

The ministry is currently operating on e-office version 6.0 and is accessible to al l  employees  
NIC had conducted the capacity building for the ministerial employees, along with that, there
was an inhouse training session conducted in the ministry
Tracking of f i les is done using e-office on continuous basis

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

1 9 9

The CRU has 5 scanners and are adequate to address the departmental needs 
Physical files are also shared as a parallel system alongside e-office

Desk Officer System

Desk officer system has not been implemented in the ministry as there are various divisions
and field work is involved, hence a specific desk officer system is not suitable for this ministry

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry

Delegation

Delayering/ reduction in the channels of submission has itself resulted in administrative
delegation.
Financial powers have been delegated as per the rules of DFPR since 2018
The ministry has also delegated financial powers to Joint Secretary(Estt.& Genl) and the Head
of the Department(HOD) .Director/DS(General) up to Rs.1 ,00,000 on each occasion, Under
Secretary(General and Head of Office) upto Rs 5000 on each occasion
Financial powers related to technical issues rests with the Chief Engineers who are in the field
Time taken for decision making has been reduced as routine matters and fi les involving
financial approvals are disposed of within 2-3 levels



Key Highlights

The Secretary has reviewed the Channels of Submission in September, 2021 and it has been
reduced to a maximum 4
The delegation of powers was done even before the reforms were carried out and there has
been no revision
There is no desk officer system in the ministry
e-office version 6.0 is in use and is accessible to al l  the employees

 Delayering

The Secretary has reviewed the Channel of Submission in September, 2021 and it has been
reduced to a maximum 4
Delayering has been carried division-wise in the ministry
File init iation starts at ASO level. There is a huge vacancy of SOs in the Ministry
DoPT reviews the cadres and personnel at regular intervals. Internally, DGT (Directorate
General of Training) reviews the personnel

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

The Ministry is responsible for co-ordination of al l  Skil l  Development efforts across the country,
removal of disconnect between demand and supply of ski l led manpower, building the vocational
and technical training framework, ski l l  up-gradation, building of new skil ls and innovative thinking
not only for existing jobs but also jobs that are to be created.
The Ministry aims to ski l l  on a large scale with speed and high standards in order to achieve its
vision of a 'Skil led India' .
It is aided in these init iatives by its functional arms – Directorate General of Training (DGT),
National Skil l  Development Agency (NSDA), National Council for Vocational Education and Training
(NCVET), National Skil l  Development Corporation (NSDC), National Skil l  Development Fund (NSDF)
and 38 Sector Skil l  Councils (SSCs) as well as 33 National Skil l  Training Institutes (NSTIs/NSTI(w)),
about 15000 Industrial Training Institutes ( ITIs) under DGT and 187 training partners registered with
NSDC. The Ministry also intends to work with the existing network of Skil l  Development centres,
universit ies and other al l iances in the field. Further, col laborations with relevant Central Ministries,
State governments, international organizations, industry and NGOs have been init iated for multi-
level engagement and more impactful implementation of Skil l  Development efforts.

2 0 0

Delegation

The delegation of powers was done before March 2021 and there has been no further change
in the same
Details of delegation of power is available in establishment section of the ministry

Desk Officer System

There is no desk officer system due to the nature of work and the huge number of vacancies
in the ministry



Central Registry Unit

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

The CR unit in the ministry has been digitized. There is 1 scanner in the CRU within the ministry.

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry

Digitisation

E-office version: 5.6 is in use and is accessible to al l  the employees
Some employees in the ministry have already shifted to 6.0. The Ministry wil l  soon shift to
version 7.0 
In-house training has been done in the Ministry
Digit isation has led to faster dissemination of information, process streamlining, faster disposal
due to transparency in pendency status and timeline

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 
FY 2020-21
FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 37
65
737

FY 2019-20

Digital 
Receipts

Year

16316

11033

652

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

2911

2721

2784

 Physical 
Receipts

737

65

37

Non classified 
nature
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Key Highlights

The channel of submission has been reduced to 4 across the ministry
The Ministry decided to delegate administrative powers to the concerned Director Generals in
respect of items of work involving expenditure over and above the powers delegated to HOD
of the respective divisions/ section
The ministry does not have a Desk Officer system as the channel of submission has been
clearly defined across the ministry
The ministry is using e office Version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees.
The ministry is awaiting the schedule from NIC to upgrade the e-office to Version 7.0
CRU has been digit ized completely in the ministry with 1 scanner to strengthen its functions

 Delayering

The ministry has undertaken delayering subject-wise
by reducing the channels of submission to 4 after
DARPG’s circular dated 8th June 2021. However, on
confidential ,  policy matters, parl iament questions,
and recruitment of Gazetted officers, the channels
are more than four as such matters require more
checks.
An Office Memorandum dated 28th July 2021 was
released regarding increasing efficiency in decision
making, and the number of channels of submission that
has to be followed across the ministry. 

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF STATISTICS AND PROGRAMME 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MoSPI) is the nodal agency for the
planned and organized development of the statistical system in the country and the coordination
of statistical activit ies among different stakeholders in the Government of India, State
Governments as well as meeting requirements of the International Agencies. 

The ministry has two wings, namely, Statistics and Programme Implementation. The Statistics
Wing called the National Statistical Office (NSO) consists of the Central Statistical Office (CSO),
and the National Sample Survey Office (NSSO). 

The Programme Implementation Wing has three Divisions, namely, ( i )  Twenty Point Programme (i i )
Infrastructure Monitoring and Project Monitoring and ( i i i )  Member of Parl iament Local Area
Development Scheme. Besides these two wings, there is the National Statistical Commission
created through a resolution of the Government of India (MoSPI) and one autonomous Institute,
viz. ,  Indian Statistical Institute declared as an Institute of National Importance by an Act of
Parl iament. The ministry has fi l led posit ions of 405 employees out of 518 sanctioned strength.

2 0 2

OM regarding Delayering



Central Registry Unit

Number of Hardware Resources

Digitisation

The ministry is using e-office Version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  the employees. The
ministry is in process of f inal izing the schedule with NIC for upgradation to e-office version
7.0
HODs track the number of days for f i le disposal through the e-office
A single fi l ing system has been adopted between the ministry and its attached officer’s
signatures have been provided up to the DS level

89Laptops

Desktops 205

Printers 188

Scanners 39

Webcams 68 Digital Signatures Issued

57

VPNs issued(2021-22)

348

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

2 0 3

CRU has been digitized completely in the ministry with 1 scanner to strengthen its functions
As the office premises of the Ministry have been shifted to K.L. Bhawan, the CRU section
started working in full capacity from January 2022. 980 receipts out of 16504 are scanned in
FY 21-22 till 28 February 2022

Desk Officer System

As work is clearly defined at al l  the channels of submission across the ministry, therefore the
ministry does not have a desk officer system

Delegation

The Ministry decided to delegate administrative powers to
the concerned Director Generals in respect of items of
work involving expenditure over and above the powers
delegated to HOD of the respective divisions/ section
For matters such as leave sanctions, RTI, pay fixation,
administrative powers have been delegated to DS/DIR
An Office Order dated 14th December 2021 was released
regarding the delegation of powers

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 10844

7171

4934

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

56971

111348FY 2021-22 

9348

4106

Physical 
Receipts

75392FY 2020-21 3050

OM regarding Delegation

CRU Section in  the ministry



Key Highlights

Delayering has been implemented across al l 24 divisions reducing the levels of submission to 4
Subject-wise delegation of f inancial powers were in existence before the government's init iative
and sti l l  fol low the same practice (since 2006)
Desk Officer System is being practiced only in 1 division of the ministry i .e. ,  vigi lance where a
US is presently working as Desk officer 
Ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees, and is
in the process of f inal izing schedule with NIC to upgrade to version 7.0
Ministry has a dedicated dashboard to analyze and monitor activit ies such as finished steel
production and consumption, sector-wise crude steel production, f inished steel import, and
finished steel export
CRU has been digit ized completely in the ministry with 2 scanners to strengthen its function

 Delayering

Delayering has been initiated across all 24 divisions reducing the levels of submission to 4 
Ministry has implemented delayering both division and subject wise
File init iation in most cases happens at the SO and ASO level

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF STEEL

The major activit ies of the Ministry of Steel are to coordinate and plan the growth and
development of the iron and steel industry in the country ( including re-rol l ing mil ls, al loy steel and
ferro al loy industries, refractories) both in the public and private sectors; formulation of policies in
respect of production, pricing, distribution, import and export of iron & steel, ferroalloys and
refractories; and development of input industries relating to iron ore, manganese ore, chrome ore,
and refractories, etc. ,  required mainly by the steel industry. 
The ministry has 187 employees against 246 sanctioned strengths.
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Delegation

Subject-wise delegation of f inancial powers were in existence before the government's init iative
and sti l l  fol low the same practice (since 2006)
An office memorandum was passed in 2006, which is sti l l  being fol lowed where Joint Secretary
exercises ful l  powers up to Rs.1 ,00,000 in respect of POL, stationery, electricity, postal &
telecommunication, subject to availabil ity of funds (as Head of Dept)
Director/ Deputy Secretary (Admn. Gen.) exercises ful l  f inancial powers up to Rs 40,000 per
annum (Head of Office) and US (estt.) works as Head of Office with financial powers up to Rs.
2000 per month
As per the office memorandum issued on 6th March 2006, it suggests that the AS & FA/ IFD
should be consulted for advice on matters which are beyond the delegated powers of the Head
of Department



Central Registry Unit

Digitisation

Ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  departmental employees
and awaiting the schedule from NIC to upgrade to version 7.0
Out of a total of 1996 created fi les in 2022, there are 91% active electronic fi les and 5%
active physical f i les against 4% closed fi les 
Ministry of Steel has conducted division wise training sessions on e-office in the year
2016 to increase the capacity building of the employees

13Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

250

Printers 230

Webcams

Desktops

3
VPNs issued(2021-22)

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

1410

1893

3023

652

E-filesYear

Digital Signatures Issued

Digital Initiatives
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CRU has been digitized completely in the ministry with 2 scanners to strengthen its functions

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

1342

0FY 2021-22 

3014

205

Physical 
Receipts

12065FY 2020-21 822

M o S  -  D a s h b o a r d

Ministry has a dedicated dashboard
to analyse and monitor activities
such as finished steel production &
Consumption, sector – wise crude
steel production, finished steel
import and finished steel export

MoS - Dashboard Portal

Desk Officer System

Desk Officer System is being practiced only in 1 division
of the ministry, that is, Vigi lance where a US is presently
working as desk officer
Rest of the 23 divisions in the ministry do not require the
desk officer system

Desk Officer in  the ministry



Key Highlights

Delayering has led to reduction in the levels of submission to 4 and below. Matters which
requires disposal at Joint/Additional Secretary level had a maximum of four levels
With the changes in the delegation of powers, DS has the power to sanction the required
resources needed for al l  kinds of administration work. Routine matters and fi les involving
financial approvals are disposed off within 2-3 levels
The ministry is currently operating on e-office version 6.3.2

 Delayering

The ministry has executed delayering at al l  levels as per both subjects wise and division wise
Majority of the fi le init iation happens at the level of the US/DS
Under delayering, matters which gets disposed off at the secretary level are, administrative or
routine matter, technical policy or inquiry/inspection matters which requires in-depth
examination
Matters which requires disposal at Joint/Additional Secretary level had maximum of 4 levels

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF TEXTILES

The Ministry of Texti les is an Indian government national agency responsible for the formulation of
policy, planning, development, export promotion and regulation of the texti le industry in India. This
includes al l natural, artif icial ,  and cellulosic f ibers that go into the making of texti les, clothing and
handicrafts 
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Delegation

Delayering has largely resulted in delegation of powers both subject as well as division wise
With the changes in delegation of powers, now the US has the authority to sanction the medical
bi l ls upto 10,000 
With the changes in delegation of powers, DS has the power to sanction the required resources
needed for al l  kinds of administration work
Routine matters and fi les involving financial approvals are disposed off within 2-3 levels

Digitisation

The ministry is currently operating on e-office version 6.3.2 which is accessible to all employees  
The ministry has been encouraging digit isation, since 2014
The ministry has implement the fol lowing e-Office applications:

e-fi le System (Fi le Management System)
e-leave System (Leave Management System) 
Knowledge Management System (KMS)
E-Pay Slip 

1.
2.
3.
4.

NIC along with hired experts and professionals have conducted the capacity building for the
ministry employees regarding e-office



Central Registry Unit

The CRU has 2 scanners and 1 heavy duty scanner, which are adequate to address the needs in
the ministry 
Physical f i les are also shared as a parallel system alongside e-office and separate deration is
done in physical form 
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 Delayering

Most of the subject matters in 25 divisions of the ministry fol low 4 channels of submission, for
OM and IC Divisions, the channels of submission is 3 
Fi le init iation happens mostly at the ASO/SO level as per the subject matter
Ministry ensures no pendency in fi le movement which has resulted in increased efficiency of
decision making

Key Highlights

Ministry has implemented delayering subject wise across al l 25 divisions 
Financial powers vested in the Ministry of Tourism have been delegated to the Head of the
Department and the Head of Office 
Due to a huge vacancy in the ministry, the desk officer pattern is fol lowed out of necessity
Ministry is using e-office Version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  the employees. The ministry is in
the process of f inal izing the schedule with NIC to upgrade to version 7.0
2 scanners are available in the CRU section to strengthen the digit isation of the section

Delegation

Administrative powers have been delegated subject wise as per the levels of submission
Financial powers vested in the Ministry of Tourism have been delegated to the Head of
Department and the Head of Office 

MINISTRY OF TOURISM

The Ministry of Tourism is the nodal agency for the formulation of national policies and programs
and for the coordination of activit ies of various Central Government Agencies, State
Governments/UTs, and the private sector for the development and promotion of tourism in the
country. The ministry is headed by the Union Minister for Tourism and Ministers of State. The
administrative head of the ministry is the Secretary (Tourism). The office of the Director-General of
Tourism provides executive directions for the implementation of various policies and programs.
Directorate General of Tourism has a field formation of 20 offices within the country and has 8
offices abroad and one sub-ordinate office/project i .e. ,  Indian Institute of Skiing and
Mountaineering ( I ISM)/Gulmarg Winter Sports Project. The overseas offices are primari ly
responsible for tourism promotion and marketing in their respective areas and the field offices in
India are responsible for providing information services to tourists and monitoring the progress of
field projects. The activit ies of I ISM/GWSP have now been revived and various Ski and other
courses are being conducted in the J&K valley.
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Desk Officer System

Ministry observed impediments in the implementation of desk officer system
Due to a huge vacancy in the ministry, a pattern similar to desk officer is fol lowed out of
necessity

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT



Central Registry Unit

CRU has been digitized completely
2 scanners are available in the CRU section to strengthen the digitisation of the section

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

31607

30244

20053

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

0

0

Physical 
Receipts

Digital Initiatives

National Integrated Database  of
Hospitality Industry (NIDHI) is launched
to enable the Central and Stated
Governments to deliver better support
and services including policies and
strategies.

For promoting India, the Ministry of
Tourism has launched the Incredible
India Website, with the aim to provide
more information about India as a
tourist destination, and where our
values lie.

I n c r e d i b l e  I n d i a  W e b s i t e N I D H I  P o r t a l

Digitisation

Ministry is using e-office version 6.0, which is accessible to al l  the employees except MTS
The ministry is in the process of f inal izing the schedule with NIC to upgrade to Version 7.0

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

44Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 287

Printers 253

Scanners 98

Webcams 8 Digital Signatures Issued

118

VPNs issued

148

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 5167

4284

3257

0
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 Delayering

The ministry has maintained the channels of
submission between 3-4 officials to ensure smooth
disposal of f i les, since 2012. However, for policy-related
matters, it may entai l 4-5 officials
The fi les are init iated mostly at the Under Secretary
level for al l  types of f i les
The ministry has observed that the effective disposal
t ime has been reduced by atleast 20%

Key Highlights

The ministry has maintained the channels of submission between 3-4 officials to ensure smooth
disposal of f i les. However, for policy-related matters, it may entai l 4-5 levels
Subject wise delegation has been implemented in the ministry. HOO have been delegated
financial powers for incurring contingent and miscellaneous expenditure for secretariat purpose
There are 6 Desk Officers in the ministry i .e. ,  5 US and 1 SO for subjects l ike EMRS, Grant, Tribal
Research Institute, Policy Analysis, Public Grievance, etc.
The Department has implemented e-office version 6.0. At present, the Employee Master Data
Managers ( in-house team) conducts the capacity building exercise for e-office
Several digital init iatives are undertaken by the ministry l ike
The CRU is established division-wise in the Department

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF TRIBAL AFFAIRS

The Ministry of Tribal Affairs is the nodal ministry for overall policy planning and coordination of
programmes for development of Scheduled Tribes (STs). The subjects al located to the Ministry of
Tribal Affairs covers al l  tr ibal people and al l areas with tribal populations across the country. The
programmes and schemes of the ministry are intended to support and supplement the efforts,
primari ly of other Central Ministries, the State Governments and partly of voluntary organizations
via financial assistance and to fi l l  crit ical gaps within institutions and programmes, taking into
account the situation of the STs.

Delegation

The ministry has undertaken subject-wise delegation l ike administrative matters related to
appointment of officials, deputation are disposed at JS level whereas matters pertaining to
updation of service records, Grant of advance, etc are disposed at the DS/Dir level
The ministry has delegated financial powers to HOD and HOO for incurring contingent and
miscellaneous expenditure for secretariat purposes

OM regarding Delayering
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Desk Officer System

There are 6 Desk Officers in the ministry
5 Under Secretaries and 1 Section Officer are working as Desk Officers
The Subject matter assigned to the desk officers are as fol lows:

        - EMRS and Grants
        - Tribal Research Institute/ Media
        - Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups
        - NCST
        - Policy Analysis and Public Grievance

Digitisation

The ministry has implemented e-office version 6.0 and it is accessible to al l  the employees
Init ial ly the capacity building exercise was done by NIC officials. At present, the Employee
Master Data Managers ( in-house team) conducts the exercise for the department
Online recruitment of staff as per project needs, is done through the website which is
monitored by the Recruitment Board
With the help of Electronic Document and Records Management System (EDRMS), the ministry
reviews the disposal of f i les regularly. The review is done by the Bureau/department heads
every fortnight

VPNs issued in(2021-22)
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65Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

3791

Digital Signatures issued

1897

1728

1463205

Printers 162

Webcams

Desktops

15

E-filesYear

The Tribal Digital Document Repository
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Central Registry Unit

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

D B T  T R I B A L  P o r t a l

Through the DBT TRIBAL Portal,
State-wise Data Analysis Reports are
shared with states online and regular
VCs, State visits by MoTA officers
and vice versa.

The CRU unit of the department is completely digitized with 1 scanner for strengthening the unit

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

19802

27411

34410

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 
(t i l l  Feb '22)

8324

2557

2260

Physical 
Receipts

Non classified 
Physical Files

758

458

572

DBT TRIBAL Portal

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry

Digital Initiatives

The Scholarship Division of this
Ministry provides financial assistance
to States/Individual beneficiaries/
Institutes as per schematic norms.
Under these scholarship schemes,
around 30 lakh ST students are being
covered for financial assistance
through DBT mode. The Ministry of
Tribal Affairs is implementing the
scholarship schemes for ST students
in the country.

S c h o l a r s h i pN a t i o n a l  T r i b a l  R e s e a r c h  P o r t a lN G O  G r a n t s  O n l i n e  A p p l i c a t i o n  
a n d  T r a c k i n g  S y s t e m

The National Tribal Research Portal
facilitates the Tribal Research
Institute (TRIs), Centre of Excellence
(CoEs) & Research Institutes
recognised by the Ministry of Tribal
Affairs, to submit their sanctioned
project details under various
schemes. The portal also provides
organizations to submit the quarterly
status of the sanctioned project 

NGO Online Application enables the
District administration as well as
State and Central Government to
process and recommend proposals
received from NGOs and at the same
time generate sanctions, monitor
status and utilization of funds by
sponsored NGOs. 
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MINISTRY OF JAL SHAKTI

The Ministry of Jal Shakti ,  Department of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga
Rejuvenation is responsible for laying down policy guidelines and programmes for the
development and regulation of the country's water resources. The ministry provides technical
guidance, scrutiny, clearance and monitoring of irrigation, f lood control and multi-purpose
projects along with infrastructure and research support for development. The ministry also
negotiates with neighbouring countries regarding water development projects and the Indus
Valley Treaty, coordinates and mediates disputes related to inter-state rivers and water
resources. The ministry is divided into 13 wings and 23 boards and subordinate organisations. The  
ministry has 392 employees for 513 sanctioned posit ions, result ing in about 24% overall
vacancies.

Key Highlights

The current channels of submission were deemed to be adequate for the departmental needs,
as majority of the subjects are disposed of within 4 levels and the channels in l ine with the
office procedures hence, revision of channels was not undertaken
Regular review of pendency of f i le disposal by the Secretary, Ministry of Jal Shakti 
The department has been using e-office since 2017 and currently operating on version 7.1
Strict compliance to e-office and processing of digital f i les was issued in 2018 and by 2020 the
department started operating in complete digital mode 

 Delayering

The department had sought consultation from divisions and wings for revision of channels of
submission, but no response was received from the divisions
With the approval of the minister, the department decided that the existing channels of
submission are adequate as majority of the subjects are disposed of within 4 levels and the
channels in l ine with the office procedures
The vacancies at group b and group c level (27% each) lead to automatic skipping of channels

Delegation

The ministry had delegated the financial powers in December 2019 as per the DFPR
Disposal/approval powers have been delegated to the officers at US/Dir/DS level officers and to
the heads of the subordinate offices and organisations

Desk Officer System

The ministry explored the possibi l ity of implementing the Desk Officer System but after
consultation with the divisions/wings, it was decided that the implementation of the DOS is not
feasible as majority of the work handled by the department pertains to policy formation,
project monitoring, international and national cooperation, which requires deliberation and
consultation
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Central Registry Unit

88

523

418

The CRU is equipped with 2 heavy duty scanners for digit isation of Daks
Training of CRU staff was conducted by the ministry on processing and handling of receipts

63

20

Digitisation

The department has been using e-office since 2017 and currently operating on version 7.1
Strict compliance to e-office and processing of digital f i les was issued in 2018 and by 2020 the
department started operating in complete digital mode 
Physical f i les, barring that of confidential and sensit ive nature have been digit ised with the
help of an external expert agency 
Special heavy duty scanners and printers have been supplied to al l  the sections

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT
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O&M division is operating on a similar pattern as of a desk officer due to vacancies in posit ions
Ground Water desk has also been discontinued since 2020 due to change in the nature of work

VPNs issued in(2021-22)63Scanners

Number of Hardware Resources

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022)

183117

Digital Signatures issued

5520

5412

5519523

Printers 418

Webcams

Desktops

20

E-filesYear



Key Highlights

The Ministry has scheme oriented sections. Ministry is presently undertaking restructuring of
the organization categorizing al l the schemes related to women and child development under 3
Missions:

 Mission Poshan
 Mission Vatsalya
 Mission Shakti

1 .
2.
3.

The financial power of HoD/DS/Director has signif icantly increased to Rs. 2,00,000 from Rs.
60,000 per annum, in non-recurring financial expenditure and to Rs.75,000 from Rs. 25,000 per
annum for recurring financial expenditure
Ministry is undergoing restructuring at the organizational level therefore, MoWCD has proposed
implementation of desk officer system and to revise the role of desk officer 
MoWCD uses e-office version 7.1 which is accessible to al l  the employees
NIC had conducted an in-house training in MoWCD on 11th, 12th and 15th November, 2021 w.r.t .
the upgradation of e-fi le version 7.2 under various categories l ike Master Trainers, Users and
Product Administrators level
CRU section of the ministry has been digit ized completely and al l the physical receipts are
converted into digital receipts

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

MINISTRY OF WOMEN AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT

The Department of Women and Child Development, Government of India, came into existence as a
separate ministry with effect from 30th January, 2006, earl ier since 1985 it was a Department
under the Ministry of Human Resources Development.
The broad mandate of the Ministry is to have holistic development of Women and Children. As a
nodal Ministry for the advancement of women and children, the Ministry formulates plans, policies
and programs; enacts/ amends legislation, guides and coordinates the efforts of both
governmental and non-governmental organizations working in the field of Women and Child
Development. Besides, playing its nodal role, the ministry implements certain innovative programs
for women and children. 
The Ministry has 153 fi l led posit ions against 264 sanctioned strengths result ing in 42% vacancy. 

 Delayering

The ministry has scheme oriented sections. Ministry is presently undertaking restructuring of
the organization categorizing al l the schemes related to women and child development under 3
Missions:

 Mission Poshan
 Mission Vatsalya
 Mission Shakti

1 .
2.
3.

Guidelines in these missions are under the process of f inal ization and revision in the levels of
submission is proposed. Therefore, ministry is fol lowing the practice of 4 levels of submission
and awaiting the guidelines to revise the levels of submission
Among 34 routine items of work in MoWCD by Bureaus, 47% of subject matters such as policy
matters, signing of MoU, parl iamentary questions, foreign matters require more than 4 levels of
channel of submission
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Central Registry Unit

Digitisation

MoWCD uses e-office version 7.1 which is accessible to al l  the employees
NIC has conducted an in-house training in MoWCD on 11th, 12th and 15th November, 2021 w.r.t .
the upgradation of e-fi le version 7.1 under various categories l ike Master Trainers, Users and
Product Administrators level

IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT

CRU section of the ministry has been digitized
completely and all the physical receipts are
converted into digital receipts
CRU section has 1 scanner and MoWCD has
requested for 1 more scanner to strengthen its
functions

FY 2019-20

Digital 
ReceiptsYear

56428

48845FY 2021-22 

51349FY 2020-21

Digital Initiatives

I n t e g r a t e d  M o n i t o r i n g  S y s t e m

The Ministry along with NIC developed Integrated
Monitoring System (IMD) which is accessible to DS
level and above.
Tasks are assigned on IMD which is monitored by
the Secretary, MoWCD and is completed in the
Portal itself within time.
IMD also serves as an online notice board for
MoWCD

Desk Officer System

As the Ministry is undergoing restructuring at the organizational level, MoWCD has proposed
implementation of desk officer system and to revise the role of desk officer
Ministry mentioned that due to shortage of staff at SO and ASO level, MoWCD could not
practice desk officer pattern at present

35Laptops

Number of Hardware Resources

Desktops 431

Printers 381

Scanners 15

Webcams 13 Digital Signatures Issued

12

VPNs issued(2021-
22)

19

E-filesYear

FY 2021-22 

FY 2020-21

FY 2019-20

(t i l l  Feb 2022) 4220

3300

3756

The financial powers of the HoD /DS/Director has been signif icantly increased to Rs. 2,00,000
from Rs. 60,000 per annum, in non-recurring financial expenditure and to Rs.75,000 from Rs.
25,000 per annum, for recurring financial expenditure

Delegation

Administrative powers have been delegated as per MOP of DoPT and still following the same practice
The ministry has delegated financial powers as per the guidelines issued by DFPR
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MINISTRY OF YOUTH AFFAIRS AND SPORTS

The Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports functioned under the overall guidance of the Minister of
State ( Independent Charge) for Youth Affairs & Sports during the year. In Apri l ,  2008, two separate
Departments, namely, Department of Youth Affairs and Department of Sports, were created under
the Ministry, with each Department under the charge of a Secretary to the Government of India.
The ministry pursues the twin objectives of personality building and nation building, i .e. developing
the personality of youth and involving them in various nation-building activit ies. As most of the
issues concerning young people are the functions of other Ministries/Departments, l ike Education,
Employment & Training, Health and Family Welfare, etc. the role of the Ministry of Youth Affairs &
Sports is to act as a faci l itator and catalytic agent.

The sanctioned strength for the Ministry is 228 out of which 163 posit ions are duly fi l led.

Key Highlights

The ministry has undertaken subject-wise delayering reforms which has subsequently resulted
in reduction of channels of submission from 5-6 levels to at present 3-4 levels 
Even for the subjects where the approval authority is the honorable minister, channels have
been restricted to 4
Financial delegation has been undertaken in the department in accordance with the DFPR
(Delegation of Financial Powers Rules)
Presently, the ministry does not have designated desk officers. However, certain administrative
subjects of routine nature are disposed off by the init iating officer of US or DS level
The ministry has adopted e-office version 7.1

Delegation

The delayering reforms have subsequently resulted in administrative delegation of powers
Financial delegation has been undertaken in the department in accordance with the DFPR
(Delegation of Financial Powers Rules)

 Delayering

The ministry has undertaken subject-wise delayering reforms which has subsequently resulted
in reduction of channels of submission from 5-6 levels to at present 3-4 levels 
Even for the subjects where the approval authority is the honorable minister, channels have
been restricted to 4
Decreasing the levels of submission has resulted in faster disposal of f i les

Desk Officer System

Presently, the ministry does not have designated desk officers. However, certain administrative
subjects of routine nature are disposed off by the init iating officer of US or DS level
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Digitisation

The ministry has adopted e-office version 7.1

Digital Signatures
 Issued

27

VPNs issued(2021-
22)
72

Digital Initiatives

D a s h b o a r d  - D e p a r t m e n t  O f  
Y o u t h  A f f a i r s

A dashboard has been created
which provides information about
the training programmes, Youth
hostels, number of youth members
in the Nehru Yuva Kendra
Sangathan, National Young leaders
programme, national youth
corps,NSS etc

D a s h b o a r d  - D e p a r t m e n t  o f  S p o r t s

Provides Information about Khelo
India, national sports events and
International sports events

Central Registry Unit

The ministry has a dedicated CR unit through which al l the receipts received are processed
and digit ized However, confidential receipts are digit ized by the concerned officials only

Central Registry Unit in the Ministry



   

 

N a m e  o f  M i n i s t r y / D e p a r t m e n t

L o c a t i o n

 N a m e  a n d  D e s i g n a t i o n  o f  t h e  o f f i c e r  i n  c h a r g e
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ANNEXURE

D a t e

I.  Questionnaire

General

1

Has the ministry/department conducted any 
assessment study to measure the impact of 

init iatives taken to increase the effectiveness of 
decision-making? (Data and associated docs if 

conducted)

Yes

No
 

A. Delayering

 1

Yes

No

- Completely
- Partial ly, specify detai ls

Has the process of delayering (reduction in 
channels of submission) been carried out in your 

ministry/department? - Revision under process
- Other reasons

2

Based on which of the fol lowing criterion did the 
ministry/department undertake delayering reforms? 
Give l ist of Channels of Submission division/subject 

wise. Give l ist of total no of divisions.

Subject of disposal
Division-wise
Both
Others, Specify

  3 What is the level of f i le init iation for the fol lowing?

Administrative
Financial
Parl iamentary
Starred/Unstarred Questions
RTI
Policy Matters
Others, specify
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 4 Are there multiple officers in a particular channel/level?
Yes, elaborate

No

 

 5 Is information on channels of submission of cases (other 
than the classif ied ones) available on your website?

Yes, elaborate

No

Partial ly

 

 6
Are the detai ls (such as name, telephone, e-mail id) of 

officers- in-charge (of particular division or subject 
matter) mentioned on the website?

Yes

Partial ly

No
- Specify reason

 

 7 Has review of cadres and personnel been conducted?

Yes, before delayering
Yes, after delayering
Both
Partial ly
No

 

 8 Is there a regular review provision/mandate?
Yes

No

 

 9
Do you notice any reduction in the time taken in 

movement of the fi le system and its disposal?

Yes, specify

No

 

 10
Has there been any other impact of the Delayering 

Reforms?
(Descriptive)
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 11
List any challenges/bottlenecks after undertaking the

Delayering reforms.

 

 12 List any other init iatives/best practice, if undertaken.

 

 1
Has there been an increase in administrative delegation 
of powers?(subject/division wise approving authorit ies)

Yes, before delayering

 

 2 Have the financial powers been delegated?

 

 3
Has there been a decrease in t ime taken for decision 

making due to delegation in that particular 
division/subject matter?

2 2 1

(Descriptive)

(Descriptive)

B. Delegation

Partial ly, specify detai ls
No

- Enumerate delegated financial 
power division/subject wise

Yes, before delayering

- Enumerate delegated financial 
power division/subject wise

Partial ly, specify detai ls
No

Yes, Eg,
- Tendering process has sped up
-  Fi le Movement
-  Grievance Redressal
-  Other, elaborate

No

 

 4
Has there been any other impact of the Delegation 

Reforms?
(Descriptive)

 

 5
List the bottlenecks/challenges with Delegation reforms 

undertaken?
(Descriptive)
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 6 List any other init iatives/best practices, if undertaken.

 

 1 Does the department use Desk Officer System?

Yes

Partial ly

No, specify reason

(Descriptive)

C. Desk Officer System

 

 2
Specify the name of divisions/subjects with a desk 

officer.
(Name and Number)

 

 3
Is there clear work al location/mandate specified for 

each desk officer? (Show Order/Circular)

Yes

Partial ly

No, specify reason

 

 4
Which of the fol lowing aspects of work have shown
increased efficiency after the implementation of the 
desk office system?(General Impact of Desk Officer)

Please specify,

Reduction in t ime, 
specify process
Process streamlined
Others, specify

 

 5
Have the desk officers been trained for effective 

discharge of their work?

Yes

No

Partial ly

 

 6
Has there been any other impact of the Desk Officer 

Reforms? (Descriptive)
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 7
List the bottlenecks/challenges with Desk Officer 

reforms undertaken?

 

 12 List any other init iatives/best practice, if undertaken.

 

 1 Which version of e-office is currently being used? (Specify)

 

 2 Is e-office accessible to al l  departmental employees?

 

 3
Specify the number of digital signatures issued to 

employees within the department/ministry

2 2 3

(Descriptive)

(Descriptive)

D. Digitisation

(Descriptive)

 

 4

Does the ministry/department have adequate number of 
laptops/desktops, scanners, printers, and webcams? 
(Data on number of scanners, laptops, printers and 

webcams)

 

 5
What is the process of handling/sharing of e-fi les for 

inter-ministerial communications?

Yes

No

Partial ly

Yes

No

(Descriptive)
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2 2 4

 

 6
Has Capacity Building for the staff for using e-office 

been conducted?

 

 7 Is tracking of f i les done to measure the number of days 
of f i le disposal?

Yes

Partial ly

No

 

 8
Are there any technological/digital init iatives to increase 

working efficiency?
(Descriptive)

 

 9 Specify number of VPNs issued, if any.

 

 10
Number of e-fi les created. (Year wise for Fin Year 
2019,2020 and month wise for f inancial year 2021)

Yes

Partial ly
No

-  Professionals/Experts from 
. . . .outside
-  In-house training

(Specify number)

(Data)

 

 11
Has e-office led to reduction in stationery use? (paper, 

etc.)

Yes, specify data and 
process

No

 

 12
Has digit isation reforms/e-office led to financial 

savings?

Yes, specify data and 
process

No
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 13
How has digit isation helped in increasing efficiency in 

decision making?

 

 14
Has there been any other impact of the Digit isation 

Reforms?

 

 15
List the bottlenecks/challenges with Digit ization reforms 

taken?

 

 16 List any other init iatives/best practices, if undertaken

2 2 5

(Descriptive)

(Descriptive)

 

 1 Has the CRU been digit ised?

 

 2

Total number of physical and digital receipts being 
handled by the department/ministry

(Data of f i les handled from FY 2019-20 and FY 2020-21 
and monthly data ti l l  28th of feb for FY 2021-22)

Yes

No

Partial ly

(Descriptive)

Reduction in time taken in 
decision making/ disposal of 
files
Streamlining of the process
Ease of use by employees
Others, Specify

(Descriptive)

(Descriptive)

E. Central Registry Unit
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2 2 6

 

 3

How many of the physical f i les handled between the 
below specified period are of non-classif ied nature?

(Data of f i les handled from FY 2019-20 and FY 2020-21 
and monthly data ti l l  28th of feb for FY 2021-22)

 

 4

Has there been a reduction in handling of physical f i les 
since digit isation of CRU?

(Data of f i les handled from FY 2019-20 and FY 2020-21 
and monthly data ti l l  28th of feb for FY 2021-22)

Yes

No

 

 5 Number of scanners available at the CRU. (Descriptive)

 

 6 What is the process of handling e-mail receipts? (Descriptive)

(Descriptive)
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